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Translator's Foreword 

This book is a translation of the text of a lecture course Manio Heidegger 
offered in the winter semester 1921-2.2 at the University of Freiburg. 
The German original appeared posthuruously in 1985 (with a second. re
vised, edition in 1994) as volume 61 of Heidegger's ·coUeaed Works• (G~
samtausgabe). 

The book appeared within the section of the Gesamtau.sgabe devoted to 
the "Early Freiburg Lectures. · That is to say, it stems from Heidegger's 
first period of teaching at Preiburg (in the capadty of what we would caU 
a "teaching assistant"), prior to his appoinm1ent w a regular faculty posi
tion at the University of Marburg in 1923 and his subsequent rerum to 
Preiburg as a full professor in 1928. 

In October 1922, in suppon of his candidacy at Marburg, Heidegger 
composed an essay which bears the same main title as this lecture 
course, though the subtitle differs: "Phenomenological Interpretations 
of Aristotle (lndication of the Hermeneutical Situation)." ' The essay is 
clearly related to the precedent lecture courses. and in a sense Heideg
ger was. in the essay, as he said, •excerpting himself." ' Nevenheless, 
the present text must not be confused with the essay and is in no way 
superseded by it. On the contrary, despite the sameness in title, the lec
ture course is an original treatment of tltemes that do not figure at all in 
the essay. 

As will be obvious even from a rursory glance at t11e table of contents, 
the lecture course depaned widely from the proposed interpretation of 
Aristotle. lostead, the main theme of the lectures is human life as such, 
•factical UJc, • and it is for the most part in regard to th.is theme that the 
secondary literature discusses rhe book. lodeed.. Reidegger does not 
carry out any interpretations of Aristotle here but merely prepares lor 
such, a.nd tbat is tl1e sense in which the entire lecture course is an 
"lntroduction. • (According to tbc table or contents, the book consists 
exc:lus.ivcly of a.o i.otroduclion. foUowed by two appendices.) Presum
ably, Hcldeggcr meant 10 employ thi..~ text as an i.otroducrlon to a larger 
work on Aristotle, 1bough that project was eventually abandoned. Yet, 

l. Phiinommolcsische tnl~rprezationm zu Aristorelts (Alllrl"ae dtr Jrum(trtutisclten Situa· 
lion) ," published posthwnously trl Dilzlrcy-Jahrlt~«h filr Plr11asophi~ uJrd Gadric!Jit dtr GtlSU:S· 
>oAssm<dlajim 6 (1989), pp. 237-274. 

2. Ibid .. e<liwr's epilogue, p. 271. 
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x1v Tr01nslator') Foreword 

as Heideggcr himself says. the actual interpretation of Aristotle would 
not simpl)• be a "hiswrlcal· illu>tration or application of the •systematic" 
studies of the introduction.' On the controry. the introductory. system· 
atic pan would receive Its lull <>en~ only in light of the supposedly 
•mere· application. Thus thi~ book. a~ it now stands. i5 by iLS own adtnis· 
sion radically incomplete and must be interpreted with great ci=· 
spcaion. That does not mean th1• text is unimponant or unrewarding. 
though it cenainly does not lend itself to an easy. supcrfidal reading. 

Ukewise. it is in no ladle -rense that the lectures constitute an "initi· 
ation into phenomenological research.· The book does not straightfor· 
wardJy expound a theory of phenomenological research but instead 
presents an instance of phenomenology in practice. It is a.n initiation 
through Lhe actual engagement in the work of phenomenology and not 
through au abstract consideration of standpoint and method. It is pre· 
dsely an invitation to pht•nomcnology and not an indoctrination. Thus 
it is an initiation that makes demands on the one who would be initi· 
ated. The demands include. in the first place. a reading that is fully 
anemive to what might be said- in the book's own tcmts- merely by 
way or •fonnal indication.· 

The early date of this lecture course places it at a time in which 
Heidcgger was still seeking his proper philosophic.'ll voice. Much of Lhe 
vocabulary is therefore provisional. In particular. Heidegger here pro· 
poses a number of neologisms. some of which he later let fall away and 
some of which be eventually developed in new directions. To assist Lhe 
reader in these termini terhnid. I have translated them consistently 
throughout and have appended to the text German-English and 
Bngiish-Gcrman glossaries. which al~o provide Lhe Greek and Latin 
roots of Lhe more obscure coinages. 

At times. when I thought it nect-ssary to indicate Lhm Lhe translation 
fails to capture some imponant nuance. I have interpolated Heidegger's 
German words directly into the text, pladng them within square brack· 
ets (()). These brackets have been reserved tnroughout Lhe book for 
translator's insertions, and the few fooLnotes stemming from the trans
lator are marked "Trans.· The use of braces (II) is explained by the edi
tors in their afterword. For the convenience of those wishing to 
correlate passages in this translation with the original. the running 
heads indicate the Gtsamtausgabt Mginalion. 

3. Stt ~low. pp. 11, 82. 

Richard Rojcewicz 
Point Park College 
Pittsburgh 



PART I 



Aristotle and the Reception of Hb Philosophy 

A. What Are Studies in the History of Philosophy? 

We call r~arch into a paSt philosophy-e.g .. Amtotle's-a study in the 
hhtory of 1>hilosophy. 

I. Th~ hi~tory of philosophy was alway~ ~ccn and inve<tigated in and 
OUI Of a detcmlinate cultural consciousne~. Today what dominates iS 
typifying hi>tory of the spirit. j"Types· -formed on what basis?] This 
hiswry look~ upon it<elf as strict factual research. within a determin· 
ate mode of positing and understanding faCtS. For this •exact• research. 
ev~rything else counts as empty praulc. even th~ aut•mpt to bring it 
itself 10 darity in its own conditionality and stand110int. Philosophy is 
thereby grouped together with S<ience. art. religion. and the like. In that 
way. philosophy is preconeeptuaUy detemuned. in regard to its content. 
as pan of Objective (objektiv] history. as ha"ing Objective and Object· 
like relations and propcnies. 

n. The historiological aspect or philosophy is visible only in the very 
act of philosophizing. It is graspable only a~ existence and is accessible 
only out of purely facticallife and. accordingly. with and through his· 
tory (I.) TI1is entails. however. the demand~ of reaching clarity of prin· 
dplc with regard to: I. the sense of the actualization of philosophizing. 
and 2. the nexus of the actualization and of the Bl'ing of philosophizing 
in relation to the historiological and 10 history. 

These question~ cannot be skirted. nor can one suppose-which 
would be counter to their inner problematic-that they can be, as it 
were. sculed in advance by themselves (without historiology and his· 
tory). i.e .. by our ntmmaging about in some purified content. On the 
contrary. the taking seriously of the task of the history of philosophy is 
actuali7ed predsely in philosophizing (without compromises in relation 
to 1.). since the dedsive problematic of 11 .. I. and 2 .• presents itself as 
one that is concrete. definite. and radical. Philosophy is historiological 
cognition of factical life (i.e .. it understanch in temu of actualized his· 
tory). W<: must anain a categorial (eristetrtit/1) understanding and artie· 
ulation (i.e .• an actuali7jng knowledge). wherein what is separable is 
not interpreted as an ensemble and an origin. on the basis of what is 
traditionally separated. but is interpreted positively-on the basis of the 
fundam<:ntal comportment toward facticallife. life a~ such. 

Now. insofar as ruinance and questionability are experienced and 
philosophy decides to explicate radically that which is in each case facti· 
cal abou 1 II, philosophy then renounces the possibillt y of having re
course 10 revelation, recourse to some son of certification of Its possessions 



4 Ans:!Oik and lk Rtt<ption ofHh Pbilosopby (2-3] 

OT pos!it'SSive possibihtie$. That is Dot bc.-ca~ philosophy IS IJ)'iDB 10 br 
~ but bc.-caiiSie il sunds origmaily WJthm ~ PK-possasion 
-of lhe uctial. Questionabilit) and questioning~ 11M: COmport

mmt tl»\~rd lustOT) -the -bow· of the lustonoioglal. 
ln pnnople. c-vnything ts ~ upon a confronution. upon an 

undt-mandmg m and out of this confront-ation l'lus n:istmodly ~
min~ w.y of undastanding through ronfronution IS •one-sided"
namely. from the outside-and it is a misund~ndlng to maintain 
that we would come to an undem.mding if we do justn to lustory in 
(we know not which) calmness and ObjectiviTy. lbose are inst.ances of 
weakness and indolrntt. The ini("Dtion to ronfroot has its own radical 
po~ of disclosing and ilhtminating. 

As the tum is usually t'Diployed. tht" history of philosophy romprises 
the convolut.~ succession of p.bilosophical opinions. tbeorks. systems. 
and maxims m t.be time frame from tht" ~ «'Dtury a.c. to the 
prnmt rnOIJX'DL That is to say. il ron=ns ~caD) the pbilosopbks 
..mich ~'·e !.Urn form in the life-naus of the ~dopmcnt of 1M 
Grerk people m t.be lustory of t.be spirit. which de-.-elopmrnt for its pan 
&bouch~ toto the hlst.OT)' of Christianhy. lbc:Tdore il mdudes the fur
ther philosophies which in t.be ~ of the lustory of the Christian 
West (Middle ~es and mode-miry) have un~one vanous aansfor
~tions and. at times. new formations. 

It is witb this spatial and temporal resniaioo that we here mean the = "history of philosopby.• And thai is ~ DOt only because for the 
mOSt pan the nutmrnt of ot.ber philosophies is a more or less adcoowl
ed~ dilntantism and an oppon:uniiy for all sons of intclloct:ual mischief 
but because this rest:riction ~ otn of the very sense of pbilosopby. 

For any epoch. the history of philosophy co~ into vkw as dearly. 
is undemood as deeply, is appropriated as strongly. and on that basis is 
aitiqUC'd as d«isivcly. as philosophy. for which and in which history 
is p~t and tn which anyone is related to lustoT) in~ living way. is 
acnWJy philosophy. and that means= I. btiunes a ~ and spe
cificall) a fundamental questioning. and 1 . becomes a ~ secldng 

alter answeB: research. That is to 53)', what is dccisjve is 11M: radical and 
dear formation of tbe hermeneutical situation as the maturation of the 
philosophical probk=atic itsclL 

There are established, in every generation. or in a succession of 
generations. determinate posstDilities of access to history as such. deter
minate basic coocrptions of the tOtality of history. determinate evalua
tions of Individual epochs, and detenn.inate prtdilections for individual 
philosophies. 

The componmeru of lhe present age toward Aristotle Is well defined 
in a threefold Jespt:CL 1n addition. however. Aristotle w had a Jindn'Jy
in9 tn1lllell('(' on our ways of sedng and. above all. speaking. "anicula
tiolls": kJ§U. (Predclinealion of the radical and a:ntral problematic.) 



I'M /IJ!rqJ1iJm of Aristmk's PhilDsaphy {4-SJ 5 

.B. The Reception of Aristotle's Philosophy 

a) Middle Ages and mod<:mity 

AristOtle und~oes a definite positive evaluation. founded on the bigb 
scbolllsticism of the Christian Middle Ages, in the view of life and of 
cni= determined by the Catholic confession and itS Church. 

The renewal of Kam's philosophy in the 1 860!;, along with the grow
ing in11uena of this renewal on !he philosophizing of the subsequem 
decades, Jed to a position opposed in principle to !he positive evaluation 
just mentioned. Neo-Kantianism was essentially detetmined. in its 
opposition to Aristotle, by the type and tlte mode of irs renewal of KanL 
The renewal was a specificalll' •epistemological" one. More precisely, it 
was such !hat il i:tsdf led to the formation of !he philosophical discipline 
now mown as ·ep;.=Jogy• or ·theory of knowledge." For this ·ep;s
t.emological" in=pretation of Kant. his Critiq1u was seen essentially as 
the ground-laying of tlte mathematical narural sciences. as theory of 
science. Al !he same time, Kam was understood as the "shan.aer" of 
the old metaphysics and of empty speculation. 

Based on Kam's philosophy, as so interpreted. namely, as a decidedly 
•aiticaJ• philosophy, the ensuing consideration of the b.is1.ory of philos
ophy relegated Ariswtle to the position of a specifically uncitical phi
losopher: an exponent of naive metaphysics. 1bis inu:rpretation was 
medi.aled by a f.arile glance a1 the faa that. according 10 the general 
opinion, me o1Jl UDcitical metaphysics bad itS perfea archetype in the 
Middle Ages. and there Aristotle was esteemed as ·w philosopher.· ln 
1hi.s way. the first gre;n and radically scientific man was relegated to the 
series of presumed obscuramists. 

Ka.m and Aris101le haw this in common. that for lxnb of them the 
CX~emal world exists. For Aristotle. knowledge of that world is not a 
problao.. He treated knowledge quite differently, as a clarification of 
the surrounding world. He caD be called a realist only inasmuch as be 
never questions the existence of the external world. 

For Kant. Steeped in Aristcnel.ian conceptuality and settled in Des
canes' basic position. knowledge is a problem in a quiu differem 
respea (that of science especially), and the problem is then solved in a 
particular way. On that basis, however, one caDnot brand Aristotle a 
realist or produce him as a star wiiDess for reaHsm quite apan from the 
fact that thereby even Kanl is understood awry. The a:mfusion of the 
most heterogeneous motives, of questions and answers, and of meth
ods in the problem of knowledge reaches its 2ell.i1b wi1h N'lCOW Ban
mann. He retains thC' problematic and 1be old teims and then still 
appeals to the idea of metaphysics for help. 

For its pan. the most superficial opposition to Kantianism was now 
pressed im.o an apologetic for Aristotle, an apologetic that had to run in 
the same direction as Neo-Kantianism lbus Aristotle, in rum. becamC' 
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6 Aristotle and the Reception of His Philosopby (5-7] 

an ·epistemologist• and at the same time the star witness for the epis
temological trend called •realism. • 

The polemical position toward Aristotle, introduced by Neo
Kamianism, has entrenched itsell in many ways in our modem cultural 
consciousness. Our presem age, even in its position toward Aristotle, 
belies its own peculiar fickleness that has no roots. Philosophers, who 
only five years ago rurned up their superior noses at the name of Aris
totle, now-in order 10 keep up with the latest-speak like sages about 
the long-unknown greatness and even the •depth' of the Aristotelian 
philosophy- and both now and then rema in withOUI any serious 
knowledge of it. 

The polemically negative attitude of Neo-Kamianism in relation to 
Aristotle had fallen victim to the erroneous prcsupposit:ion that Ariswtle 
has anything a t a ll to do with the Middle Ages or with Kam. Tn faa, just 
the opposite is the case. IL will have tO be said, however, that these effec
tive nexuses, decisive for the h istory of the spirit and more pressing for 
the present spiritual situation than is commonly thought. have not yet 
been grasped in their basic lineaments. And what is Jacking for that task 
is the decisive posing of the problem. Indeed, the work of philologicai
IUstoriological research is fruitful for exhibiting (doxographic) literary 
fil iations, and th is work of necessity bears - and is otherwise impossi
ble-a definite interpretation of the coment of the relevam litera ture. 

b) Antecedent Grcekanizing oltbc Christian lile-consdousness 
The Christian life-consciousnes.~ of the early and high scholastic eras, 
the consciousness in which was carried out the genuine reception of 
Aristotle and thus a qu ite definite imerpretation of Aristotle, had 
already passed through a •Greekanizing. · The life-nexuses of the origi
nal Christianity had already matured within a surrounding world 
whose lire was co-determined, in regard tO its way of expressing itself. 
through the speci fically Greek interpretation of existence and through 
Greek conceptua li ty (terminology). Through Paul and in the apostolic 
epoch, and especially in the parristic age, an incorporation into the 
Greek life-world was carried out. 

Despite the accomplishments-quite uncha llengeable as regards 
their scholarly significance-of the research into the hjswry of dogma, 
the just-mentioned decisive process in the IUstory of the spirit has not 
been grasped in i!S ulti mate. h ighly meaningfu l interconnect ions and 
thus is not yet ripe for a philosoph ical problemat ic and discussion . The 
grounds for th is are manifold (the state of theology, the directiona lity of 
research into the h istory of dogma itself, the state of research into 
Greek philosophy) . The main reason lies in t.he lack of a problematic 
regarding princi11les. for it is in this problematic that the processes at 
issue must be set (existence, facricaJ life - immanent interpreta tion; d. 
tlt c foiJowing). 
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TilL Rtctptum of Aristotk~ Philosophy [7-8) 7 

Against the scholasticism wbich was consolidated through the recep
tion of Aristotle, had passed through further transformations in Scotus 
and Ockham, and was simultaneously freed up in its vivacity of experi
ence by Tauter's mysticism. Luther carried out his religious and theo
logical counter-stroke. In the assimilation and development, as well as, 
in some cases, tlte dismissal of the new motives of Lutheran theology, 
Protestant scholasticism came ro be formed. It was immediately nour
ished, through Melanchthon, by Aristotelian motives as interpreted in 
a ce.nain way. These dogmatics, bearing essentially Aristotelian direc
tions, constitu te the root soil of German Idealism. 

tn that philosophical epoch. 1.he decisive conceptual srrucrures and 
the leading nexuses with regard to the apprehension and imerprcunion 
of existence are, so to speak. laden with the just-characterized history 
of the spirit. Every serious investigation into German Idealism and, 
above all, every fundamental grasp of its historical genesis mltSt set out 
from the theological situation of the time. Pichte, Schelling. and Hegel 
were theologians. and Kant can be understood only in terms or theol
ogy, unless we would make or him the mere rattling skeletOn or a so
called epiStemologist. For any interpretat ion. we must remain con
scious or the methodological significance o f these nexuses. at least as 
admonit ions to prudence. Here, and everywhere in the investigation of 
our spiritual llistory, Dilthey possessed a sure instinct, but he had to 
work with insufficient methodological and conceptual means, and 
these precisely blocked his path to a radica l rormuJation of the prob
lems. Such nexuses in the hlswry or the spirit must not now seduce us 
to further considerations. We need 10 pass on 10 what is decisive. 

ct Pbilological-historiological research 
Alongside the two opposite tendencies of a positive estimation and a 
rejection or Aristotle, there runs. fortunately very liu le tOuched by 
eitltcr. st.arting in the ninctcemh ccnrury and continuing tOday. a (ruit
ful line of philological-historiological research in to Aristot le's writings. 
Th is research had its starring poin t in Schleiermacher's instigation of a 
critical edition of Aristotle. It was the Berlin Academy of the Sdeoces 
that undcrrook the task, and AristOtle is now commonly cited according 
10 the Academy edltion. Thls work is the foundation but is far from the 
final solution of the difficult task of establishing the text of the Arisw
telian corpus. Later, the same Academy completed, aher several unsuc
cessful aHempts, an edition o f the Greek Commemanes oo Aristotle 
(Commentaria in Aristotelem Graeca. 1882-1909, followed by Supplemen
tum Aristotelicum). That created a broad and secure basis for effective 
philosophical research ioto Aristotle. 

From this philological research, a branch line was struck by n-ende
lenburg, and one of his smdents, Brentano, was of dedsive significance 
for contemporary philosophy in its main streams (the Marburg School 
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8 Aristotle and the Reception of liis Philosophy [8-9) 

excepted). This claim will immediately cease to seem an exaggeration if 
we do not look upon rhc development of modem philosophy from the 
outside and do not thereby limit ourselves ro eXlemal sequences of 
schools and trends and to their nexuses of provenance (as if their 
affiliations and articulations were decisive) but if. instead. we auend to 
the genuinely effective problems, forces. and motives. 

Husser! saw in Bremano what is dedsive and was thereby able to 
surpass him in radicality, whereas the others who were influenced by 
Brcmano merely took over single interpretatjons. which they reflect.ed 
on but did not bring to the level of genuine understanding, i.e., to a 
level that promoted advancement in the genuine problems.' 

I. F. Breorano. Psy<lroklgie "'m empirischen Standpunkt (Psychology from the Em· 
pirical Standpoint] (Vienna. 1874). 6. Husserl. Logisclre Untersuchungen (Logical 
/m'<Stigarions) (Halle. 1913). w. Windelband. Beitrilge zur Le!rrt vom negativtn Urttil 
[Comributions to the Theory of Negative .Judgment I (Freiburg. 1884). H. Rickert. Der 
GegeriS/mtd dtr Brkmnlnis !The Object of Knowledge] (Frciburg. 1892). W. Diltbey. 
/dun ru tintr beschreibetrden and zerglitdertzdm P>yclzologit J/deas toward a Descriptivt 
and Analytic Psychology) (Berlin, 1894). W. James, Prindp/es of Psychology ( 1890). 
M. Heidegger, Phanommologit und trarrszendtntalt Wertp/zilosoplrie (Piztnommology 
and Transandmtal Philosophy ofValzus]. lecture course. summer semester. 19.1 9. 
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P ART II 



What is philosophy? 

The loUo"~ng inv.,mgations. however. are not aimed at puuing in rrain 
a philosophical rehabilitation and defense of Aristotle. nor is their goal 
to renew Aristotle by paving the way lor an Aristotehanosm interwoven 
with the results of modem science. Those are not seriou~ aims of philo
sophical research, whether they relate to AristOtle or Kant or Hegel. 
Our interpretations of Aristotle's treatises and lt'Ciures spring, rather. 
from a concrete philosophical problematic. so much so that this inves
tigation Into 1he AristOielian philosophy does no1 in any way present a 
mere accidental surplus. a •supplement • or an eludda1ion •from 1he 
historiological side.· but. ins1ead. itself constilutcs a basic pan of chis 
problematic. The laner alone gives weight and decisiveness to the 
approach, 1he method, and the scope of our investigations. 

Those who wish to acquaint themselves lor the first time with such 
a problematic need a preliminary rough indication of the direction the 
investigation will take. just in order to carry out the li~t step in a de-
6nile. e,·en II un51eady. light. 

Moreover. those who ha\'e already acquired a cenain fixed position
and. a foniori. those who believe they are secure in !heir grasp of the 
task and m their way or dealing with it-must ever again. out of con
crete work. undenake a merhodological examination or conscience 
with regard to 1he originality and the genuineness or !heir goal and the 
true appropriateness or their method. 

Corresponding to the level of the problema lie reached al any time, a 
presentilicacion of the goal and or the method or 1he invesligalion is an 
indispensable propadeutic. because it is a necessity of 11rindple. 

The two question~ asked in philosophy are. in plain tenns: I. What is 
it thai really matters? 2. Which way or posing questions i~ genuinely 
directed to what really matters? What is di~ours~ about when it is dis
course in the most proper sense? Abou1 wha1 should and will and must 
discourse in philosophy. as a matter or prindpk. be uncompromising? 

If it is genuine, a concretely determined problt•malic of philosophical 
research will run in its own directedncss 10 1he end, an end philosophy 
as such mus1 have made fast for itself. Whm is pltilosoplry?That question 
mus1 be llOS<'ll wilh sulfident da.rity, su[fident lor 1hc situalion and the 
problematic in which 1he question is posed. If Indeed every concrete 
investigaciun is 10 have a secure direction. a corresponding mcthod
ologicallnlegrily, and a genuine peninence. 



CHA PTER ONE 

The Task of Definition 

Wha t is philosophy? This question, as so formulated and within the 
present context, i.e., at the inception and lor the inception of a properly 
philosophical investigation, gives rise for the most pan to a manifold 
discomfiture, which people will try to avoid under various pretexts and, 
ultimately, by some son of compromise. Tha t is a sign the task bas not 
been brought 10 purity and the sense of the question has not been 
clarified at the level of principle. 

The errors in trea ting the just-mentioned question. as so formulated, 
and i.n carrying out the task of definition in such a comext (a comext 
which indeed recurs for the philosopher more repea tedly and more 
urgently than for others. since the philosopher is predsely the genuine 
and constant ·beginner•) arc of two kinds. The quest ion and its resolu · 
lion may be underestimated and. precisely as such. taken with too little 
seriousness. Then again, the question and its resolution may be overes· 
timatcd; people may lose themselves in very lengthy endeavors, and 
the tatrying with the quest ion may become. ultimately, so protracted 
that concern deteriorates into stagnatiOO,. and the question itself gets 
transforn1cd overnight. Now, the truth does not at all lie in the middle. 
in a compromise that would reduce both errors to good, middle-class 
common ground. If there is one thlng tha t does not exist in philosophy. 
that is compromisi.ng as a way of atta ining tO the heart of an issue. A 
bri ef discussion olthc two sons of errors may prepare a genuine u.nder· 
standing of the question and of the answer. 

The wlderestim.anons themselves are. lor their pan. twofold. differing 
according to their motives. On the one hand. people say that discus· 
sions abou t the concept ol philosophy are unfruitfuL mere logical· 
methodologica l play. It would be better to lotlow the example of the 
sdences, which do not engage in extensive reOealoos on their o wn 
concept before beginn ing but, instead. begin straightaway. The mathe· 
matician and the philologist expect IJHie profit for their proper tasks 
from such empty speculations. and the more authentically they live in 
tlleir science. the less will they have a "taste• for such questions. There· 
lore philosophers. 100, are advised and energetically u rged tO set to 
concrete work and to distance themselves from lhe sterile occupation 
of worry over a universally valid, secure definition of philosophy in 
advance. Subsequently one might undertake a certain division into dis· 
ciplines. for the sake of a synoptic order, and migh t find a formttla 
embracing philosophy in its totality. But those are extrinsic concerns. 

This refusal of the question of definit ion is grounded in the view that 
the concept and the task ol philosophy are to be determined according 
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TM Task of Dt/inirioll (14-JSJ 13 

to the model of any oft he individual concrete sciences: that is to say. 
not determined in advance carefully and sharply but more or less 
instinC1Ivcly. Thereby what prevails (speaking in terms of the individual 
sciences and In terms of their own determinate situation) is a funda
mental estrangemcm and insensitivity. It is not thought necessary to 
overcome these. and. II they are genuine. not only do they not impede 
concrete research. but lhcy ae1ually make pos~iblc a development 
beyond the starting point and a preservation of the science. 

The second underestimation of the question. i.e., the second way of 
objee1ing to an explicit discussion or the question of the definition. 
stems from a dlrcctcdness that is exactly counter to the first. specifically 
scientific. tendency. Precisely because philosophy is In ae1uality more 
lhan a science. something "deeper• and "h igher: it cannot be con
strained into a pedantic definition. To indulge In such questions of 
definition is the mark of a soul like that of Wagner•s (In Goethe·s Faust]. 

which is "happy to find eanbworms.· Philosophy cannot be defined 
and ought not be defined; philosophy can only be •Jived: and that is 
the end of the story. 

The overestimation of the question is likewise twofold. On the one 
hand. the overestimation is concerned with gaining the most senaal 
definition. the definition which would embrace every concrete form of 
philosophy that bas emerged in lhe course of history. There is then 
immediately a funber concern that the definition be proper and risor
om. one wh.lch completely satisfies the requirements fixed by academic 
logic for any definition. 

The establishing of the definition. as intended in the overestimation. 
must be carried out before all else. To do so, what must be drawn in is 
a comparative consideration of the entire history of philosophy and 
thereby at the same time research into how and to what extent the 
definition allows for tbe so-called philosophical disdplines: logic. ethics. 
and the like. Then delimiting considerations are added: how philosophy 
com pons Itself to the individual sciences-how to an. how to religion. 
On this path. a sulfidem definition will be acquired. on whose basis the 
individual dlsdplines could then be worked out. 

The following may serve to clarify the sense of the double overesti
mation of the task of definition.• 

Both errors. the underesrimation as well as the overestimation of the 
task of definition, insofar as we manage to speak of them meaningfully 
and rightfully. will have to manifest something of a genu ine intention 
toward the sense of philosophy and its possible ways of being appropri
ated. The latter indeed can be seen and brought into relief only out of a 

2. The following discussion of the errors is )>resented In a new order. namely: 
A.) the overestimation. and specifically a) the rigorous dcflnltlon and b) the 
general dcflnhlon; B.) the overestima1ion. 
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fu ll and radical imcntion 10 philosophy. The converse does not hold. 
That is, we can not patch together something ·correct• here by appro
priate ly delimJting the errors, s ince the deli mita tion wou ld already 
require a direct ion. 

A genuine intention resides in the overestimation insofar as it 
stresses 1he necessit y of philosophy to take its or·icnlal ion from a prin
ciple. S1aning wi1h 1he very first s1cp. philosophy must be clear about 
what it is actually trying to accomplish. In ph ilosophy, principles play a 
dJfferent and more decisive role than in the individual sciences. The 
overes1lmation manifests a more or less strong and secure •instinct• for 
that fact. 

A genuine lmemion resides in the underestima! ion insofar as it 
stresses, though in two fundamentally difleren t ways. the necessity or 
actually concrete philosophizing. Accordingly, ou r knowledge of a 
secure definition of philosophy and our capad ty to hold forth on the 
articu lation of its disdplines and on the ou tline of its syslem i.n no way 
guarante·e tbat we have put ourselves in a position 10 actually philoso
phize or even that we have understood the sense of pbllosophy. 

Now. the error o f the two positions concerning tbe task of definition 
wou ld not at all be clarified by saying that the fault of the one (Onsists 
in overlooking the merit and the genuineness of the o ther. Rather, in 
each case we need to clarify the error as a positive tendency, i.e., how 
each misconstrues "definition: •tbe task o f defining: and ·philoso
phy." In that way it might be possible to work out, from various sides, 
an understanding of the question. 

A. The TWofold Error in the Overestimation 

a) The uncritical idea ol definition 

TWo different errors can lead to overestimation. The one error is to 
accept uncritically as a norm the idea of definition which develops ou r of 
a certain fom1a l logic. To this norm a universally valid determina tion or 
the sense o f philosophy has to comply. Defining then takes its direction 
from the conceptual strucrurcs o f the object wb icb arc pre-given in the 
very idea o f definition: definitio fit per oem1s proximum et differentiam 
spedftcam. ["Definition is made through the nearest genus and the spe
cific difference:] Insofar as we accept this idea of definit ion, in some 
way or another. as the gu ideliJ.le - which we also do if we declare 
resignedly that it could (unfonuna tely) never be satisfied with regard 
10 ultimate objects without our falliJ1g into the circle Slfictly forbidden 
by the same logic wh ich is the o rigin o f that idea of definition - insofar 
as we accept th is norrn of definition, we take philosophy as an object of 
the same character as the objects 1he just-named concept or dc fmition 
is meant to fi t and w hose mode of apprehension justi6es it: the rose is 
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a plant, a plant is an organism, etc. For quite definite regions of objects 
and for objects intended in one particular cognitive context. this norm 
of definition is meaningful. Philosophy is something; formally speak· 
ing, it is an object. But is it an object of the character of a rose. i.e .. a 
thing, an article? Can philosophy he understood as such an object, i.e .. 
understood in advance and imptidtly as an object included in the pur· 
view of the just-named norm of definition? 

It is imponant, right at the heginniJ1g ol our consideration. to grasp 
the original sense ol definition. from which the usual idea of definition 
is bUI a panicular derivative. Deforirio: dtcisio. deumrinario alintius didmr. 
quod tenendum et credendUlll declaramr. maniftstarur tt indiramr. ["De· 
fin ilion is said to he a dedsion aboUI or a detemlination of something. 
which detemlination is declared. manifested, and indicated as having 
10 be held and beli..vtd. • J The genuine bearing of the definition! The lull 
definition is nm merely its coment, the proposition! 

Within its own realm of validity. the usual idea ol definition bas this 
peculiari ty that, with respect to the nom1ative way ol grasping things 
in such a realm. the definition deiennines the object properly and 
securely. And although we can indeed always add illustrating cases. 
these comribme nothing fundamental. 

This momem. however. does not penain to every definition; indeed. 
there are definitions which present the object indetemlinately. though 
in such a way that the actualization ol the understanding of the particu· 
lar definition leads to correct possibilities o f more precise determination. 
There are definitions which merely inrroduce the concomitant full deter
mination. They do provide a first impetus. bu t-if a misplaced image be 
allowed-alignmem and troop strength mnst still be surveyed. muni· 
tioos prepared. and the position or the object reconnoitered. 

If we were asked to define. in the usual way. phenomenology. lor 
example. then we would have to say that there is no definition or it in 
the usual sense. and there are in philosophy in genera l no definitions or 
that kind. The one who asked, and who, no doubt. went into retire· 
meru long ago on an uncritical and unclear idea of definition, willlllm 
with a disdainful gesture (rom philosophy, which cannot even define 
what it itself is. and will tum all 1he more from a philosophy which 
regrettably struts about in the world claiming 10 be able to intu it "the 
essence of a ll things.· 

As an object, philosophy, Like every object, has its mode o f genu inely 
beit~g posse:;ud; there is a suitable. determinale way of accessing any 
particular object, adhering toil, and losing il. (ln general we do no1 sec 
these Iauer modes. and sl:ill less do we ever appropria1ely include them 
in the problematic. But they are precisely the ones in which we ·usu· 
aJJy• move; tbey constitule tbe ·usual. " They wiU acqu ire a fundamen
tal significance in the problematic of !acrjdty we are about to devclop.J 
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In these respe~1ive modes. which can be indica red formally as modes of 
possession (losing is a cenaln way of possessing). there are immanently 
co-funCJioning. according 10 rhe characrer of the possession or. re
spectively, according 10 the "whar• and the "how• of the objeCI (its 
"Being"), definire forms of cognitive grasping and derermining, specific 
forms of the clarification of each experience. 

These forms are nor subsequenrly pasred on; rhey are nor mere 
extrinsic accompaniments of the modes of possession. On the contrary, 
il is in these forms thai we possess the objecr itself as such; il is io them 
that we claim the object. 

In every mode of possession as such. the object is, in one way or 
another, •under discussion.• The appropriate genuioe possession can 
then in itself require an explicit discussion: the task can become that of 
bringing the discussion around to, and of speaklng explicitly about, the 
"what" of the object in the "how• of its being possessed. This task is 
itself such that in each case it arises out of and in a situation of possess· 
ing objects, in a situation of tactical experience and existence. (Grasped 
existentielly and radically: origin of phenomenological research into 
categories!} This task, that of claiming the object in speech in such a 
way and of bringing it into a possession detemlined by discourse, is the 
task of definition: pre-possession. 

The lonna! sense of definition is therefore: a determination of the 
objeCI in itS "what' and in its "how. • in a way appropriate to the situa
tion and to the preconceprion of it, in a way, furtl1ermore, that grasps 
the object out of the basic experience that is to be acquired, and in a 
way t11a1 claims the objecr in speech. (This is not the time lor literary 
niceties and for constructing "beau tiful" formulas. In the determination 
itself there are a lready assumed "expressions• which later will have to 
be clarified.) 

Given at first is an idea of definition. It grows ou t of the phenomeno
logically radical imerpretarion of knowledge and has a different sense in 
each case. according to the various cognitive and experiential contexts. 
Precisely as it is detennined in the formulation above, it signifies in prin
ciple more than the definition treated in fomlalistic logic. 

In terms of the formal idea of definition, the task is now to acquire 
the idea of philosophical definition. i.e., the idea of the definition of philo
sophical objects. The proper order of derivation, however, is actually 
such that the philosophical definition is the original one and the formal 
idea of definition arises out of it through formalization. The character of 
definition in the various sciences takes its origin in a comparable way
though to be sure differenlly-out of the philosophical definition. 

A philosophical definition is one of principle. so that philosophy is 
indeed not a "matter of fact" [ "Sache" j; •possessing in principle.• There
lore this definition must be one that "indicates": what is at issue; that is 
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only a more precise explication of the specific character of a principle. 
The philosophical definition occasions a pre-·mrning• 10 the object. 
such that I do indeed not •rurn• to the comem. The definition is •for
mally• indicative- the •way; the ·approach.· Whar is pre-given is a 
bond that is indeterminare as 10 coment bUI dererminare as to the way 
of acrualiunion. 

The phenomenological definition is this kind of specifically exisren
Liell maturation; with il, in a decisive sense, the aaualizarion of the 
understanding is such thar. om of a basic experience. the way. jusr as it 
is indicated, is traversed ·backward.· In other words, the way is prop· 
erly such that the claim is now made expllcit lor the 6.rst time and the 
task (category research), including the idea of the situation and of the 
preconception, is posed as the problematic. Then the basic existentiell 
experience can be taken up into concrete concern as what is lactically 
decisive. 

What is important at 6.rst is only this: the idea of determination. the 
logic of the grasp of the object, and the conceptuality of the object in 
the respective definitory determination must be drawn our of the mode 
in which the object is originally accessible. Also decisive lor the definition 
are the situation of life in which the object comes to be experienced 
and, further. the basic intention in which the experience !rom the out
set aims at the object (how the sense of the situation and of the antici
patory intentional grasp (the preconception) is •given ils due") . 

The idea of definition in •formal• logic is thereby invalidated, and 
that is so already because this idea of defirlition, as well as •formal• 
logic itself, are not at all •formal" but always essentially spring from a 
·togical • problematic oriented toward a material region of objecrs 
(things, living beings, meanings) and toward the determinate way of 
cognitively intending and grasping the respeaive objects (by ordering 
and totalizing). 

The erroneous tendency thus resides in the faa that with respect to 
the object and its possible possession a norm of derermination is uncrit
ically introduced, i.e .. always accepred in the traditional way as if it 
were sell-evident. Yet this norm actually distorts the intentional grasp 
right from the beginrling. The unquestioned use of this norm of deter
mination and the resultant unreflective slipping into a tendency to 
grasp things in a cenain way are possible because they lack the basic 
experience in which philosophizing •comes to language.· 11 is then 
thought that we can compensate for this lack by collecting various 
opinions and pronouncements abom what philosophy is supposed 10 

be, among which we choose, in the end, according 10 use. taste. need. 
convenience, or fashion. 

The absence of the lull basic experience, i.e., of rhe one rhat would 
involve an immanent explication of the task. represses the radical 
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problematic of logic, so tbat philosophy. alter Aristotle. no longer 
understands the problem of genuine logic. And precisely Kant, who 
claimed (thereby betraying the fact that he understood logic in the 
narrow sense of academic logic) that logic had not taken one step 
since Aristotle. either backward or forward, is more firmly ensnared in 
a pseudo-Aristotelian logic than he could realize. 

b) The miSiaking of the sense of "prindpte· 

The overestimation harbors a further erroneous tendency. which springs 
from the same uncritical. rash. and yet indeed genuine concern with 
definition. It is consciousness of something genuine to maintain that 
we must, in a sense. be clear and certain about what we want, what 
philosophy is supposed to be, what it is. It is the consciousness: that 
everything else in some way depends on the definition; rhat. conse
quently, the determination of the concept of philosophy must express 
something at the level of prindple (principle: that on the basis of which 
something "is" in its own proper way, that on whicl1 everything de
pends): that the object is therefore to be given in the definition in such 
a way that "all the rest" depends on what has been determined; and 
that the objeCt is to be given in the definition such that it is possessed 
precisely at the level of principle or can be possessed at that level in the 
continuation of the genu ine appropriation. 

The sense of "principle" and "at the level of principle" is here mis
taken, or assumed thoughtlessly, just as is the normative idea of 
definition. Here tbe principle is the univtrsal, the most general, that 
whidl holds ·tor· everything, ·m every case.· rhat on which all the par
ticular instances depend. whence they receive their essential determina
tion . (Determination understOod here according to a determinate idea o f 
determinateness.} The individual cases faU ·under" the principle, which 
is the "highest.· that which encompasses all its part icu.larizations. The 
dcfmition of philosophy must be one of principle, and that which it 
determines must be determined as a principle. as the most general, such 
that the determ ination applies to every individual domain of philoso
phy. i.e., to every individual philosophical discipline. for which it is the 
highest. with the result that the disciplines actually do fall ··under a uni
versal concept.· Accordingly, the definition is to make sense of the var
iegated manifold handed down in the history of philosophy. and indeed 
this precisely applies both to the extant manifold of philosophical disci
plines and to the maniJold of historical forms of philosophy. 

The endeavor to resolve the (supposedly urgem) task of definition is 
driven by a care which demands. fi.rst and foremost. that. with respect 
to the just-mentioned norm of definition. so also with respect to the 
presumed idea of a principle. everyt bing •accord• with what has been 
handed down in the tradition. precisely as it has been handed down, 
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with no detectable contradictions or vidous drcles. The possibility that 
the tradition. to which we would adhere-again, through a basicaUy 
genuine tendency-and to which the definition is supposed to be 
appropriate. might perhaps be under discussion here in an interpreta· 
lion which is just as superfidal as is the concern with definition-that 
never diSturbs anyone. This concern for definition Is passed down from 
generation to generation in the philosophical literature, and we take it 
as purely ·unscientific· to suspect that this concern might be errone
ous. Certainly we are not simply 10 define philosophy privatim, arbi· 
nari ly brushing aside its entire rich history! 

Just as every object has its own way of being po>sessed, its mode of 
being accessed and preserved, and its mode of becoming lost. so at the 
same time, in this possession and for it, it I~ always in some sense a 
prindple. something which is ar issue and which, with respect to and 
for something. has •something to say.· How it Is that the object attains 
this level. i.e .. whence springs its character as a prindple, is different 
with each object. 

If an object is to be grasped at the level of principle. if the task is to 
give a dtfinition of prinriplt of the object. then its ·what- and its ·how" 
must be determined in that precise regard. This means the definition of 
principle must make the object accessible in such a way that the ·how" 
is genuinely determined in its Being as a principle; more precisely. there 
must be a first Indication of the ·how· in which the object functions as 
a principle. This function as a principle. which the definition of princi
ple has 10 grasp. this · how· of the object, is. in a definition of principle. 
the determination of the objeCt's own proper •what." Yet, in such a 
definition, the ·how• Is given genuinely. i.e .. the functioning as a prin
ciple is as such properly present, only if the genuine understanding of 
the definition can (as it must) draw out of the definition itself a refer
ence to the •wherefore. ·to that for which the object is a principle. The 
reference to the ·wherefore· 6rst makes intelligible the ·how· of the 
principle. The definitory content is such that it gives direction to what is 
at Issue in possessing it (the object). {Access. appropriation. preserva
tion. Philosophy as full phenomenon! Sense-genesis of the principle.) 

A definition of principle presents the object as a principle. It is a prin
ciple only in the Being of the •wherefore·; i.e .. it is possessed as a prin
ciple only if the object is not the theme and neither is the principle. 
Instead, the definition must be such that the object Is possessed as a 
principle or the possession is launched in such a way that a tendency in 
this direction of acwallzatioo is awake and the understanding thus 
takes this direction. Then the possession is one of principle. adhering to 
the principle qua principle. {The formal statement of the genuine corre
lation implies at the same time that the object is a principle, can be a 
principle. Formal correlation: the possibility of functioning as a principle 
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is indicated. Thereby to be noted that the statement itself is an •abstrac
tion,• an ex-traction o f a phenomenological meaning. Relation and 
thereby content.) 

The genuine principle is to be acquired existentieUy-philosophically 
only in the basic experience of passion. There it is unclarifled. •Away from 
principles· means from the outside, •without suffering,• in reflection. 
having become lost. In principle, no •retention: •Away from principles,· 
we can be and have everything (Kierkegaard). 

Therefore. precisely a consideration (and research) of principle must 
radically know what it wants to accomplish. It is not enough to empha
size the principle (thereby we do not at all adhere to the principle as 
such; we simply speak of it, take and pass along cognizance of it); on 
the contrary, we must •possess· the principle qua principle. Insensitiv
ity to principles can mean either: 

I. We have no concern whatsoever for principles. 
2. We are concerned, but not ·as a matter of principle.· 
·As a matter or principle' means: to possess the principle genuinely. 

But that in turn means to bring it tO maturation a"nd clarification within 
undarified passion. to take it up and ·retain" it; i.e., for us: to acquire 
this basic experience for the first time. The way is long for philosophy as 
research. 

The definition of principle of an object is again different according to 
the object's own "how· and "what: according to the genuine mode of 
possession, and according to whether the object is or is not decisive for 
the mode of possession. There can be prindples which are to be acquired 
quite differently at di!ferent times, and indeed in such a way that at fim 
a mere reference is given_ a peculiar reversion to the basic experience. 
and only from there does the principle genuinely arise. This mode of 
appropriation is itseU an essential characteristic of a spiritual situation. 

The overestimation genuinely seeks an oriemation of prindple in 
the definition of philosophy. But the mistaking of the character of the 
object is united 10 a mistaking of the problematic functioning of the 
principle and a mistaking or the fact that this function of the principle 
(10 refer 10 that for wbJch it is a prindple) is dedsive in a definition of 
principle. Instead, the definitory determinations themselves become 
the theme and the object of proof; the "wherefore• and. consequently. 
the genuine character of the prindple become subsidiary. That is why 
the way is long. 

What counts for us is not simply to identify the mistake but to 
understand the erroneous tendency in a positive sertse. The definitory 
endeavor proceeds toward the determinative formation of a generaL 
encompassing concept that is fitting to all the cases. But where a com
prehensive universal resides in the grasping tendency precisely qua 
universal, functioning as a principle, there that for which the intended 
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prindple can be a prindple is necessarily a matrtr offacr, and that toward 
which the prindple points is a panicular case. 

Should a maner of fact be grasped in prindple qua maner of fact, 
then it must be grasped in that which is at issue in it as something to be 
grasped. i.e .. in the way it is present in correspondence to the peculiarly 
proper way of approaching it. 1n terms of the determinate objective 
logic of the Greeks, it I$ grasped therefore as seen within its panicular 
way of coming lmo being as something that has come fonh by being 
made, produced. fabricated, etc .. i.e., seen within Its genus or, ulti· 
mately, within its highest genus and region. With respect to philosophy 
as an object and with respcato the definitory tendency toward some
thing general, this means. however, that philosophy is posirtd in rile pre· 
conctprion as a marrer of facr. tn other words. the preconceptJon guiding 
the dcfinitory tendency is, with respect to the properly intended object, 
a mistake. 

Therefore the same erroneous tendency is operative here as in the 
acceptance of the entJrely determinate Idea of definition tailored to 
maners of fact and things and to their determinate mode of being 
grasped. And manifest here is the same defect of an uncritical accep
tance of the entire problematic of prlndples. The character of a prind
ple and the function of a prlndple, the ·wherefore.· become subsidiary 
within the ordering. totalizing. typifying tendency to dassily. They rome 
to be seen as arbitrary, and the access to them becomes an access pre
dsely to something subsidiary. Should they indeed again become genu· 
inc issues, then a concealment is already in place, and the way to a 
proper understanding is already obstructed. All ta lking is then of no 
help, and the call to praxis and action is, seen phUosophica lly. merely a 
renundation of the task of radical research into categories, a flight, and 
a genuine philosophical blunder (Jaspers I). 

This way of argumentation takes bold very readily today. given the 
notorious superfidaUty of thinking and the growing indifference 
toward rigorous problematics. We could say that never was there such 
an ·unphi.losophical" epoch as the present one. and the reason is pre
cisely the current proUferation of metaphysical needs. The talk of decline 
and technization (Bergson, Spengler) will be confused as long as no 
positive problem i.s made out of the phenomena In which and for which 
and about which the decline is actuaUzed. But that would predsely 
constitute an intention toward the radical problematic. 

It can only be made clear later where tbis erroneous tendency to 
overestimation. to a rash preconception and acceptance of philosophy 
as a matter of fact, has its motives in chronologic<tl history and in the 
history of the spirit and where these motives. in tum, are properly 
grounded (facricity. becoming lost, becoming a matter of fact, present· 
lng itself as a matter of fact). 
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Accordingly. only a genuine access to and possession of the sense of 
philosophy as an object can bring into relief. onginally and evidently. 
the error in the understanding of philosophy as a mere matter of fact. 
Tb<se endeavors to define philosophy are lading in the dedsive cate
gories. And th<se categories do not 6nd expression in speech. because 
philosophy Itself is never intended in the appearances in which it can 
be addressed radically. i.e .. in the e>..-periences in which and through 
which it is in accord with its own mode of Being. (Which is the funda
mental objective manifold of that which is properly to be called philos
ophy? Clarification, clarification of factical life. clarification that 
understands. clarification that understands at the level of principle.! 

B. The Underestimation of the Task of Definition 

Our discussion of the underestimations of the task of definition will 
uncover the same basic defects. Now the concrete is emphasized versus 
empty, merely logical considerations and versus formaliStic compul
sions. The concrete is emphasized inasmuch as it is tn the concrete that 
actual work takes place. For the sake of simplidty we muSt here devise 
a fiction. which will do no harm and will not be inappropriate to the 
matters at issue. the fiction. DMDely. that this concrete work is in faa 
what it is claimed to be. thus that in some way it furthers the issue. This 
fiction is grounded in the first underestimation already mentioned; in 
the second one, it is pure fiction. To begin, we will discuss. as more cru
dal. the first underestimation. 

at The decision in favor of •coocrecr work" 

Insofar as we dedde in favor of and take up concrete work. we have 
dedded in favor of a definite way of doing such work. whether the 
sense of such concretion is presentified explidtly or not. We choose 
definite regions of objects (e.g .. the field of psychology). we grasp the 
objects in a definite way. move in definite conceptual structures, make 
definite claims with regard to grounding and clarity. and see work in a 
definite global horizon of knowledge and in a definite relation to his
tory. We are consdous of all that more or less dearly. 

Concrete work indeed signifies: to approach the object in its concrete 
form. What does •concrete" mean? To clarify the sense we must inten
tionally free ourselves from the determinations of •formal" logic, where 
•abstract. • absrracrum. is understood in the quite definite sen...e of gen
eral material logic and in relation to which the sense of amcrtrum and 
•concrete" is established. Instead. we will adhere tO the word. The con
crete or. more predsely, that which is said to exist •concretely" is that 
which is condensed and originates out of compres~lon. compaction. 
Insofar as an object is possessed concretely. the possession is related to 
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the object in such a way lhat it grasps the determinations or the object 
fully and in their lull jointure and compaction, i.e., properly grasps the 
(ultimate) structural sense of lhe lull object in the richness that deter· 
mines what and how il is. 

But what is intended as the concreteness or an object depends on 
how we have represented the object, what il mainly concerns, what is 
at issue in it.. what il properly is trying to say. The concrete depends on 
how lhe object is taken "in prindple.· Insofar as we dispense ourselves 
from a consideration at the level of prindple, i.e., from a consideration 
that properly corresponds. in approach, method, and execution. to the 
character of a prindple, or-which amounts not merely to the same 
misunderstanding but to a still more fatal one-insofar as we emer into 
such a consideration hall-heanedly. then we must let arise from else
where the sense of ·concrete" and the "how• of concrete research. to 
the extent that the tendency toward concrete research in general is 
supposed to have a meaningful direction. And this is in faa what we do 
in the case of the two modes of underestimating a consideration of 
prindple. Just as the overestimation merely aims at attaining. in some 
way or other. a universally applicable concept of philosophy. so the 
underestimation merely aims at pursuing research. in whatever man
ner, without a more predsc determination of the task and matter. just 
as long as there is indeed some (substantial!) matter and manifoldness 
to investigate and not simply some "abstract logical stuU.· 

We wiU follow the underestimation flrst named above' and posi
tively cbaracterizc its tendency and direction. II takes its ideal of con
crete research £rom the scitttcts. How? On the basis and by way of a 
definite evaluaLion: tbe style of the sciences. their •operation; enjoins 
them to bring tO light constantly something new and, preferably, 
dilficuh; to pour lortb constantly an abundance of new cognitions; to 
influence dedsivdy and promote the development of mankind; to 
show man to himseU thereby as a wonderful creature. if he can dis
rover aU tbese things; etc. We sec the sdcnces In terrns of their current 
usage and style. and the decisive insight is that these predsely dispense 
with consideraLions of prlndple and nevenheless attain rich resultS. 
What arises lhen ls this: an insight concerning a cenain anunemem. 
predilection. and direction of interest and, at the same time, an evalua
tion which favors such concrete research and which loses all taste for 
logically methodological dlscusslons on the grounds that with them we 
cannot "do" (I) very much. (Thereby we fail to see that with them we 
can "do" what is mOSt imponaml) The dedsion in favor of lhe concrete 
ls carried out in this type ol hall-dear situation with respect to the sci· 
ences and their radically appropriate sense of Being. 

3. P. 121. 
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II the sciences were not seen in this way from the outSide and in 
terms of their progress and results, i.e .. according w a merely appar· 
ently proper but in fact wrongheaded theory of science, then it would 
have to become dear that every science, at its birth. has made a deci· 
sion o f principle and now lives on that basis, and, conversely, from 
there each science also derives its characteristic way or going astray. It is 
never asked whether the sciences, either in general and in terms of a 
global impression, or in particular and in terms of the currem state of 
an individual science, can actually furnish the idea or concrete research. 
Quite apart from that, we have forgotten to ask whether in general 
what counts for philosophy is indeed derived from what matters for the 
sdences, or whether the relation is not reversed, even if progress and 
results are not then so easy to lay hold of. 

The following pages are to show that the radical question bas been 
posed just as little with respect to philosophy as with respect to the sd· 
ences, the question of exactly what sort of objects these are. Accord· 
ingly, from the viewpoint of our present question: what are they and 
bow must we intend them, so that we may read off from them the 
sense of concrete research (presupposing this concept does have sense 
and legitimacy)? 

Insofar as we allow an impressionistic, haU-dear, and external repre
sentation of the acddental state o f the sciences •in general· to supply the 
normative idea for concrete research in philosophy, we are dwelling in a 
specific insensitivity toward matters of prindple and do thereby become 
more and more obtuse to these matters. What is lacking is the possibility 
of an access to principles. and where these are spoken of, we mistake 
them and see in them merely a •program, • versus rich, actual results, 
merely a •matrix• or a •lattice, • versus the fullness of the concrete. 

On account o f this blindness fol'matters of prindple, it is not surpris· 
ing t11at the opposition to them falls into and shares the same error, 
insofar as we do not see, in the principle itseU, something genuine but 
instead emphasize its concretion in an equally uncritical way. The op
position shares the erroneous tendency with respect to the task of a 
detemlination at the level of prindple and thereby places itseU outside 
the possibility of attaining, radically and genuinely, the sense of the cor· 
responding concretion. That means it gives up the possibility o f work· 
ing out the genuine tendency to the concrete in an appropriate and 
original way, in the way that corresponds to the sense o f phi losophy, 
and of understanding radically. with respect to this genuine sense
moment of philosophizing, the task of definition. The opposition does 
not realize that the defect lies not in the problematic o f prindples as 
such but in the uncritical acceptance of a determina te idea of and fixing 
of principles, an idea the opposition itself uncritically assumes in mis· 
taking concrete work as clever and inspired mastery of the material. 
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and synthesis of it on the basis of well-cotleaed information from all 
possible sources. 

If philosophy is something in which the concrete is, in one sense or 
another, decisively at issue, then the definition of philosophy at the 
level of principle must be such that this definition bears in itself a refer
ence to the concrete. and indeed in such a way that the understanding 
of the definition, according to the very aaualization and maturation of 
this understanding, leads to the concrete. But this is simply an explica
tion of the task of a definition of principle, and we have already 
encountered this task. 

Our discussion of the first mode of underestimation now merely 
direas our attention to the faa that that for which the principle is a 
principle carries great weight, decisive weight. By way of an indication: 
the concrete must be appropriated as that for which the principle ' is. • 
We are to pursue that!-About the "bow,· still nothing. Our anention 
has merely been direaed to it, without our seeing dearly the necessary 
way in which this insight arises. Negatively. it is already dear: not by 
taking the sciences as the model; but that also means: not at all by way 
of the negative delimitation to the effect that the sciences represent 
what philosophy is not. 

The discussion of the underestimation does not provide us with a 
positive reference, but we may take it as a preparatory illustration of 
the moments at issue in the definition of the object called 'philosophy. • 
In this indirect way, whar is genuine in the mistakes receives its proper 
sense and is posed in its proper 'place.· Just as there is destn•aion in 
phenomenological research, so too. unified with the destruction. there 
is phenomenological-existentiell composition. 

The definition of principle (in the formally established sense) of the 
object called 'philosophy, • and thereby the definition of principle of all 
'philosophical objeas.· must be such that the determination of the 
'what• and the ' how• of the object (maruration. approach, access, 
appropriation, retention, renewal) decisively emphasizes the ontologi 
cal function of the 'what• and the 'how· at the level of principle, 
indeed, so that the definitory comcm 'indicates• the genuine concre
tion. the one it is necessary to appropriate. In other words, the 
definition of principle is an indicative one, which means that whal is said 
in the definition, the de6nitory coment, must be comprehended •as 
indicative.· My comprehension must be such that I precisely posit the 
definitory coment in relation to ... Accordingly, the content. the deter
minations given of the object, must, as such, predsely not become the 
tltme. Instead, the grasping comprehension bas to follow the indicated 
direction of sense. lln its manner of access, the comprehension does 
understand bow the way of following (direaed toward appropriation) 
is given •formally. 'I 
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{The concept and the role of the definition in philosophy; d. tbe 
!on:oaJ sense of definition. and then the philosophical {complete) 
definition; the existentiell formal-indicative definition of principle. 
lndicativr: fends off the actualization in general from a tempting and 
facile attitudinal decline: •pre-caut ions· taken! Defin ition such that it 
precisely keeps at arm's length this tendency toward its content. or. 
respectively, if it is said that the definition of philosophy is an indica rive 
one, then this implies a q uite definite task for the understanding of the 
content; though undetermined as to the "how· of the method.)• 

It is cbaracteristic of an indlcative definitlon tbat it precisely does not 
presem fully and properly the object which is to be determined. Indeed, 
it merely indlcates. but, as genuinely indicative, it does glve in advance 
the prindple of the object. An indlcative definition includes the sense 
that concretion is not to be possessed there without funber ado but tbat 
the concrete instead presents a task of its own kind and a peculiaily 
constituted task of actualization. Accordlngly, the definitory content 
must be galned along the lines of this approach. The positive reference 
to it is provided by the further character of the definjtion, namely. that 
it is •formally" indicative. {Seen from wha.t is proper. tbat which is 
given in advance is predsely of a genuine origination; explldtly, how
ever. it is first and necessarily already declined, though indeed genu
inely held fast in the decline.) 

The term, •formally indlcated, • does not mean merely represented. 
mean!, or intimated in some way or other, such that it would remain 
completely open how and where we are to gain possession of the object 
itself. "Indlcated" here means that that which is said is of tbe character 
of the "formal." and so is admittedly improper. Yet predsely in this ·im·" 
there resides at the same time a positive reference. The empty content 
in its sense-structure is at the same time that which provides clirection 
toward the actualization. 

There resides in the formal indlcation a very definite bond; this bond 
says that I stand in a quite definite direction of approach, and it points 
out the only way of arriving at what is proper. namely, by exhausting 
and fulfilling what is improperly indlcated, by following the indlcation. 
An exhausting, a drawing out: predsely not such a one that the more it 
grasps. the less it leaves behind (by way of removal) to be acquired, but 
the reverse: the more radlcal and formal is the understandlng of what is 
empty, the richer it becomes, because it leads w the concrete. 

Therefore we must not make illegitimate demands on the indlcationl 
With respect to an indlcational or referential characteristic. the determi· 
nation •formal" signifies something dedsivel Object •emptily" mean!: 
and yet decisively! Not arbitrarily and without a sound approach, but 
predseiy •emptily" and determinative of direction: indlcative, bindlng. 

4. Recapitulation. 
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In order to grasp the sense fully, what is needed is a radical Interpre
tation olthe •formal" itself: existenLieU sense of the fonnal. The oppo
site is not the ·material.· the accidental content. Nor is formal the same 
as the eidetic. and the use of that term. in the sense of ·universal gen
erality.· is altogether problematic In phenomenology. · Formal· refers 
to a way of ·approach"toward actualizing the maturation of an original 
fulfillment of what was indicated. 

The dcfinitory comem is such that it refers to the "how" of a genuine 
encounter. dctem1ination, constitution, formation. These lie In the actu
alized in-fom1lng (Bin-bildwtg] of the full phenomenon. The content 
delimits itself •extensively,• however, above all on ly because, tending 
•intensively" and genuinely toward actualization, the genuine phenom
ena are determined in a dedsive way. The understanding that follows the 
genuine way of approach is not in the full sense a grasp of the ontological 
meaning but is precisely determined by the approach-only by that but 
predsely by that. To be on the point of depanure; to set out resolutely! 

•formally. • the •formal" is a content which refers to or indicates the 
direction. I.e .. predelineates the way. "Formal-indicative· is a unified, 
inseparable concept in philosophy. The formal is not the •form, • and 
the indication its content; on the contrary, •formal· means ·approach 
toward the determination,· approach-character. 

The object itself, determined in the • how• of its being a prindple, is 
inauthentically there, •formally indicated.· We live in an inauthentic 
mode of possession, which takes a spedfic direction of actualization 
toward the maturation of the authentic mode of possession, and the 
Iauer is determi.ned as authentic precisely through this taking of direc
tion . The authent ic mode of possession is. with respect to many objects, 
in a radical sense a Being. i.e .. the spedfic Being of the respective actu 
alization. of the maturation of existence. 

From this it is evident that the approach-situation In which the 
definition (or the understanding of the definition) lakes its approach is 
not one whereby the object presents itSelf fully and properly. On the 
comrary, it is predsely the decisive dq11murt-sirumion lor the actualizing 
movement In the direction of the full appropriation ol the object. i.e .. in 
the direction of a complete possession ol the object. Yet in order to 
function so dedsively. the approach must be actualized radically and 
critically. (It is therefore not enough to speak arbitrarily and in general. 
Strictness in every fiber!) 

It is fun her implied here that the evidence with regard to the appro
priateness of the definition. i.e., iiS appropriateness to the object, is not 
authentic and original; rather, this appropriateness is absolulely ques
tionable, and the definition must be understood precisely withio tbis 
questionableness and lack of evidence. But that means I hat jUSt as it is 
a misunderstanding of 1he defioltory content to make h the theme and 
10 demonstrate it in a comprehensive way. instead of following up its 
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indication. so it is wrongheaded to take the questionableness of the 
approach as a basis for demonstrating the meaninglessness and arbi
rrariness of the definition. 

The authentic foundation of philosophy is a raclicaJ, existemiell grasp 
of and maturation of questionableness; to pose in questionableness 
oneself and life and t:be dedsive actualizations is the basic stance of 
all- including the most radical-clarification. Skepticism, so under
stood. is the beginning of philosophy. and as t:be genuine beginning it is 
also the end of philosophy. (This implies no romantically tragic self
conceit or self-indulgence!) 

I.n ph ilosophical research it is importam not only to be clear abour 
how to demonstrate and what son of demonsrrability is appropriate but 
also 10 u,nderstand "when· the momem is ripe for genuine discussion . 
Such a discussion can be ventured only if we have understood what the 
definition says. i.e .• only if the access to the original evidence-situation 
has been actualized. There it wiU be decided whether the demands of 
proof we placed upon the definition have any sense at all within the 
approach. As a situation of the origiJ1al access to the proper "what• and 
·how· of philosophy. this is the situation of the primal decision on the 
actualizations of philosophizing (existence). 

(To be still more precise and cautious! The definition is formally 
indicative; thence to d,raw out the sense of •proof. • •question: •re
search. ·method. etc. I may therefore not imroducejust any objects and 
pranle on emptily.) 

b) Philosophy as · uved experience• 

This evidence-situation of the primal decision. t:bis experience (the ba
sic experience) in which t:be object presents itself properly in its "what• 
and in its "how;• or, more precisely. t:be spedfic nexus of actualization 
clirected at attaining this situation, is ultimately what the second mode 
of overestimation is referring to in its confused assertion that philoso
phy as such can only be •Jived.· What is intended here is utterly unclear 
and confused. and it is no accident that fanaticism always in some way 
attaches to decisive issues. even if in quite impossible forms. for only in 
that way can it corrupt everything in philosophy from the ground up. 

The fanatical spirit looks upon the •great• philosophies from t:be out
side and admires their "dept:bs.• ln a misguided anempt to imitate 
t:bem, we become victims o f the clisastrous confusion that fails to distin
guish between fanaticism for "depths· and the radical. methodological 
intention to approach the problematic on the level o f principle. Where 
•Jived experience• is so emphasized, there philosophy must either 
remain closed in on itself, a completely private matter. and it would 
then make no sense to talk and write ab<>ut it, or else it must be of the 
opinion that the shared world can be made accessible 10 lived experi-
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ence through some anistic means or other. That i.s why books are to be 
beautifully appointed, the style of discourse ·wonderful.· and the man
ner of expression appropriate to the needs of the time, which means. 
today, as religious and metaphysical as possible. 

Then again, the declaration of a shared world, the communication of 
<1 philosophy with others. the appeal made to others through this indic
ative antldpation (apan !rom the spedfic responsibility of the person 
who should do the appealing) must have an intelligibility, predsely one 
that submits itself 10 a dedsion in a determinate situation within the 
shared world. Communication, insofar ash concerns- and is-a maucr 
of principle, must have intelligibilit y and demonstrability and, even as 
an anticipation. must itself be ultimately radical and rigorous. 

The fanatical intention toward a primal decision is seductive (we seek 
what philosophy is supposed w ·give: as a perverse historical •salva
tion·) even where we see the problematic of the access itself and see anew 
the positively productive relevance of the siluation of the basic experi
ence. 11 is easy for us to believe that this situation is something fixed. 
located somewhere in space and time, and that we can (and should) enter 
into it, that we can beta.ke ourselves to it just as would climb the tower of 
the Feldberg. We thereby overlook the fact that precisely with the matu
ration of the access itscll. the •bow• of the decision indeed enters into 
experience, but that with the actualization, e.g .. with the grasping of the 
concern over exlstence, the basic difficulties are only beginning. 

The situat ion in question does not correspond to a safe harbor but to 
a leap into a drifting boat. and it all depends on geuing the mainsheet in 
hand and looking to the wind. It is precisely the difficulties that we must 
see; clarification in that regard first discloses the proper horizon toward 
lactical life. On ly in appropriating this correspondingly structured pos
session of the dedslon, only in realizing that our vision depends pre
cisely on this possession. does there reside the basic motivation for the 
maturation of philosophizing. 

If genuin~ science is always questionable and indeed problematic. 
should philosophy have it any easier? The heirs have gambled away 
their inheritance. To grasp philosophy authentically means to encoun
ter absolute questionabiliry and to possess this questionabiliry in full 
awareness. The fixed ground (ground is something that always needs to 
mature, just as an appropriation does) lies in grasping the questionabil
ity; i.e., h lies in the radical maturation of questioning. "Grasping• is 
being concemed: to bring oneself radically and concretely to a dedsion 
within an explici t acceptance of the task of research. 

This (actual) •passion" as the unique way or philosophizing is no 
longer known. We believe we have accomplished something if we rep
resent and interpret the world "deeply" and stand In some son of rela
tion to this idol. 
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Thus the underestimation, too, actually fails on account of a lack of 
radical questioning. The underestimation tends toward •fanaticism• for 
fanatically viewed scientific research and for fanatically felt ·depths" of 
life. Both tendencies have nothing to do with philosophy, because they 
are not motivated out of the decisive situation of the basic experience 
and because they do not present the idea of the darification which mllSI 

correspond to the proper tendency toward fulfillment, the one that is 
merely appropriated and followed in a confused way. This dari6cation 
can come to lucidity about itself only through a lucid delimitation of the 
field of the object. 

It is only on the basis of their ambiguous character that both mistakes. 
the overestimation and the underestimation. are at all possible, prolong 
their existence, and indeed have today a firm footing. The overestima
tion simulates logical determinateness, rigor. and the radicalism of gen
u ine questioning; the underestimation feigns rich lived experiences. 
·depth," and the genuine originality of the basic experiences. Both am
biguities. tied together. are enough LO mark our epoch. and whoever 
cannot unify them adheres to one. accordiJlg to taste and aptitude. 
Accordingly. we find auempts at reciprocal delimitation and a t unificat
ion. The one error misunderstands the rigor of genuine ·logic•; the 
other. the o riginality of full concreteness. And. a fortior\. both misunder
stand the nexus of these misconceived determinat ions or Jlhilosophy. 

The misunderstandings are possible on the basis of the one lunda
mental defect: there is no appropriation or the situation oi the under
standing as appertains to philosophy. More precisely. the fau lt Ues in 
the opinion that this situation is simply there, without further ado. That 
is blindness to one's own spiritual situation. and it is distinguished from 
every other blindoess in the previous history o r the spirit by the fact 
that it is more removed than ever from the situation of the understand
ing. It is removed in such a way. however. that there Jives in it precisely 
a specific direction of determination, and it has raised this to the genu
ine super6dality decisive for the appropriation of the situation of the 
understanding. This ·dedine" characterizes a leveled-down apprehen
sion and experience. namely. "historiological consciousness: 

Thus the distinction between sdentific philosophy and prophetic 
philosophy is a fanatical one in all aspects. Sdence-philosophy
forroing of a worldview-sdenti6c world view philosophy-worldview· 
oriented philosophy as rigorous science-all these are misbegotten 
from this undarified situation. 

c) Concept or philosophy' 

There is no such thing as a revelarion of what philosophy is and what il 
is supposed to be. rs it "invented·? Jt is demonstrable that there •can· 
be something of the sorL Where? For what? Por faetical Jile. What docs 

5. Heading in Heidegger's manuscript. 
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that mean? Must there ~ philosophy? In a sense. yes. if life and 
existence are sup~d to be. ·supposed·?-They are [actually there.ls 
there a tendency toward fleeing away? The ruinous fiight into the 
world; away from the object; positive sense of Husserl's •re-duction. • 

There remains only the one way: to examine relentlessly and with a 
level gaze; to "exammt'·: problem of interpretation-to be in philoso
phy! The qut'Stion cannot be pursued in a doctrinaire way and with 
methodological purity, which is but a dream and does not perceive the 
ground (factidtyl: not to appeal lamely to authorities. but to understand 
them radicaUy! The task is to examine what is actually his10rical. what 
this name acruaUy names (what we understand today of the sense of 
philosophy, Le, bow we compon ourselves in philosophy, is a matter of un
clarities. conveniences. unverifiable traditions. and preferences of taste). 
not in order to take over the historical but to have a dear possibility and 
a dear opposition. i.e .. to acquire the genuine direction of a meditation . 
The purpose is not to concoa definitions and emptily toy with them; on 
the conrrary. it is philosophy itself as such that concerns us. 

In philosophy. there is no justification for a vague calling and for 
work based on dispositions and mere fashions. as long as there is no 
determination. according to its capadty for dedsions (positing of goals), 
of the motive force of that which is never recognized clearly as a 
definite tradition (bUL is instead l<!ken as a priori and clear "in itselt • 
e.g., philosophicaltendendes in Husserl's alloy of British empiricism). 
i.e., as long as we do not explicitly say t.hat we arc simply recapitulating 
thjs philosophical ideaL 

For such a medit<!tlon. a tabular, encyclopedic, and typifying overview 
of opinions conceming philosophy accomplishes nothing. this covers 
over even more the twofold origin or such definitions and readily lets 
them appear as absolute, timeless maxims. which we follow according to 
the way that suits us. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

The Appropriation of the Siluat.ion 
in Which Understanding Is Rooted 

The first task is therefore the appropriation of the situation in which un
derstanding is rooted; the full. concrete appropriation is by itself a task 
that will perhaps exceed the powers of the presen t generation. The ap
propriation thus needs to be secured in its approach and Its starring point. 
Our cri tical considerations have taught us that the issue Is the motivated 
direction of interest. No preparation for It resides in ungcnulne knowl
edge of facts and results; that constitu tes misguided curiosity. The interest 
should not aim at acquiring cognition of some mauer of fact and should 
not await results in an extrinsic sense, such as the outline of a system, the 
marking of great perspectives. the brilliant description of a standpoint. 
the gaining of something ·other. • new, unusual. All that is the inappro
priate tendency to certainty and safety. the wish to be reassured. 

Genuine preparation amounts to following positively the idta of 
dtfinition. spedflcally the idea of philosophical dellnition. II is genuine 
readiness to understand. appropriate first of all to the situation and to 
the preconception. {To question and to ground chairologically-critically 
•in good time·!) 

We will begin by fixing the prtconrLption: philosophy is intended as 
something we want 10 appropriate originally, namely. by acquiring tbe 
basic relat ion to il. the relation in which it is au thentically present. This 
Is not the same as obLaining ·knowledge" of philosophy, orienting our
selves tOward it, mastering it, being erudite In it. That is primarily and 
only the mere appropriation of certain Information about what philos
ophy was and is. i.e .. about what philosophy has inOuenced or should 
influence. Philosophy is therelore not intended in the preconception as 
a cuhural object, as something that has manifested itself in a quite 
definite literature or the like. and thus not primarily as it is manifested 
in objectively historiological experience. in objectively historiological 
categories. In short. philosophy is not intended here a.s an instrument 
of culture but as something to which we relate originally. such that we 
can daim our relation to the object is ·philosophl7.ing. • 

We have philosophy in this preconception. And in which situation? 
The idea of philosophical definition already makes it evident (in prind
plc. indicatively. formally; out of the determination that grasps the basic 
experience 1 hat is to be acquired; genuine situation of evidence) that 
we wiU be occupied extensively with the problematic o f the situation, 
i.e .. with the radical interpretation of our own concrete situation. an 
interpretation which itself relates to and provides the preconception. 
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We then need to proceed all the more critically in our approach to the 
imerprctation of the situation. 

A. Preconception Prom a Turn of Speech 

We will bring the situation to an initial interpretive clarity by pro[{ering 
a cenain rum of speech. II cannot be shown here to what extent this 
procedure is itSelf of fundamental methodological significance for the 
philosophical problematic. 

A turn of speech comes to us ou t of a histOry and has in every case 
grown out of a definite experience. History can fall into oblivion; the 
tradition behind an expression can come to an end. Slipping into a tum 
of speech implies a peculiar confidence in tbe history of the spirit.. an 
assuming of a 'tradition· and indeed of the quite special tradition of ac· 
tualized history. At lhe same time, however, lhe slipping into involves 
the possibility of sliding out of. Yet that primarily charaderizes only the 
questionability of tbe procedure. 

We will transplant ourselves into a turn of speech, one that is a vall· 
able to us and is in some sense intelligible. The inuodudlon of this tum 
of speech adualizes a s ituation in which understanding might arise. It is 
clear that the understanding-even if indeterminate, though indeed 
fixed in its indicative tendency-of the turn of speech indicates a situa
tion. The progressing interpretation remains in the situation. Out of it, 
interpreting it, there arises for us the formally indicative definition of 
pbllosopby. 

We want to pursue the turn of speech itself, its immanent expres
sive tendency, rather than open up a discussion about whether it is 
justified, artempt to decide whether it is clear enough, or track down 
where it leads in terms of objective history. As we follow the expres
sive tendency of the tum of speech, we will set in relief a theme that 
points in the direction of our preconception and that says something 
about it, a theme that brings us, who have the tum of speecl1, pro
vided we appropriate it genuinely, into a relation-even if vague
with the object intended in correspondence to the preconception. Pol
lowing the turn of speech as an index of our situation and adhering to 
the tendency that resides in the preconception, we wiU seek to deter
mine the object, philosophy. 

a) Philosophy is philosophizing 

In discussing the question, 'What is philosophy?', we are accustomed 
to say: the question should not be posed in this form; we can only state 
what 'phllosophizing' is. We cannot teach and learn philosophy but 
only 'pbllosophizing.• The customary talk then goes further, or, rather, 
it has already at the very outset reached its goal: 'sdence' has nothing 
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to do with philosophizing, except inciden tally, by offering support. Yet 
we shou ld indeed take ou r bearings from science, consider its results, 
and. in light of the sciences, busy ourselves with logic and epistemology. 
What is decisive for philosophizing is the formation of a •worldview; 
one that should be as comprehensive and certain as possible. ·world
view· thereby bas a manifold sense: the tem1 refers to a system as tbe 
synoptic order and ordering charactcri7.at ion of the various domains 
and values of life, a long with a designation of their context. together 
with the "subordinate" thought that certa inty and determina teness are 
thereby provided lor the propt'r orientation of one's own practical life. 

Then worldview signifies the ordering and determination of the 
principles governing tht' taking of a position in regard to humans, val
ues, and things. In a special sense it means the regulation of the relation 
and of the comportment to a so-called absolute. To occupy oneseU with 
such tasks, so that they are resolved in due time (for at the end of life it 
is too late), is to philosophize. lt requires a broad and comprehensive 
view, the mastery of all cognitive regions, of the arts, religions, social 
and economic domains of life, etc. The legitimate philosopher must firs t 
and always be an encyclopedic individual. 

Plato and Aristotle did not have the term •worldview• or the nexus 
of experiences and attitudes announced in it. They had to see how to 
deal with philosophy and lay hold of the problems without taking facile 
recourse in the swaggering pomposity of this term and in the attitudes 
and tendencies it implies. The term- fully understood-expresses at 
bottom the disaster of our present spiritual condition. Philosophy par
ticipates in thls disaster and even aggravates it, precisely by the fact that 
it orients its problematic to worldview, whether this means that we phi
losophize • in a worldview· just as we might travel •in rough clothes or 
in Belgian lace: whether we strive lor a scientific (founded and devel
oped) worldview, or whether we oppose to worldview philosophy a 
scientific philosophy. Precisely this last opposition to worldview philos
ophy participates in the disaster insofar as, in the attempt to oppose it, 
we implicitly determine science on the basis of worldview. And thus 
worldview remains posited as the ultimate, even if distant, goal, one that 
we have indeed not yet attained but will attain in the foreseeable future! 
The disaster represented by this term will be overcome o r, at least, 
which is in lae1 our main concern, will be radically known for the first 
time, only if we once and lor all set aside the term and the nexus of atti
tudes it signifies. 

Note concerning the only possible use of the expression ·scientific phi
losophy• in these considerations.• 

6. Heading in lieidegger's manuscript. 
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(lmponant, because it is precisely phenomenological research that 
stands in opposition to this expression.) 

It must be observed that the expression ·saentific philosophy" for the 
most pan merely covers over the problem. The question is not how phi
losophy stands in relation to the sdences. how it uses the sciences and 
their result>, or how it comportS itself to the sciences as pre-givens. tak
ing philosophy in the sense or a determinately grasped epistemology 
(factum: science -condition or possibility; nexus or judgment-syn
thesis). Nor Is the question how philosophy (as one or the sciences, the 
prototype) is ~UPf>oSed 10 measure up to them in rigor and concept-for
mation. 

The expre~sion harbors a task. a problem (indication I): to determine 
the idea or knowledge, research. and method prcdclincated for tbe 
sense of philosophy itself and as such, predelineated out of pbilosophy 
itself and from its basic experience. 

The question is tO be posed so concretely and determinately (d. the 
following) that there will be no need for other standards and normative 
orientations toward the sciences and no uncritical surrender to a varie
gated idea of worldview, formation of worldviews, or the like. The treat
ment of the problem gives rise then of itself to the result that in a definite 
sense the sciences all have their origin in philosophy. are itS ·heirs" (even 
where this origination is not yet evident, where the •tradition· llils been 
lost, to the detriment of the sdences, and where the •activity• of sdence 
proceeds on its own), and as •heirs· have it essentially eJsier: they work 
in and with n legacy (memory), a rradirion (philosophy is formative of tra
dition), and do not have tbe strictness of philosophy. 

While we have just characterized the breaking off of the tradition as 
detrimental, our meaning is not that the damage could be repaired by 
an acquisition. on the pan of representatives of the sciences, of a so
called philosophical formation out of the compass of contemporary phi
losophy; that could only impede the sdences. The detriment is more 
covert. Philosophy itself is guilty of the breaking off of the tradition; 
insofar as philosophy still ·1s. • it can give its heirs. precisely its heirs, 
nothing funhcr. Instead, philosophy runs about blindly in its own his
tory. finds its validity affirmed in literature, and lets itself be employed 
for the propagation or a pseudo-religiosity. 

The C>CJ>ression •saentific philosophy" is a pleonasm; with respect to itS 
meaning. it is overfulL Yet what is •excessive· in it, the word "scientific.· 
is, in another sense, too little. That predicate does not a t a ll suffice to 
determine the cognitive, research, and methodological characters or phJ
Iosophy. "D(lCS not suffice• means: •needs supplementation.· •must be 
extended.· or, as we say in ordinary life, requires •tinkering. • 

"Sdencc• can be taken in a formal sense, whereby it signifies "passion·
but then tlre sdences are not as ·scientlflc" as philosophy. Tire expression 
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*sdentific philosophy" may therefore rightfully be understood as a mere 
expedient and taken (negatively) as a proscription against fanatidsm, 
superfidality, and literary pretensions. In a positive sense, roday, it pre
dsely indicates a task, Iht task. It is a 'transient expression, • just as is 
•worldview,• and must pass away. To understand the task indicated in the 
expression, it is important ro see that, for the sake of the very sdentifidry 
of philosophy, we predsely need to throw off the orienta tion toward the 
sdences. in order to uncover ·saemifidry· all the more originally. 

fThe concept of scientific philosophy is diHercm in the Marburg 
School (epistemology: factum - a p riori), in Rieken (system of va lues, 
open), and in Husser!. In Husser! various themes converge. I. Bren
tano: description of psychic phenomena, not to fictionalize and frame 
bad hypotheses! 2. Idea l of mathematical evidence and rigor. 3. Neo
Kantian resea rch into transcendental consdousness: a priori (Kant) of 
consciousness (Brentaoo), and specifically a genetic, constitutive a pri
ori. Idealism-Bergson) .) 7 

We will not now pursue further the just-named expressive tendency 
of the word ' philosophize, · i.e., its tendency toward the formation of 
worldview and the like. We will take the turn of speech introduced 
above predsely in its usual sense, that of playing *philosophizing• off 
against ·philosophy• (i.e., to learn philosophy, e tc.). We will not at first 
investigate the possible ground of the claim to privilege inherent in the 
expression *philosophize,· but we will attempt to bring into relief what 
the characteristic turn of speech expresses as such.. what motive lies at 
its basis. We will pursue the sense of the turn of speech itself more 
closely. Thereby we will clarify in what tendency of understanding we 
ourselves genuinely live (in decline), insofar as we employ it. 

A contrast may help here. With regard to biology, we can speak of 
*pursuing biology, • but we have no corresponding word *biologize. • 
Nor is there a word •philologize• to correspond with •philology. • We 
can form such words, but we recognize immediately that the term ' phi
losophize• expresses •more. ·It does not merely mean •to purse philos
ophy, • •to busy oneself with philosophy.• We say, though it is not well 
expressed, •to purse poetry, • •to make poetry• (d. Plato, Phaedrus). It is 
better to say "poetize• (to place in order, 1~~!). One who actually 
poetizes, a genuine poet, ol whom we say, in an original sense, *He 
poetizes, • is one who is precisely what he is in and with poetizing. To 
poetize is here not a mere comportment to a possible •occupation, • the 
mastery of a technique.• 

7. End of the note. 
8. Heidegger actuaUy refers here not to poetry but to music. The German 

word he offers as analogous to phimophierm is m11simrm. Since English does 
not bave the word "mu.sidze, .. I have substituted •poetize."' - Trans. 
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Thus there is between •philosophize• and ·poetize, • as we say, an 
·analogy.• II we had a radical and sharp sense ol •analogy• and •analo
gous· - the lull sense of At"(Etv, which to this day await~ its proper 
philosophical interpretation- then we could easily make progress in 
discussing this analogy. 

As it is, we must renounce this and must do so all the more earnestly 
today, since it is incumbent on us to avoid from the very outSet the 
opinion that this analogy implies a kinship between philosophy and an. 
At most. the converse is the case, though not in the sense that artistic 
creating and shaping would constitute a ·pan• or philosophy. but only 
in the sense that what philosophizing brings to the most radical eJ.'J)res· 
sion and to the most relentless sell-clarification in the highest passion 
is, in an, formed into a determinately concrete mode of possible expe· 
rience and possible being. There is a formal correspondence here, as in 
tbe sciences, except that in this case everything is stratified differently 
and is diilerem again i.n each of the various sciences. All this is merely 
a negative injunction and a warning against taking the relation 
between philosophy a.nd art as a mere theme for the superficial prattle 
of dilettames and fools at cocktaH parties. 

b) Plato on philosophizing 

We will seek a historical grounding, in Plato. Thereby we need to note 
at the outset that the words, in the siruation in which Plato spoke and 
wrote them, did not have the highly charged significance they have 
today. In their expressive tendency they signified something which 
was not as strictly laid down and formed as an object but rather 
expressed precisely something that was not set out in strict contours. 
something accessible to everyone. The concepts were specifically tai
lored to factical lift, and yet at the same time they are underway to a 
complete formation and thereby occur within a decisive process. Our 
interpretation needs to set forth both these aspects and accord them 
equal weight. Yet this means, at the same time, that the Greek way of 
speaking cannot be coordinated with ours. The following references 
shou ld bring tha t om. 

1. ~tA.ooo¢fa [philosophy) 
'tO\Yto Sft (the genesis of those who guide the !t6A.tc; [city)), ~ 

toucev, o\llc 6c:np<iKou f/.v dTJ m:ptc:npo¢1), fJ).)..C. ljroXT\c; rn;ptay<OY1'J EK 
V1lKt£Ptvi\c; nvoc; T)].ltpac; de; OATJ9tvijv, 'tOU 6v~oc; oooo:v tmivooov flv 
~1'1 ¢V..Ooo~(o:v <XATJ9f\ ~OOiltv dvo:t. Plato, Republic, VU (Z), 521c5-8. 
What we properly call philosophy, the ascent up to Being as such, 
would not, it seems to me, be (as easy a.nd inconsequential) as the spin· 
ning of a shell but is the conversion of the soul from a day that resem· 
bles night 10 the genuine day. 
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n. q.tA6cro¢o<; 1 the philosopher! 
Tou<; . . . &pa ~Kacrtov tb ov aO'lta~OJ.IEVou<; <jlt>.ocr64jlou<; a;.;.· ou 
¢tA.o06!;ou; KATitrov; naV'tanotcrt ~v ouv. Ibid .. V (E), 480a II U. Then 
should not those who take in (appropriate) each being as Being 
(according ro its Being) be called pW.Iosopbers, rather than those who 
speak in circles? To be sure. yes. 

ill. ,PtA.ocro<j>eiv [to philosophize] 
. .. , 00<; f:yiiJ <j>l\6r)V 't£ K(X\ UnEAaBoV, <jltAoCJoQOUVt<i ).1£ 6£iv ~tiV K(X\ 
tl;eta~ovta £).1<Xut0v K<Xl 'tO\)<; &Uou; ... Plato, Apology 28e4. Cf. Apology 
28d6 If. Socrates explains why he does not abandon his dangerous 
vocation: "Where a person has placed himsell (what be bas decided in 
favor of) in the conviction that it is best, or where be has been placed by 
a superior, there he must, it seems to me, constantly hold out in danger, 
remain steadfast in the face of danger, and not let death or anything 
e lse have any say (any consideration) if it means dishonor (the opposite 
comportment). And here I would aa in a way utterly wonhy of con
demnation if I now, having been commissioned by god. as I believe and 
take lor a cenainty. commissioned to tive philosophically. questioning 
and examining myself and others. if I now, from fear of death or of any 
other ridiculous thing. wanted to abandon this direction, the direction 
of the actualization of my life.· 

IV. <j~IAocro<jlia J.IOtxnl<li (musical philosophy] 
~ ¢tA.ocro¢ia<; o\>crTi<; J.IE')'iCJt11<; J.IOucrtKt;<;. Plato. Phaedo 61 a 3f. Cf. Soph
ist 216c 11.1 MoU<JtKli , rhythmical "formation, · which adheres 10 an 
inner order and is actua lized in it. Title for "education, · Einrul<Atov 
natreia.; (well-rounded education]. To set in relief the basic sensei 
What is at issue here: philosophy is a mode of stlf-comportmrnt. (Plato 
would never determine philosophy as 'ttxVll (technique] I) 

The preceding is a firs t explication of the expressive tendency inherent 
in the tum of speech about ·philosophy.' 

We say. "To study philology.• ·ro study philosophy.' ' Philosophy· 
must thereby be taken in the modem sense, where it signifies a cogni
tive nexus, similar to 'science. • objectified. fixed, to which there is an 
•access· -a cu ltural object, an object of learning. 'Philosophy• desig
nates at the same lime. and in the first instance. a fully developed doc
trine and therefore concerns the form that has been lost, just as we see 
it today, as it presems itself in un iversities. 

Yet "philosophy• also can-and. in the following, must-be under
stood genu inely and clearly once again: as a fu ll phenomenon with a 
detenninate archomic. The term ·philosophize• indicates the archon
ric sense. 
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That Is why ·philosophize• itseff ana ins a corresponding tendency of 
expression and at once receives a stronger. if not very dear, emphasis. 
~~fa and comparable terms. on Lite comrary. belong to a sub
merged- or perhaps emerging- expressive nexus of the Greek lan
guage. Contemporary linguistic usage resides on a diHerent expressive 
level. such that. even if genuinely undenaood. h cannot rival the Greek. 
where the homonymous inrranshive expresses an essentially differem 
basic mode of existentieU actualization: o~oo J1 act wisely) has no 
transitive sense. 

ooc>tcrtelioo 
ru.,eeuoo 
iatpeOO> 

10 measure Lite land, to pursue the an of su rveying; 
but, on the contrary, 1i£tpfoo, I reckon. I measure up. 
I act and teach like a sophist; I concea l ... 
I am truthful. sincere. verifltri . .. )able to be verified) 
I am a doctor. I heal. I dOctor- someone, going over to 
(transitive) someone. •for· someooe. 
I am a handworker. 

The turn of speech, the playing off of ·philosophizing· versus pur
suing ·philosophy.· shows something of t.he J>eCUiiarity of the object 
(philosophy). Therein a determinate moment of philosophy. the com
ponment to ... • and that in an independent sense. is brought to valid
ity, and there Is in it. in this expressive tendency, an echo of the peculiar 
philosophica l life of a former age. 

This componmem is expressed in a special manner when we say that 
•studying philosophy• must be a real •philosophizing.· That means: 
wha t we relate 10 or. formally pu t, the object to which ... is such that it 
determines. from its own character, the romponmen t toward it. The 
objeCL gives the comportment a name; i.e .. the COrnJ>Ortment to .. . -
namely. to philosophy-is properly expressed as an intransitive in an 
eminent sense. using the stem of the word which designates the objeCL. 
The objeCL of the componmem lends this to the expression. such that 
the Iauer precisely expresses Lite independence of Lite comportment and 
such that what Is decisive in this case is not the comportment to ... but 
the comportment as such, the being·in·this-comportmcnt. 

The comportment to ... is authentic precisely if h is originally and 
only a comportment, and that means, in today's way of speaking. if it is 
an indication that the genuinely appropriate componmeo110 ... arises 
out of an independent comportment as pure actualization and tha t this 
aCLuallzatlon in turn has weight precisely for the expli cation of the con· 
tent of tha t to which phllosopbizlng compons Itself as Its object. (To Lite 
Greeks, 10 1 heir way ol thinking. Litis was self·cvldcnt. Their ontological 
sense ol comportment is not ours; nevertheless. a genuine understand· 
ing of the Greeks will see in them this main poiml) 
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B. Comportment 

The following determinations are utterly formal indications, in princi
ple of the same methodological and expressive character as the philo
sophical definition. Therefore they are neither nominal definitions (in 
the sense of the old logic. where that concept is riddled with undari
ties). nor a priori essential laws, nor determinations which genuinely 
present their object. 

Versus the formal expression, •possessing. • the te.rrn ·comporting• 
designates something determinate. (Scll-)componmcnt has a double 
sense. which we can delineate as follows: 

I. To comport oneself, to behave 
2. To comport oneself to .... to stand in relation to ... , to have a 

relarion. 
The second meaning is more origioal as regards the genesis of sense; 

the lirst is the surplus of sense over and agai.nst possession. The llrst is 
by itself actualiuuioo in a broad sense and is, •together" with the sec
ond. maturation. existence. The second is relation and indeed separated 
relation. intentionality objectivated. 

What we call a comportment can be determined in differem respects 
simuJtaneously, or predominately in one respect, or exdusively in one. 
Self-comportment is determinable as comportment to something; the 
comportment in itsell is. in itself bears. a relation to something. It is 
graspable in view of the relation and is to be interrogated. according to 
its sense. in the direction of the relation: sense ofrelarion. 

The self-componmeot, however. is aJso determinable as a mode of for
ma l occurrence. a mode or procedure. with respect to the manner in 
which it takes place. i.e., i.s actualized, as actualization. according to its 
sense of actualization. And that, furthermore. is especially to be determined 
in the way the actualization becomes actualization in and for its situation. 
in the way it ·matures.· Tbe maturation is w be interpreted according to 
the sense of maturation. {And. from there. according to facticity. facticallile, 
and exlstence; situation. preconception. basic experience.} 

The relation of the comportment is a relation tO something; the com
portmem to . .. holds on to something. i.e .. in each case according to 
the sense or relation, the ·something.· to which the comportment is 
related, is that which the relation holds in itsel(. what is held by it and 
in it. what it *holds· on 10 ·or· the object. The •on to which. and 
"toward which" of the relation is its holdings [Gehalt]. (This formally 
indicative phenomenological category. the mode of the ·on 10 which" 
or the relation. does not have the sense of "inner contents• [Inhalt], 
filling; that concept is to be employed differently.) 

Every object has its spedfic sense of holdings, which for its part can be 
interpreted genuinely onJy out or the fuJI sense in which it is what it is. 
Full sense= phenomenon; presupposing that at the same time the 
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objeaiviry in lhl' full s~ Is fixl'd by intl'rprtting it radially and exis· 
tentielly. {This statl'ment is to be imerprtt~ mort genuinely as follows: 
everything ~riencrd in the sense of its respective holdings is to be 
grasped formally-omologically as an obj«t as such; in the laner itself as 
such !bert is no moUvl' or ground to determine the holdings o,·er and 
above their own. formalized omic determination.) 

a} Plulosopbwng. •cronlmg to liS ~ of rdation. 
IS cognlu•c componmcnt. 

Philosophizing (formally indioned} is a componmmL Wl' will anempc. first 
of all by way of a formal indication. to grasp morl' sharply the smg of rtJD. 
cion of !he comporunmt: what is thl' rl'lation to .... what does it aim at? 

Philosopbizmg. according to its sense of rtlation. i.e .. the compon· 
mmt to the obj«t in phtlosophy. is a mgnirivt atntpl1mnnrt. (To call it 
"clarifying" componmeot would be formally more original-d. Plato, 
allegory of !he cave; yet we will not hl'rl' pursul' this reference, lest \Vl' 

weigh down !he cxpUation unduly.} Cognition is a grasping of the 
object ·as· object and so is a determining of the object by way of grasp· 
ing it. The grasping determination ·says· that, what. and how the 
object is. The componmem therefore. as a grasping determination. 
holds onto !he object. saying it, co-responding to it, insofar as the object 
"is: in one way or ano!her. something. The relation holds on to some· 
thing as a being. just as a being and as a definite son of being. 

We will already be more dear about this componmem as a grasping 
determination il we brlog forward what was said about definition. The 
idea of definition Is nothing other than the lonna! inttrpretarion of zht 
full sense of CO!Jnition. According to the respective peculiarity o! a sense
moment. the faclidty and the accomplishment o! the definition are dif· 
ferent. and the idea of cognition is determined. Not every cognition. 
however, is an explidt definition; the cognition might prepare the 
definition, form it. amplify It (explication). fit it into broader cognitive 
nexuses. or interpret it. The Iauer is a philosophical cognition at the 
level of prindple. But every cognition that precedes, accompanies. or 
follows !he definition has a place in the basic tendency of cognition, 
and at every level and in every situation the object is addressed as to 
content [Gthalt] . That means the object is investigated (questioning as 
addressing; the ortly determinative and appropriate concept o! speak
ing!} as the object it is. in its ·what• and its "how.· predsely as a being. 
A being: an object. !his object. In what and how it is. 

The sdences, e.g .. as nexuses of actualization of cognitive compon
mmt. are. with resp«t to comem, determined in such a way that the 
objects a detenninate sdence relates to predsely as beings, as belonging 
in their own nexus of beings, are more or less sharply delimited. 

This nexus of beings, in each case delimited through the cognitive 
sense of a sdence, as what Is of concern in the relevant sdence. is 
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called the region of that science. The phenomenological category, "re
gion,• refers back fom1ally, and in terms of tbe genesis of sense, to the 
•content-sense· and is a categorial concretion of tbat. {Sense of tbe cate
gorial, as an existentiell concretion, to be interpreted in terms of his
torical actualization!) 

Every science, insofar as it is a cogrtitive componment of the type 
characteristic of the sciences, has its region of beings, where the sense 
of •region· itself is still manifold and is also different in the various sci
ences. The regional character of the science of history is different from 
that of zoology, e.g., or of theology, and the difference is not merely in 
the subjeCt maner or the ordering principles. 

These considerations are purely formal indications; they say nothing 
about the genu ine sense (or even about the relation) of sdentific cog
n ition, about philosophical cognition. about non-scientific and pre
scientific cognition. or about pre-philosophical cognition. In the formally 
indicative orientation a ll this must be interpreted, case by case, out of the 
corresponding nexuses of basic experience. 

Accordingly, it seems that "phHosophtr.ing, • too. can be indicated 
only as a "cognitive comportment to .. . , ·whereby the object, as a cog
nit ive object, is taken precisely as a being. If we understand the task of 
the determination of the sense of philosophizing, as a cognjtive com
ponmem, £rom the outSide and as something tO be arbitrarily snatched 
up and discussed, then it might seem that even our method could pro
vide no more than capricious observations and that, for the sake o f a 
rertain order and consistency in the whole, we must proceed "logically" 
and deductively fJ·om a basic constatation to funhcr determinations. 

Bu t such is not the case. We a re not speaking about philosophy arbi· 
rrarily and according 10 taste. On the contrary. with the appropriation 
of the idea of defirtition. whlch irseii is indeed questionable. though nor 
arbitrary, we stand in a deterntinate situation of understanding, in 
wh.ich quite definite motives, arising out or the idea of definition, call 
forth rhe actualization of the interpretation. Those who auempt some
thing e lse mistake in principle precisely what should be their aim 
within the entirety of ph ilosophy: the pure cognition or the original 
questionability, i.e., at the same time, the pure cognition of the labyrin
thine basic character of human existence. Philosophy is an existemiell 
phenomenon (the preentineot one). 

b) The deJ'irutiOJl or philosophy at the level or principle 

The determination o f the idea of philosophical defirtition has intro
duced us to the momem of the principle.• Philosophy is to be defined at 
the level or principle; such a definition would involve a precedent 

9. See above, p. 18 fl. 
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exposition of what the main issue is. what really maners. so that we 
might then be able to direct a radical questioning at this issue. 

Efforts to determine securely the sense of philosophy come alive 
again and again. only to rum into circumstantial and isolated consider
ations. What is the reason for that? Why do we ever anew seek the 
foundation of philosophy? Why the ever new elfons 10 raise philoso
phy finally 10 the rank of a secure, absolute sdenre? 

H there were a dear and delimited regio11 here-in philosophy-then 
it would not be possible to stray from h. and it would not constantly be 
necessary to seck the genuine region. As it is. we must ever and again 
project and newly grasp that 10 which ph ilosophy. as cognitive com
portment, is directed. with the result that we end up seeking in all sons 
of directions. A region would sintply be there, one region in delimita
tion against other cognitive regions, e.g .. those of the sdences. Their 
regions are cut out from the domain of beings as a whole-nature. "his
tory.· pure space. etc. 

The search for the foundation seeks its region in the previous convic
tions and opinions of philosophy. Presupposing that philosophy has a 
region at all, it does not reside 'vithin the total domain of the sdences. 
Insofar as philosophy delimits itself, its limits do not occur within the 
region of Being which the sdences divide up among themselves (and it 
remains questionable whether this dividing up is wonh anything!). 

Philosophy 1..-nows. it is said. what is ronunon 10 these cognitive re
gions. what lies in advance of them. at their foundation. Philosophy is not 
partit'Ular knowledge, nm a special sdence; it is the "basic sdcnce.· Philo
sophical cognition aims at something ultimate and universal, the highest. 
Because it docs not have a region which fits under some other one, and 
its region is not delhnilable against other ones. philoSOJ>hy must seek and 
re-seck itS object out of its own resources. on itS own account. Philosophy 
is the cognitive componment of something that has subsistence in itself 
and that can come into consideration for something else only as prindplt. 
Philosophy is cognitive rompomnent~eat" t!;OXJ1v (par excellence]. i.e .• at 
the level of prindple. The detenn.inative grasp or philosophy then must 
itsetl be a rnaner of prindplc. a tkjinitio11 of prilrdpiL. 

We have already seen that the sense of "principle" is not dear with
out fun her ado; there are prindples of various characters predsely as 
prindples. Knowledge of prindples does not have tO be knowledge at 
the level of principle; and for us it is precisely a problem to grasp radi
call y the forma lly indicative detenninalion with reSJ>ectto philosophiz
Ing uS cognitive comportment at the level of principle and to determine 
Cully the sense of cognition as one of prindplc. The phrase •auiludinal 
cognitive comportment toward prindples· docs not suflice; philosoph
ical cognition itself. according to its own character as actualized. must 
be one of principle. Thus it is at once the most radica l altitude. the most 
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original sense ol grasping an objea as such, and the most radical deter
mination, Le., existenrieU inre.rpretation. 

Philosophy is cognitive comportment toward beings, at the level of 
prindple. Therefore that to which it rompons itself must be given in its 
proper and ultimate charaaer at the level ol prindple: beings, ulti
mately considered, not in relation to other beings, but by themselves 
and as such (possibly on that basis then •in relation to ... , - but not 
merely as something that can be •exrraaed" !rom an engulfing order). 
And what is the principle for such beings in themselves? What is ulti
mately at issue in beings as such? Being or, more detemtinately, in 
respect to the way such ·Being• is graspable, the •se-nse of Being: We 
need to keep in m.ittd explidtly that Being, the sense of Being, is, philo
sophically, the principle ol every being. Being is nOt, however, the ·uni
versal· of aU beings, the highest genus, that wh ich beings wou ld !all 
under as particular instances. Being is not tbe most comprehensive 
domain lor each and every being, the •wghest region.• 

The object of the de6nition of philosophy i.s therefore detemtined as 
follows: cognitive comportment to beings in ttnns of Being. It still remains 
open whether philosophy is comportment to each and every being, to 
all · regions: or, on the contrary, to no region at all, as region. Further
more, we have not determined precisely what ·as· or ·m temts or· 
signifies here, in what sense that is to be understood. 

It is already evident from this first determination that phJiosophy, as 
·cognitive comportment, • is not comparable to a thing, some faetual 
maner. Thereby the object of the definition is determined. We need to 
keep apart the object of the definition and the object of philosophy. The 
object of philosophy is co-intended in the objeCt of the definition of 
philosophy, philosophizing. But it is not, and does not exhaust, and this 
as a matter of principle (not merely in practice), the object of the 
definition. 

We now stand in relation to this object or the definition in our pre
conception of the original and proper appropriation: bringing ·some
thing• into the mode of possession that genuinely corresponds tO it. 
And indeed in the definition of principle, the object must be pre-given 
such that it comes in its character as a principle and in its funaion as a 
principle to a first understanding, and, a t the same time, so does the 
genuine principle-character, the sense of Being. This sense is what is at 
issue, namely, the cogoitive comportment to it as the principle or beiogs. 

In the definitory contem (object of definition) resides somethlng or 
prindple; the cootent is itseU a relation to ... The principle in it is the 
•toward whlch• of the componmeot: the sense of Being. The object of 
cognitive componmem is for thJs sense itseU in its own way a principle. 
Possessing the object of the definition, in its conteot, means cognizing 
(possessing in this way. by understanding at the level of principle) that, 
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toward which. and how the principle is a principle for its own being 
possessed. 

The object in itS character as principle with respect to content 
[gtha/tlich) (principle for that which holds on to [sich hii/1 an) it, the cog
nitive comportment ( Vtrhaltm); not ·only• the object of the cognitive 
comportment as philosophical comportment). and according to itS 
proper character as a principle and corresponding to this. must become 
decisive for possessing the object itself. The object of the definition is 
itself a comportment to ... ; the principle in It is the •toward which. of 
the comportment. the sense of Being. (Interpretive postulnte at the cui
rem level of the consideration.) The definitory object in Its ch<Uacter as 
principle indica tes what is at issue in possessing it itself (the possession 
of the componmem to the object. Being qua Being). 

If the possessing is to be one of principle. then the object of the pbllo
sophical definition must come to understanding as formally indicative. 
The principle is to be grasped in such a way that it Is seized in its func
tion as a principle, pre-understood in •that for which• and ·bow• it is a 
principle. The •for which.. however. is itself indicated only formally. 
The •for whJch• requlies a proper. tactical concretion. a proper appro
priation. in which appropriation itself the principle can first be given as 
fully functiorling in the manner appropriate to a principle. 

A definition of principle must be understood at the level of principle. 
That means: Its content is properly possessed and understood when the 
principle Is relevant as a principle lor the possessing and understanding 
of the con tent. The content of the definition Is determined as cognitive 
comportment to ... ; the principle is Being (sense of Being) as the 
Being of beings. What is at issue in the understanding of the definition 
is the possession (understanding) of a comportment; and how the pos
session of the componmem is at issue-that Is signified by the principle 
of the deflnltory content. What the prindple signifies •is• what is at 
issue in the possession of the comportment. 

Thus if the possession is to be one of principle. if it is to contain in 
itself that which is at issue in it, i.e., in respect to the prindple (as cog
nition and indeed predsely as one of principle). then this is indicated as 
decisive for the possession of the objeCt (of the definition): namely. the 
Being of the possessing and indeed the Being of the possessing of the 
cognitive comportment to beings in terms of Being. 

The proper possessing of a comportment qua comportment, how
ever, is a mode of its aCtualization. Therefore what is decisive is the 
Bting of rht actualization (maturation. the hlstorlological). But that is 
only the more precise determination of the tendency which is always 
pressing Itself forward in the previously named turn of speech. The 
object to which we comport ourselves defines. with its own proper 
name, the comportment itSelf. To pursue philosophy is supposed to be 
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to pursue something, to compon oneself to something (transitively): to 
philosophize (intransit ively) . This is the sense of actuali~.at ion of that 
which this sense itself signifies as to comcn t. 

Thus there results as a formally indicative definition of philosophy at 
the level or principle (d. p. 26 and Appendix I. "Presupposition,· pp. 
J 20 and 121 ): philosophy is cognitill(' comporhnem, at the level of principle, 
toward beings in iemts of Being (smse of Being), specifiC/lily such that what is 
decisively at issue in the comportment and for it is the respective &ing (sense of 
Being) of the possessing of the compornnmt. 

Philosophy is •ontology; indeed.. is radical ontology, and as such is 
phenomenological (existen tielL historiological, spiritual· historical) ontology 
or omolosical phenomenology (with the emphasis faUing on one side or 
the other, depending on the polemical orientation). The object of phi· 
losopby, beings in their Being, co-determines from out or itself (func
tion of prindple) the comporm1eDt. As a comportment a t the level of 
priodple, what is at issue in it is its Being. The cognitive comportment 
has a quite original and radical relation of prindplc to beings in their 
Being (not a mere attitude toward grasping, a mere discussion, but a 
relation that even and predsely through the gra6piog "is" what it grasps 
and grasps what it "is"), 

The understanding of this definition must take it as an indicative 
one. The content is such that its appropriation is a proper concrete task of 
actualillltion. To follow the indication means to bring into view this con· 
crete task: to recognize that something is thereby at issue and to pursue 
what is at issue. This •toward which" is itsell already indicated: the 
sense of Being of the possession of the comportment. Insofar as this 
sense of Being is at issue, that whose sense of Being is at issue is to be 
taken as a being. to be taken genuinely into possession as a being, and 
then to be grasped. (Formal indicarion: "Being• is what is indicated for
mally and emptily, and yet it strictly determines the direction of the 
understanding; toward the possession of the comportment as a being!) 

At issue is Being, i.e., that it "is," the sense of Being, that Being "is, • i.e., 
is there as Being genuinely and according to its impon (in the phenome
non). Phenomenon: existentiell. At issue is that it comes into "being." 
that it strives, although not for consideration and bad reneoion. It is 
indeed the Being of the componment, i.e .. here (phenomenologically) 
through t11e comportment; the maturation of the comportment. Com
pormlent, however, is what it is only in full concretion; i.e., the concrete 
problematic. 

The sense of Being which stands as the task is not that of a thing and 
a factual matter, not that of something effected from the outside, 
through external arrangement. Yet in order for the issue to be the sense 
of Being of the possession of the compormu•m, it itself must be possrssed 
as a being; that means, however: the question and the determination 
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relate to what II means and can mean. At i.ssue is the sense of Being of 
the possessing of the cognhivc componmentto ...• an issue which. for 
the time being. is to be deferred. 

C. The Situation of Access: the University 

The possession of the componmem as a being. in its ·what• and "how.· 
is to be taken up into the grasp of the understanding and spedfically in 
the sense of the idea of definition. according to the genuine under
standing of definition. and as appropriate to the situation and to the 
preconception. These striCtures of the definition cannot be met or e\•en 
su!fidemly clarified upon a first approach. Yet they become more press
ing as we progress toward authenlldty in the understanding of the 
definition. They become ever more insistent. and. in their uniry and 
increasing urgency. they bring to maturity predsely the appropriatitm of 
rht concrm. Thereby the peculiar binding which resides in the idea of 
definition comes to be expressed properly. and. at the same time, we 
can see dearly the siruario11 to which the understanding must be appro
priate in its aCtualization. What is at Issue must come to light. must be 
manilest and transparent ln genuine daylight. This problema ric preys 
upon our consdences ever more acutely and relem.lessly. 

The preconception itself requires what is appr()priate to it; we need 
to press on toward the genuine componmem to the object of philoso
phy. and we need to pursue the componment in a way that under
stands it. The possession of the componment as a being is. and at the 
same time is lhrouglr.thc concrete appropriation of the object itsel[. That 
which. in the idea or definition. Is emphatica Uy separate In the forrn.a
tion is. in the actualizing maturation. originally •one.· 

It remains quite undetermined how the sense or Being of the cogni· 
rive componment is at issue. The Indicative deflnirion expresses only 
that it is at issue. The understanding therefore follows this •at issue·: it 
is equally undetermined that we live in the cognitive componmem or 
that we possess it. The possession is still not properly alive. it ·;s· not 
yet. Nevenheless. it is already: in the approach. in the approaching 
motion toward it. in the nexus of aCtualization in which we now pres
ently move. We need to get this approaching motion in view as a being. 
in its ·what" and "how.· In some way or other it is present: in the situ· 
ation. which now. at first. Is all that is available. in the orientation of the 
nexus of aCtualization. and in the effons aimed at access to the posses
sion or the componment. 

The gaze of research is to be fixed on that. as on a being in how it is 
a being; thereby the understanding takes the direction pre-given to it 
by the indication. and it takes this in a fixed preconceptual orientation. 
Only in this way is the understanding of the definition appropriate to 
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the idea of definition itseU. The more radically and rigorously it pursues 
this appropriateness and the less it makes room for untimely tendencies 
of reflection and for inopportune considerations (whether or not any· 
thing emerges from these abstractions, and even if they arise from the 
only up· lO·date philosophy). the stronger must press forward the char· 
aaer of the situation of the current efforts at access. Therewith the pos· 
session of the comportment as a being, whose sense of Being is at issue. 
must also advance. 

The efforts at access are not actualized at just any time or in just any 
place, or by just anyone; on the contrfll'Y· we live in them here and now 
and specifically in this place, in this lecture hall: you in front of me. I in 
front of you. and we together. This situation of an individual's world, 
which is immediately detem1inable as a situation of a shared world and 
a surrounding world, i.e., the life-nexus dominant in this situation and 
properly alive in it, is what we designate with the title: university. 

The comportment of access to tile cognitive comportment, to phlloso· 
phizing. is to be deteffilined in its concretion in tile way it concerns us, who 
are doing tile comporting. and, obviously. in tile way tile comportment 
relates to phllosophy itself. That is not and, according to its very sense. 
cannot be an arbitrary worry. barely and ungenulnely oriented, and it is 
not mere busywork on traditional problems snatched up at random. 
Ratller. and tllis resides in tile sense of tile formally indicative definition 
of philosophy, tile more genuinely the basic sense of the facti cal situation 
of comportment is appropriated. the more originally and genuinely is 
actualized the clarification of the fomtally indicated sense of phllosophy. 

In an anticipatory interpretation of tile formal sense of philosophy, 
such as is pre-given by the definition, we can say that lor the concrete 
problematic of phllosophy-wherein lies enclosed the problem of access 
to it (not an access to some Object or material thing, but instead access 
to tile existentielly basic phenomenon)-what is co-detemtinative in each 
case is the nexus of faaicity of the life-situation in which tile problems 
reside and out of which and for which they press toward resolution. 
Thereby. however. nothing is yet decided about the proper archontic 
which must be atrribured, in radical philosophical research, ro the exis
temiell nexus of maturation within the h istory o f tl1e spirit. 

U philosophizing is supposed to exist, here and now, then it can be 
determined only in the direction of the faaical nexus of life we desig· 
nated with tile title, university. And the first task of access. following the 
undemanding of the definition. i.e .. a t the same rime, according to the 
proper concrete appropriation of philosophizing itself. is to determine 
this just-designated situation of life as a being. in its "what• and ·11ow.· 
This is indeed the formally indicated task of the possession of the com· 
ponmenr or, rather, (reduced to the level of our current state) the task 
of access to the possession as a being. 
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But already in this prdiminary task lie difficulties enough. the pure 
mastery of which can be effected only in the concrete nexus of the 
problems of philosophy. One difficulty i5 just to see the situation itself 
as such and then to grasp it genuinely as a being (i.e .. to see the univer
sity as that in which and out of which philosophizing is actualized). 

The task is for us today made espedally difficult insofar as we do 
have predsely the possibility of a quite proper and original existentiell
phenomenological view of this ·aeing.• so that only for us has tltis ooto
logical problematic become possible and necessary- though absolutely 
ambiguous. At the same time. we have the ·habit. of taking the situation 
In tcnns of Objective history. in tenns of the history of what is Objectively 
present. The result is both ambiguity and a tendency tOward research in 
the mode of hi.storiological consdousness. Other eras had the same pos
sibilities but were not motivated in the same direction. Then the task 
was less of a burden, and carrying it out was easier, for the life-situation 
was different. 

Our era i5. nonetheless. in a panicular sense. expUdtly unified >vitb 
the previous ones. and we share 'vith earlier times the same way of see
ing and possessing. i.e .• the same mode or expression. 

{Insofar as the task of access to tbe siluation in Its proper sense of 
Being is to be understood radically. i.e .. such that its clarification keeps 
pace with the access (or. better. predsely matures h), tbe point i5 to 
overcome the past radically. in order. by way of this overcoming. to be 
in a position to appropriate tbe past genuinely for the Hrst time; and 
that is Indispensable, insofar as we •exist• in the past, and Being iL~elf, 
our Being. Is not set in relief.! •• 

The indicated determination o! tbe sense of philosophy or. more 
generally. the tendendes expressed in such a determination immedi
ately rouse up misgivings. We will look at two of them more closely. in 
such a way that our main considerations will themselves also advance 
forward thereby. 

a) First objection; is philosophy univrrslty-phllosophy? 

It could be objected that the indicated approach to a concrete explica
tion of the sense of philosophy places an undue rest rlnlon on tbe sense 
and task of philosophy. This approach seeks nothing less than an 
identification of philosophy with university-philosophy. It seeks to sup
pon or even to ground the pretentious opinion that actual philosophy 
could exist only in the universities. This presumption must seem all the 
more problematic inasmuch as our age has often and loudly reviled tbe 
notorious Sterility and ·cultural· uselessness of the ossified professional 
phlloSOi>hy of the unJversities. 

10. Annotation by Hcidcgger: "Later.· 
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In this regard it is not at all necessary to lend an ear to the famous. 
rescnunem-laden, and often cheap invectives ol Schopenhauer and 
NieiZ.~che. For these rwo have perhaps misunderstood what they were 
really rrying to accomplish . ll is easy to run away from the university. 
But the university does not thereby dtange, and we ourselves. along 
with our affairs. are rhen-Nierzsche is a typical example-sacrificed on 
the altar ol literature. In other words, what then develops is an intellec
tually unhealthy atmosphere. 

To meet this objection. the lonnally indicative definition of philoso
phy must be interrogated as to whether it includes-or can include
the presumed idcmi6cation of philosophy with university-philosophy. 
The opposite is in fact the case. The formally indicative de6nition pre
cisely excludes the sense-possibility of the objectionable identification of 
philosophy with university-philosophy and does so in two respects. 

I. The indicative emphasis on the dedsiveness of the sense of Being of 
the respective cognitive componmem does (negatively) preclude the pos
sibility of speaking in such a general and indeterminate way about philos
ophy (even if within the conceptually sha rp delimitation of the formal 
indication). It predscly enjoins proclamat ions about philosophy from the 
standpoint of some superio r. though basically indetcrmJ.nable. place. and 
it prohibitS us from taking philosophy as the guarantee of t.he future peri
ods of culture and destinies of mankind, without our knowing who 
speaks lor whom and for what. or knowing what is t.he sense of these 
prophecies and schools of wisdom, or knowing who conferred on them 
their cultural mission. Tht philosophy-in this way in general, fixed and 
atcmporal, represented i.n some vague manner-docs not exist. 

2. At the same time, however. we are directed (positively) to develop 
the problematic with a view to the basic sense of the situation of the 
respective comportmem. The definition, by its very sense, leaves open 
various possibilities but also explicitly directs us toward ·seeing• the 
things that are genuinely in question at any time. Or, rather, it directs 
us first of all tOward seeking these things. and. since we are now so far 
removed from them. that alone is the task of the day. In this, the prin
dple manifests its cha raCter as a prindple. The definition is essentially a 
task and cannot simply hand over to us easy knowledge, for that would 
predsely prevent us from ever coming to philosophy itself. 

Neither is there th£ philosophy in general as a living philosophy, nor 
is there only one single situation, along with its one basic sense. out of 
which the componmem of philosophizing could be actualized. The 
indication emphasizes predsely that it should remain open. that other 
nexuses of llie can provide access to philosophy and can bring to matu
rity the actualization of philosophizing. II could be, however, that the 
situation indicated with the title, •university, • is such that, insofar as it 
is granted the possibility of becoming radically relevant and free, it not 
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only permits but absolutely compels the unconditionally most radical 
possibility of aaualizing philosophy. 

To what extent. in what way. and whether at all the philosophy that 
properly springs from the life-nexus of the university has to take into 
account other philosophies, originating in other situations, and what 
•taking into account· means here. along with the question of bow in 
general the sense and extent of the specifically philosophical ·polemic· is 
to be determined in its genuine sense- these issues cannot now be dis· 
cussed, since tbe moment is not ripe for them. due to the faa that we are 
still unclear about the concrete tasks themselves. The formal sense of phi· 
losophy and of the comportment toward it does admittedly imply that 
philosophy is, in an eminent and not at all extrinsic sense. polemical 
(venturing fonb into the tight of •day•), insofar as the formative appro· 
priation of the concrete siruation of the acrualization of philosophizing is 
carried out in the marmer of a destruaion. The way in which a situation 
becomes relevant is in itsell polemical. (The word does not here mean 
•contentious.· in the sense of the •wrangling· that is so widespread in 
philosophy and science. Polemic rather as such through ex-istence.) 

b) Second objection: can the acddentaJ situation of the university 
be normative lor philosophy? 

It will be retoned, however, that this does not redress the one-sided and 
arbitrary charaaerofthe restriction of philosophy tO the life-nexus ofthe 
university. Perhaps this charaaer does disappear for those who li\•e [rom 
and in the university. who have staked their existence oo the university, 
i.e .. lor the researchers and teachers, but it is not so for those who come 
to the university and want somethit!g from it. It is not so precisely be· 
cause the Iauer carmot or do not want to live their emire lives at the 
university. For the students, who co-constitute the life-nexus of the uni
versity and for whom the university exists at all. it is but a passageway. 
Philosophy can precisely not tie the life-consciousness of the students 
to a •situation of passage• but instead should all the more genuinely 
point the way to their future lives. the lives they will actually and ef
fectively lead. 

This new difficulty should come to be resolved as we discuss the sec
ond objection. It will be sa.id •in general· that those who. in passing 
through the university, stand on the threshold of thei.r amtaltives do 
indeed have demands to make upon the university. But we cannot rea· 
sonably hold the opinion that actually continu.ing life is to take direc
tion from the obsolete ideals of an accidentally historical" instirutlon 

ll. H;storisch. ln this section on the university. Heidegger's usual distinction 
between Hlstorit (bistoriology) and Geschichtt (history) seems not to be consis
tently in play, and my translation could not strictly lollow his terms and still 
express the apparent sense. - n-ans. 
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such as the university. Thus the second objection may be formulated as 
follows: in principle. can a philosophiZing stiU be genuine and original if 
it emrusts the situation of its basic experience to an accidemal institu· 
lion that arose historically and that has perhaps now reached the end of 
itS existence? And this institution is supposed to bring philosophy to 
maturity! A maturity which in prindple overgrows and undermines the 
drcumstances and conditions and first gives them, insolar as they strive 
•to be: lactldty! 

Therefore, even conceding the possibility of other philosophies. out· 
side the university, the positive situation within the university is still in 
prindple weak. since it is delivered over to a historical contingency that 
is ever changing. 1f the nexus lor the actualization olthe appropriation 
of philosophy is referred back to such an institution, then the idea of 
philosophy itself and of its concretion is threatened by the atrophy of 
relativism and by a flattening that is historically bound and inescapable. 

However matters may be settled as regards theoretical relativism, 
and even if the sense of philosophy may run counter to latent needs. 
we are primarily constrained to determine how (as what sort of beings) 
our situation of unde.rstandlng and our situation of approach. the ones 
in which we ourselves live. should be interpreted. The task can thereby 
be formulated appropriately, with respect to the objection as well as in 
reference to the concrete development of the problem, as follows: does 
the •historical" character of our universities prohibit them from becom· 
ing. as such, determinative. determinative in the manner of a concrete 
situation of basic experience, in which, out of which, and for which the 
approach to and the appropriation of phi.losophy are supposed to be 
actualized; or. on the contrary, is it predsely the •hisrorica/" character 
and only this which provides a ground for a determinate life-nexus and 
which demands, in the most radical sense, that philosophy play a ded· 
sive role? 

These considerations must be understood entirely within the context 
of the stated problematic. Therefore, insofar as they concern the uni· 
versity. they are in principle unrelated to discussions about the goal and 
methods, necessity or superfluousness, of a so-cal led reform of the uni· 
versity. 

The discussions abom reform, for which a principle, a basic orienta · 
tion. may be taken from that which is to be developed, an orientation 
which would .. to be sure. direct the reform movement in an essentially 
different way than expected-those discussions are all uncritical. They 
overlook the question of competency and are oblivious to the question 
of the su itable time. For us here, the task is to see philosophically the 
genuine situation, without recourse to prophetidsm and the allure of a 
prophetic leader. (People today are writing about the leader-problem!) 

The question is whether the university shouJd be funher tailored 
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toward needs and modeled upon !he annually lower level of a spiritual
inteUectual preparation !hat is already only half sufficient- It is the 
question of whether demands ought to be posed from !hat standpoint, 
wbelher degenerate dispositions. even If !hey band together and obtain 
a majority vote, can provide criteria for !he determination of something 
which of itself demands to be appropriated-even if with the pledge of 
a life-prior to making speeches about it and writing pamphlets. 

Today we have become so running, so richly gratified by dainty liter
ary morsels and glossy magazines, and so enervated by ·religious· whin
ing that we cry down such a pledge of life as stupidity and rate these 
cries as evidence of superiority and of the possession of ·spir ituality.· 

We face a decision of principle between these alternatives: 

tithtr we live, work. and do research relative to unexamined needs and 
artificially induced dispositions, 

or we are prepared to grasp concretely a radical idea and to gain our 
existence In it-

Whether we are !hereby •foundering. • culturaUy considered. or are 
ascending and progressing is of secondary imponance. insofar as the 
aim here is Indeed not cultural profits and dividends. And if we are 
•foundering. • then we again face a decision between 

eithtr an actual change of !acticity. in genuine loss, a letting oneself be 
diverted from factidry. a diversion whlch, If defended, constitutes 
existence (which is precisely a radical exlstentieli worry), 

or degeneratlon in the embellishment or mythical and theosophical 
metaphysics and mysticism and in the trance of a preoccupation 
with piety, which goes by the name of religiosity. 

A prtmaturt, passionate position-taking. pro and con, merely betrays 
the lack of the genuine passion (which alone can be normative here) 
penaining to the resoluteness of tlte understanding. This resoluteness is 
all the more cenainly present !he less it breaks out in speech and. 
instead, is silent and can waiL Because we are no longer able, in rela
tion to life. to lie in wait and to watch. in !he genuine sense (not in !he 
manner of a detective or one who snoops on !he soul), and because, 
instead, we want aU lhings to be brought into purity >vith uproarious 
haste, we fall prey to the surrogates of !he spirit that assail us in adver
tising or to an apparent Objectivity !hat actually dims our eyesight and 
is constantly lleeing [rom the issues. 

These [11ndamenta/guidelines, whid1 precisely reject-and set fonh a 
position against -the pretended decisiveness of the dispositions and ten
dencies alive and dominant today, must have already manifested suf
fldently their obvious incompatibility >vilh what we had brought out 
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and especially emphasized earlier concerning Lhe idea of the definition 
of philosophy atlhe level of principle. It might easily be pointed outlhat 
lhe guidelines do contradict, and could not more sharply contradict, lhe 
requirement lhat we expressly placed in the very first position, namely, 
lhat lhe definition must be appropriate to the situation. lt seems lhat the 
situation indicated by Lhe title, •university; has now been concretely 
determined, in terms of lhe guidelines, as something negative, as some
thing to be rejected, as non-originaL 

lnsofar as no one is inclined to gram me, after alllhat has been said, 
lhat such an obvious conllict between lhe understanding of lhe 
definition and the already established idea of definition, or. more pre
cisely, that t11e simple neglect of this idea. cou ld occur so readily, and 
insofar as it is wilh the least credit that someone will concede to me lhat 
such an error, precisely in mis context of the principle, can so readily 
slip in, men me difficulty with respect to the compatibility o f lhe guide
lines wim the requiremem of appropriateness to the situation, as stated 
in the definition, must lie elsewhere. 

Tt lies in the fact lhat we forrn an overly "faci.le" represemation of me 
sense of the situation and of the manner of itS appropriation. The situa
tion has its own peculiarities and its own mystery. That is already evidem 
in the fact that me situation is to be reii!Va111 for and in a definition of prin
ciple. And insofar as we understand mat factica l life is actually always in 
flight (rom matters of principle, then it is no wonder that the appropriat
ing turn toward those matters does not happen readily and wilhout fur
mer ado. The frequent appearance or one who, it is claimed, ·c11ampions 
principles· is not evidence against what we have just said, but rather sup
pons it, insofar as sucl1 a person's loud invocation or principles on every 
occasion is actually a sure announcement or tbe Oigbt in question. 

We have already emphasized, explicitly and excessively, that tbe actu
alization of the undcrstatlding and tbus the access to, and explication of. 
the genuine situation or understanding present special difficulties. To 
actualize me undemanding of lhe formally indicative definition is pre
cisely tO work ont's way toward the situation: this situation is not something 
Ll1at leaps ou t at us or lies tbere already prepared sucl1 that we would 
only need to let ourselves fall into it. It is not something in wrucb we exist 
simply on account of our circumstances, nor is it mometHary, and it does 
not amount to blissful unconcern and tranquility. 

Tbe understanding of lhe formally indicative definition, in aCtualiz
ing tbe process of working one's way tOward the concrete situation, 
passes by way of tbe approacb lhatlies closest at hand. This approach is 
tbrust aside as tbe understanding progresses, and it is lhen canceled in 
tbe appropriation of Ll1e genuine situation. 

Tbe question of wbetber tbe university in its current historical 
State-for this State is indeed tbe issue ("current• - at tbe time of Ger-
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man Idealism. humanism, the Reformation, high Scholasti<:ism (Paris. 
Cologne. Bologna. Naples). generation of Alexandrine research, Aristo
tle's Lyceum. Plato's Academy)-can be suited to •form• ["bildtn1 
(ambiguous!) the basic experiences lor the Indicative explication of the 
sense of philosophy. for the access to this sense and for its actualization. 
or whether this suitability must be denied the university is a question 
that will be settled in such a way that the condition of the university 
today is first of all intuiled Objtctivtly and is determined in Objective 
comparisons: how il relates to the past, what and how it is. viewed in 
relation to ils historical origin. These things can be exhibited in Objec· 
Live findings. and from the determination of the beginning. develop· 
ment. rise. and evolution of the univcrsily. we can draw directives and 
lessons that would be of the greateS1 imponance today. 

Methodologically. the way to dcdde the question is as follows: what
ever can be known. and is wonh knowing. about the reality of the uni· 
versity in its Objective history should be laid out orderly, and therefrom 
we should read off the crilcria and goals of an evaluation of its current 
state and of its suitability with regard to the question we have posed. 
The cttrrent state of the university stands in Objective connection with 
its histOry and thus stands Objectively there. open to an Objective con
sideration and an Objectively comparative evaluation. 

This metbod is for us today the closest, most practicable, and richest in 
results. since for us and for our historiological consdousness. secure and 
sufficiently ample historlological knowledge is available. Tbe dedsion 
about the university. as a historical formation, will be made in an Objec
tively and historiologicaUy compara Live consideration. The history of the 
university pronounces on its et•rrcnt state and indicates to us the method. 

c) The tradillon 

This method presumes that history. as what Objectively has been. the 
actual past as such, can Indeed lurnish the goal and the norm and is 
justified in doing so. What is the ground of this possibility and of the 
claim it motivates? Can the Objectively historical past (which is indeed 
the most brilliant in examples, the most venerable in age and duration. 
and the mOS1 powerful in efficacy and in radiating out into the history 
of the spirit) serve as the dcdsive criterion lor determining what and 
how the prt!!>ent is and should be? 

We are today. in our ex.istence, different from all previous generations 
simply by the fact (not to mention. at 6rst, how we differ in prin<:iple) 
that we aJ'e the successors of forebears in a way no previous generation 
was. We are so in a quite peculiar sense. insofar as we possess a marked 
lrisroriologiall amsdous11tSS (with the corresponding methodological possi
bilities) of our relation to the past. live in this consdousness. see our
selves in it. and see (await) the future with it and out of it. By entering 
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inro the general consdousness of our time, the specifically scientific con
sdousness to he found in history, taken as a sdence, has brought to 
maturity a peculiar historiological consdousness which is present even 
where it sets itself against adept historical considerations. 

Spengler is the most consistent and reliable spokesman lor this his
toriological consciousness. He has actually put it into effect, precisely in 
the style ol the current •spirit of the times.· That is to say. this con
sdousness is something we have to take seriously as weU. and that 
indudes completely disregarding, at first, the accidental inconsistencies. 
the amendments. and the like, which are inevitable in such an enor
mous undertaking. The basic sense of th.is undertaking is genuinely and 
decisively present in its expressive tendency, which is perhaps not as 
obvious as is imagined by so many cultural agents. and writers on. cul
ture, who lack a sense of history. To take seriously, however, does oot 
mean 10 vow aUegiance. to strike out in a new direction. and. fo.r the 
rest. to exempt oneself from a grasp of the genuine problems (which 
were in fact concealed 10 Spengler himself). 

Out of sheer preoccupation with problems that relate to history. oo 
philosophy of history bas seen. let alone understood. the problem of 
the historiological. Spengler's basic error: philosophy of history without 
the historiologica]. lucu.t a non lucendo [light from sornethiog that does 
not shine). Spengler does oot understand what be is rrying to accom
plish. which is manifest in the fact tbat be becomes af.raJd of his own 
position. sounds the reo:eat. rones everything down. and to those who 
took to heart his outlook or decline. even if they d.id so only in the sense 
of ao ·as if.· be offers reassurance: indeed. everything was not .meant in 
such a bad sense. and we can o:anquilly rerum to business as usual 
(expression of tbc soul of the times). 

Yet it is an odd u.ndcrtaking. the attempt to refute Spengler by point · 
ing out to him bls inaccuracies. That we cling to such attempts, and 
base oo them a threadbare, and pseudo-scientific. superiority, proves 
that we do not understand what is at issue. Above aU. we do not under
stand tb.a.t the consciousness of an era, an era itself. cannot be ·refuted• 
by means of theoretical-scientific arguments and cannot be disposed ol 
like some erroneous theory. (Which is not to say that sdentific research 
has no role to play in the overcoming ol an era.) 

Therefore, cao the Objective past. wWcb, as such. in itsell never was 
and never could he, provide dedsive direction lor a situation in the his
tory of the spirit? Is the appeal to the venerableness and splendor of the 
tradition oot. viewed radically. sheer blind sentimentality? What about 
tbe daims made by the tradition? And what is o:adition itself? 

Whether we make room for the misgivings and dedare that tbe uni
versity, as a hist.orically transmitted institution. cannot be normative for 
the •formation• of a basic situation ol philosophizing. or wbether we 
take up the opposite position and grant that the historical past is 
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justified in claiming to be normative. in e ither case i1 is unavoidably 
necessary, if indeed the question is to be decided radically (and such a 
decision mus1 occur in relation 10 and in the coo1ext of the already
characterized problcmalic of principles). to clarify the sense and rights 
of the tradition. 

Whether we speak for or against the tradition, we apprehend it in a 
panicular way, namely in an uncrilical, unclarified way, and that is 
how we take it up in our argumentation. In the objection ilself and in 
the proposed method of sen ling the issue. 1here lies hidden a funher 
unresolved moment. (Resolution of a sense (resolution of a phenome
non): to let il be free. to se1 il absolu1ely free in the interpretation, to let 
it function as absolutely decisive for the understanding.) 

The uadition should be normative. o r else it should 001. For what? 
For the university of wday. for the detellllination of it in its current 
state, for what il is and perhaps should be in measuring up to a great 
tradition. The queslion concerns what actually it is whose norms are 
uncertain; wlticb •pan· of the university. wWcb of ils delerminative 
componems. is genuinely the focus of the entire problematic? What is 
at issue, in regard to the university itself? We said that the university is 
a life-nexus, i.e., sometlting in wWcb life goes on. Whal aboul this •life• 
at and in the university? Is il the way the university is taken up and 
experienced? Indeed. the question must be posed concretely: how do 
we here, now, today, take il; how do we live il? We live il the way we 
ourselves are, namely in and out of our factical existence. 

The questions of the sense and rights of the tradition, and of the ltis
torical character of the university, will get deferred and will not manl· 
fest themselves as the first ones in the temporal order of the problems, 
as long as the omological character of the university itself and its cur· 
rent state for us, with respect to its ontological structure, remain cov· 
ered over. For so long il will not be evident to us in what way the 
university itself is inadequate as a situation of basic experience. Nor will 
it then be manifest in what respect and bow the university is to learn, 
out of its ltistory. what history and tradilion can signify to it and what 
history and tradition mean at all. 

As a life-nexus. the university is in factical life; the facticity of life, 
existence, is in itself historical and possesses, as Wstorical, a relation (as 
comportment) to the Objective, ltistorical world of former times. The 
question o f the sense and the right of the uadition-itself a phenome
non within the basic phenomenon of the historical- is reassumed into 
the problematic of the historical itself. and the sense of the historical is, 
in tum. rooted in the facticity of factical life. The problem of the relation 
of Objective history to the historica l is included in the aforementioned 
problematic. Yel insofar as the historical receives its sense from facticity, 
it is appropriate to bring this latter itself into sharper focus and make it 
the focus of our discussion. 
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Recapilulation u 

The Issue, with regard to the understanding of the definition of philos
ophy at the level of principle, is the sense of Being of the understanding 
itself. The componment of undemanding i~ to be ~ppropriated con
cretely; first of all : access-tendency and access-componmem as beings, 
in their "what• and "how,· here and now: title: university. University: 
accidental circumstance, historically changeable; unsuited for a deci
sion of principle or for its maturation. 

The Objective method toward a decision on Its normative suitability is 
decline and flight; it is nor at all necessary to tread that path. The decision 
need not be sought in terms of Objective history. supplemented by data 
pro and con . The method resolves itself on its own. Indeed, it is o f decisive 
imponance tO see that it is resolved precisely in the genuine basic prob
lematic of philosophy and. more specifically, in that which is properly at 
issue in the ·pro• and •ron.· 

The objection is not accidental but is instead a genuine expression of 
the decadent situation. As long as we take up the objection and desire 
to resolve it in its own style, we are moving funher downward. 

Unresolved moments of the Objective method: I. Sense and right of 
the tradition in its normative claim. 2. What the university itself is as a 
nexus of facticallife, what is properly relevant in this nexus. what con
stitutes it as a life-nexus. Then funher: how Objective history rompons 
itself in and to the historical facriciry o f a life-nexus or lacticallile. 

What factical life is- that needs to be indicated. The pursu it o f the 
objection concerning the accidental character or the institution has re
sulted in a shaJ1>Cr delineation o r the direction of the problem with regard 
to the question or the "what• and the ·how· of the access-romponmem 
as a being. {Need more pred.sion concerning the nexus which leads to the 
preliminary explication of facticallife!) 

Our problematic (determination of the access-situation according to 
its sense of Being) has already become noticeably more precise. and the 
basic outline and the basic nexuses have come into clearer relief. We 
are asking about the university as a life-nexus, and this nexus is itself 
pan or our own facrically historical life. 

Thus what is primarily at issue is not the portrayal of an Objective, 
accidental state of the university today but the delineation and under
Sland ing or its specific sense or existence, a sense which perhaps lives 
and takes effect in a comple tely hidden and obstructed way. This sense 
is not beyond time bu t is radicall y temporal and h istorical-as we will 
stiil sec, since it is so in a way we can grasp and must grasp. 

t2. lleading in Heidegge(s manuscript. 



PART III 



Factical life 

The interpretation we have been expounding. and presenting directly. 
has led us indirectly to the siruarion of th~ grnuint primal tltdsion. (The 
possibility having opened up. say no morell That this is the siruation is 
something uch person ha.s to understand lor himself. and then he will 
be able to prO<'eed to the immediately adjacent explication of the task of 
philosophy. II is only later. if some occasion requires. that one might 
tum to the objections and to the external modes of access; the objec
tions have resolved themselves on their own. proJJerly. through aetual
izatlon. Bven If the problem of the historiological still exists. we have 
now been given for the first lime the •intuition· of h. the necessary 
means. and the sense-moments of this objectivity and of its explication. 
(To question. cognize. interpret. etc.) 

The following indications of the sense of the basic phenomenological 
categories and of their categorial nerus will only be as extensive as is nec
essary for the purposes of our forthcoming investigations. Their proper 
interpretation and original acquisition. at least as concerns the pan (prob
lem of actualization and of maruration- factidty) that is inseparably con
nected to the interpretation of the sense of the categorial. will demand of 
us an extensive Interpretation of Aristotle. 

Accordingly, what counts in full for these categories and for the rel
evant objective nexus is what we said in explicating the idea of a 
definition of prlndple (idea of philosophical definition). And it applies 
not in the sense of a mere acddem, as if ulthnatcly when we (?) had 
progressed far enough. we could understand the meaning on some 
other path. Quite to the contrary, these categories arc as such already 
exceptionally and Incomparably characterized through the proper way 
of access to them. 

·Faclical life•: ·Jife• expresses a basic phenomenological category; it 
signifies a basic phenomenon. If the tenn. •life.· can be taken. with de
monstrable justlfication. as the indication of a basic phenomenon. then 
what is given along with that is the possibility of delineating cenain direc
tions of sense. and this applies. in the case of a basic phenomenon. in a 
preeminent way. 

Certain moments of sense that will stand out in the following discus
sions came forth already in modem life-pbllosophy. which I under
stand to be no mere fashionable philosophy but, for its time, an actual 
attempt to come to philosophy rather than babble idly over academic 
frivolities; Dihhey. Bergson. This •coming fonh· was In Itself unclear, 
and that gave lillcrateurs. and those philosophers who wou ld rather 
gush with enthusiasm than think, an opportunity to take the matter up 
effonlcssly. Yet we should oot consider and critidxc the problematic of 
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life-philosophy in the form of today's usual decadent productions. 
Instead, we need to read Nietzsche, Bergson. and Oilthey and compare 
their orientation to that of Scheler, Versuche einu Philosophie des Lebens 
[Attempts at a Philosophy of Life], Abhandlungen tmd Aufsiitze ( 1919), vol. n. 
p. 164 ff. 

On the other hand, Rieken: ·we should finally stop seeing in the 
philosophizing about lile a mere repetition of lile and stop measuring 
the value of a philosophy by its vivadty. To philosophize means to cre
ate {is that not to live?), and the insight into the distance separating 
what is created from the mere living of a life ... must then serve to 
benefit both life as well as philosophy. • Rickert, Die Philosoph it des Leb
tns [The Philosophy of Life] ( 1920), p. 194. 

"Repetition· : everything depends on its sense. Philosophy is a basic 
mode of life itself, in such a way that it authentically "brings back,· i.e., 
brings life back from its downward faU into decadence, and this "bring
ing back" [or re-pet ition, •re-seeking"), as radical re-search, is life itself. 
Cognition is for Rieken what he calls •concept. • and that is a ·pure 
phantasm.• 

The term, "life.· is remarkably vague today. It is used to refer to a com
prehensive, ultimate, and meaningfu I reality: "life it~elf. • At the same 
time, the word is employed ambiguously: •political life,· a ·wretched 
life: "to bear a hard life: "to lose one's life on a sailing trip: (Biological 
concepts of life are 10 be set aside from the very outset: unnecessary bur
dens, eve.n if certain motives might spring from these concepts. which is 
possible. however. only if the intended grasp of human existence as life 
remains open. preconceprually, to an understanding of life which is 
essentially older than that of modern biology.) 

The vagueness and ambiguity exist together with a predominant 
sense of this term, and that sense amounts to a spedfic emphasis on 
something named and manifest in expressions such as: life-experience. 
life-enhandng. originality or life. a consummated life, etc. These occu r
rences of the term "life" in turns of speech, espedally i11 philosophical. 
popularized philosophical, religious, and literary-"mistic" speech.. 
gram. on the one band, the possibility or saytng. in an unclea r way. 
anything and everything about "life" and of moving in a frivolous dia
lectic where, according to the need or the moment. the tern1 can 
abruptly change its meaning. Nevertheless. since "liJc" signifies some
thing ultimate, and since that is what we aim at in employing the word, 
our very use of it in each case always places us where we want tO be 
and daiJn to be. Thereby we feel no obligation to seek the fundamental 
and rigorous sense. and we merely play with the term- or, rather. it is 
this term that plays with the philosopher. 

It is not that we play with the word intentionally. but, instead. we 
play with it out of a fasdnation with it and out of a certain genuine and 
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reliable feeling for "lile. · All the more fatal are the illusions; we are con
stantly dissuaded, by the very possibilities of the term, from disturbing 
it in its reputed fecundity and from investigating relentlessly its basic 
sense and its explication. 

On the other band, we might let the vagueness and ambiguity stand, 
acquiesce in the predominant sense of the term, and thereby, for exam
ple, empbasi.ze in philosophy a so·caUed philosophy of Life. ln this. our 
refusal to acknowledge the unclarities in the use of the term is just as 
quick. We do not pursue the tendencies in the expression, and we do 
not ask of the relevant nexuses of expression how it happens that the 
san1e word breaks out in them and whether this word and its use might 
not give voice w certain basic tendencies of existence. 

We will never, a long this path, succeed in appropriating and delin
eating the positive tendencies of modern life-philosophy. Instead, we 
believe we have done enough by conceding that a philosophy of life is 
indeed necessary; though at a cenain "distance' from life. Yet this 
expresses a mere theoretical sanctioning of the significance of life in 
philosophy. and the sense of the concept of distance remains deter
mined by a wrongheaded theorizing with regard to cognition and, 
above all, with regard to the ·concept.· 

To sketch Lhe strUctures of the sense of the term, "life,· let us stan with 
the verb. ·w Jive. • Here. as everywhere. there is a concrete experience to 
be presentified. even if at fiTSt the explication of the sense is purely and 
siJnply a mauer of ·reeling.• I. To live. in an inrransiLlve sense: "to be 
alive,· ·ro really live· (=to Jive intensely). "to llve recklessly. dissolutely,· 
"to live in seclusion.· ·ro Uve ball alive.· "to live by hook or crook." 2. To 
live, in a transitive sense: "to live life. • "to live one's mission in life"; here 
for the most part we find compounds: "to Jive tluough [durchleben ] some
thing.• "to live o ut [verlebm] one's years idly; and, especially, "to have a 
lived experience [erleben) of something.• 

These meanings of the verb are nominalized in the term, life, whidl 
thereby already has a delinite transitive-intransitive ambiguity. We do 
not intend tO eliminate thls ambiguity but to let it remain and to seize 
bold of il. 

TI1ese arc not mere gralllfnatical considerations. nor will the follow
ing considerations be such, for the categories of gra.rrunar in fact origi· 
nate in tbose of living speech. in those of the immanent speaking of life 
itself {wbil'h are not tile categories of logic, to be sure II. The graOllnati
cal categories originate, in great pan. h isroriologically, which explains 
how the explication of life itself feU very early on into the bands of a 
determinate theoretical explication and articulation of life; d. the 
development of grammar by the Greeks. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

The Basic Categories of Life 

The noun. •life. • has a rich and autonomous meaning. which we can 
briefly articulate into three senses: 

I. Ufe in the sense of the unity of sucassion and mat11ration of the two 
previously named modes of "to live•; this unity ln its extension over tbe 
totality of a life or over any delimlted portion. in its full or partial man
ifold o f actualizat ion, and in its respective originality or lack of original
ity (aversion and direct hostility to the o rigin). 

2. Life, grasped as such a delimlted unity of succession: now in tbe 
sense of something that spedfically bears possibilltitS. ones matured par
tially in life itself and for h. We of which we say that it can bring all 
things. that it is incalculable; and it is itself something which bears pos
sibilities and is its possibilities, itself as a possibility (a category which 
can be grasped in a phenomenologically rigorous way; from the very 
outset it has nothing to do with logical or a priori possibility). 

3. Life understood in a sense in which I. and 2. intertwine: the 
unity of extension in possibility and as posslbiUty-lapsed possibilities. 
laden with possibilities and laden with itself. forming possibilities 
and this whole taken as reality. indeed as reality in its spedfic opadry 
as power. fatt. 

These three senses of the noun contain the following structural indi
cations. which are connected tOgether categorlally: the characters of 
extension, unity o f succession. and manifold of actua ll7,atlon; the artic
u latlon as possibility, delivered over to possibility. developing possibil
ity; furthermore. as realiry. power in its opacity. fate. 

In the just specified senses of the noun, •JUe, • and the verb. • to 
llve. • i.e .• in the drruit of the indicated expressive direcrions, a pecu
Uar pr~vailing sense now resounds: life = exist~nce, • b~ing • in and 
through life. II is characteristic of this sense that for the most pan it 
predsely does only •sound," weak and forlorn. and is not genuinely 
heard. Derivatively. we can understand that Its appropriation and 
philosophical interpretation remain fragmentary or else are settled by 
way or a construction. 

This sense in the aforementioned nexuses of meaning should be 
brought into relief-to the extent that tbe sense Itself permits this, at 
the current methodological level of our considerations-in such a 
way tha t this bringing into relief is accomplished In union with a 
more precise basic articu lation of the phenomenon. "life. • i.e., a long 
with a directing o f the gaze toward something that is co-present in 
tbc phenomenon, •life. • as such and is co-grasped In the very sense 
of life. 
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A. Life and World 

The intransitive sense of the verb •to live,· if presenrlfied concretely. al
ways takes explidt form in phrases such as to live "in· something. to live 
•out of· something. to live •for• something, to live ·with" something. to 
live "against" something. to live •following· something. to live •from· 
something. The •something. • whose manifold relations to "living· are 
indicated in these prepositional expressions (which, to all appearanres. 
have been casually heaped together), is what we call •world." 

To understand this concept. we need to keep in view our way of 
approaching its determination. Our approach springs from the phe
nomenological interpretation of the phenomenon. "life.· and is anicu · 
lated through the intransitive and transitive senses of being in. om of. 
for, with. and against a world. What we have here, then. is not the pro
posal and designation of some inddentally chosen panicular reality 
(e.g .. the cosmos of nature) as world. i.e .. as a place wherein living 
beings happen to be found. On the contrary. we are detem1ining the 
concept of world predsely by beginning with the phenomenon indi
cated in the verb, "to live." a phenomenon we can determinately intuit 
as our life, the Jiving of our own life. The phenomenological category, 
•world." immediately names-and this is crucial - what is livecl, the 
comem aimed at in living. that which life holds to. 

Accordingly, if the noun, •life." is understood in its relat ional sense. 
which is in itself rich and of a manifold referentiality. then the corre
sponding content can be characterized as ·world." 

In a formal (and easily misleading) way. we could say that life Is 
in itself world-related; •life• and ·world" are not two separate self
subsistent Objects. such as a table and the chair which stancls before it 
in a spatial relation. The relatedni'SS at issue is, instead, one of refercn
tiali ty; i.e .• it is actualized, livl'd, and, as lived. preconceptuall y intended 
for the interpretation. Tbus it is to be explicated in t.he way it is held and 
appropriated in the preconception. The nexus of sense joining "life" 
and ·world" is precisely expressed in the fact that. in characteristic con
texts of expression in speech. the one word can stand in for t.hc other: 
e.g., "to go ou t into life.· •aut into the world"; "IO l.ive totally in one's 
world." •tota lly in one's life: WorJd is the basic category of the content
sense in the phenomenon, life. 

ln this context. the term •category" refers 10 something which, accord
ing to its sense. interprets a phenomenon in a direction or sense, in a 
determinate way. at the level of prindple, and brings the phenomenon to 
inteUigibUity as the interpretaturn. In one manner or another, that can 
only later be shown precisely, which applies a lso 10 the original sense of 
interpretation. We do well to keep the concept of •form" distinct !rom the 
concept of •category, · especially as long as the sense of the Iauer concept is 
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not exhausted in its originality. Category is interpretive and is interpretive 
(spedficaUy of facticallife) only if appropriated in existentiell concern. 

U the basic category, ·world,· is detennined more predsely in some 
respect, then this determination is carried out categorially, in new catego
ries which arise and can be experienced in the actualization of the inter
pretation executed in, for, and out of facrical life. Categories can be 
understood only insofar as facticallife itself is compelled to interpretation. 

What this means (that it does not mean simply to reflect on life. or 
something similar) will become manifest later. above all in the deduction. 
the derivation of the phenomenological i.llterpretation out of the factidty 
of We itself. This factidty is something We is. and whereby it l~. ill its high
est authentidty. ILls not something forced upon it capriciously or for the 
sake of acquiring a novel sphere of knowledge (the existentieO genesis of 
reflection) . This compulsion is not an UJlwarranted fordng. with the vio
lence and arbitrariness of a rootless. foreign, and ordering systematiza
tion, typologization. or the like; on the contrary. it is demanded by factiGI.l 
We itself. •still iJl privation· (tendency and mottve to fall imo decline), 
and is that wbich properly constitutes it. 

The preconception oltbe unerpretatioo a rises out of the respective 
level of tbe appropriation of life itself. [n this regard_ i.e., witb regard to 
fact:ical We. tbere are no theoreticaJ possibilities to be chosen through 
caprice. Oo the otber hand. a mis-take can be manifest only from a rad
ical taking a nd grasping; to brood in advance on appropriateness and 
validity, on universal validity, is to nt:isco.ostrue the basic sense of factic
ity. As loog as we allow univcrsaJ validity to be relevant and primarily 
philosophize about that, we a.re spcakin.g within a worldly ca.re, and arc 
eveo doing so to the highest degree. and we a rc cxpiJcitly bea ring tbe 
burden of "tbe other• and trying 10 saoctioo some before others. As 
long as facticity, the basic seose of th.e Being of l.ife. is d osed oft the 
deciJne will dcfeod itself w ith tbc public outcry: The u niversal validity 
of knowledge is in danger! Skepticism! 

The t'lltegorics arc not inventions or a group of logical schemata as 
such .. "lattices"; on the cootrary, th.ey a.re alive in life itself in an originaJ 
way: a live in order to ·form· l.ifc on themselves. They have their own 
modes of access. which are not foreign 10 Life ltselt as if they pou nced 
down upon We from th.e outside. but instead are predsely the preeml · 
nem way iJl wbich life comes to itself Yet insofar as lile in every case does 
possess itself as fact:ical in some r.oan.ocr or other. no maner how dis
persed this may be. then tbe in te rpretive cllaraaers and categories can 
remau1 visible and to some degree intelligible, even when the original 
mod e of access L~ no longer available (as is the case at the present level 
of ou r problematic) . loasmucb as, for che t.ime being, a gen uine under 
standing l~ not a t alJ to be acquired. our vision is bound to be defective. 
J ust as We is in itself circuitous. it is also "hazy.• Genuine vision fim 
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n~ 10 ~ <k\·dopni clb«! haziness is indt'l>t~ to Iii~ nsell; the! f•ctk· 
it)' of W~ COOSISIS pn"Cisdy in holding to this d~bt. ~ ~r f.l1ling intO it 
an~. That tS not meupbysics. nor is it an imag~!t 

Act'Ordingl). the! c<~tegori.ll interp~ution that IS no" to~ pursu~ 
funher must ~nti.ally be rrJV.ntJ. ev«!n \Vhen it has .t l~ady b«om«! 
intdlig~ble. ItS evide!nce rn<ltures precisely inns genume and .,,-.,r mOl'C! 
rigorous ~pe!at.tbiliry. In concrete ~petition. the interp~ldtion itsell 
~rome!S ~·~r simpler; the drruitousne!Ss, as complex as it is. b«omes 
suaighter and ~comes more original in itS appropriation and existen· 
tiell ma1Uration. although that also means ·more serit>us· and ·more 
diffiruh . • When simplified. the drruitousness comes to be understood a 
fonlori as something that is not to be eliminated but 11redsely appropri· 
ated, whe~as the complex drruitousness always sugge!StS that at the 
end there! are! to ~ no detours of any kind. All this is simply a preamble 
to the existentidl-categorial imerpr«!tation. 

In what foUows, th('refore. the term. ·ur~. · enrompa= at least lhe 
jUSt·indicat~ Structures and is to that e>.,ent not enttrel} 'ague; the pro
gress;,-., int~rpreution and determination of the!Se structures will work 
out a rigorous and philosophicaDy predse roncept. It rorresponds merely 
to the indol~nce of factical life if lhe intention to grasp it is abandoned. 
and this abandonment is justified on lhe grounds that life is ambiguous 
and therefore impossible 10 understand dear!)• and predsely. Yet the 
height of indolence, and the bankruptcy of philosophy. ronsists in the 
plea that the temt is not to be used at all. We thereby avoid a troublesome 
admonition - and write a system. In philosophy we have too ladle an 
idea of what it actually means 10 abolish a term. 

Here, as in the following. i.e.. in every cxplidtly interpreted 
clarification directed by a sense (in the present case, the sense of rela
tionalityt. th~ clarification must always be understood within the phe
nomenon as a whole and as the direction of a full sense. A category is 
interpretive in relation to life in its entirety. Precisel)• the categories and 
pre!Strucmrt'S that arc still to~ exhibited ,v;ll show how in every direc
tion of sense there are others present in various wa)'S-explidtly. non
explidtly; the ·non-explidt" is itself a spedfically phenomenological 
character, one that predsely ro-constirutcs factidty. 

B. Relationa I Sense of Life: Caring 

(Caring, indica ted formally, and so without laying claim to it: rltt basic 
relational sense of life in itself (contrary to l>'ic) the inten tion of the 
entire consideration). At the same time. out or the approach to the ron
crete in the presentation or lhe phenomena, having arrived from the 
beginning at such a dimension or tbe phenomenal realm that a ron
crete approach to the catcgorial explication bcromcs possible.) 
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a) Character ol the world in carins: meaninglulness 
Uving. In its verbal meaning. is to be imerprettd according to its rela· 
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world of factical life) is neither as easy as transcendenral theory of 
knowledge imagines nor so self-evident and unproblematic as realism 
believes. From this objective. primary sense of content, we can first 
determine, in any particular case, the character and sense of existence. 
acruality. and reality. 

Therefore it is not the case that objects are at first present as bare real
ities. as objects in some son of natural state, and that they then in the 
course of our experience receive the garb of a value-charaaer, so they do 
not have to run around naked. This is the case neither in the direaion of 
the experience of the surrounding world nor in the direaion of the 
approach and the sequence of the interpretation, as if the constitution of 
nature could, even to the smallest extent, supply the foundation for 
higher types of objeas. On the contrary. the objeCtivity, •nature: first 
a rises out of the basic sense of the Being of the objeas of the lived. expe
rienced. encountered world. (Cf. history of the concept, ·natura:) 

For the rest. meaningfulness is to be taken as broadly as possible and 
not constrained within any determinate domain of objectS. Meaning
fulness must not be identified with value. The latter is a category which 
also. for itS pan. can be set in relief only through a determinate forma
tion and only out of concrete experience of the world. Then [rom there 
it is fixed. rightfully or not, in its own sphere of Beiog and represented, 
with regard LO its genesis, in analogy with natme, as the basic actuality, 
the fundamental reality. 

We shou ld note that hereby the confusiog intrusion of a commonly 
held theory becomes recognizable for the first time. The overcoming of 
this theory is a task at the level of priodple and must grasp the theory at 
its roots and judge it on its fundamental claim to be foundiog and to be 
the ultimate reference of the problematic. This theory is therefore to be 
invalidated only from the problematic of philosophy at the level of prio
dple, and philosopbjcalJy there is nothing yet accomplished by the mere 
remark that the genesis of sense actually runs in the opposite direction. 

It still remains to be heeded: the theory in question is not spedfic to 
today; it has its spiritual and hisrorical rootS in Greek philosophy. so 
much so that therein are alive both characteristic themes (original· 
experiential explication and categorial·theoretical explication). It is 
simply that one of these was lost in the process of leveling down what 
is original. (Cf. oum<X. ·possessions, • •household goods, • •wealth. •) At 
the same time this theory has gone through fundamentally important 
interweavings in the course of the history of the spirit, and these bave 
left their traces partially in the problematic of today's theory of knowl
edge as such. Here these references serve merely to keep us from nar
rowing the sense of meaningfulness and !rom presuming it is of a 
founded character. Otherwise, an understandiog of the followiog dis
cussions would be severely hampered. 
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The category o f meaningfulness indicates how objects are in Ufe 
according 10 the basic sense of their content and how they hold them
selves and compon themselves in a world and under what guise they 
do so. (Reference to the original interpretive approach.) 

Life, as caring, Uves in a world and, in the manifold ways of the cor
responding relations, actualizations, and maturations, cares for the 
objects encountered in experience at any particular time and cares for 
the encounters themselves. The object of the care is not the meaningful
ness as a categorial characteristic but, instead, is in each case something 
worldly which finds its corresponding objective expression and which 
Ufe itseH form.~. Meaningfulness is not experienced as such, explicitly; 
yet it can be experienced. The •can· possesses its own specific categorial 
sense; the transition from explicitness to non-explicitness is, in an emi
nent way, •categoria l• (interpretation of the categories!). Meaningful
ness becomes explicit in the proper interpretation o f life with respect to 
itself. and thence we can first fully understand what it •is• and means to 
live factically •in• meaningfulness. The abbreviated expression, •to live 
in meaningfulness,• means to live in, out of, and from objects whose 
content is o f the categorial character of the meaningful. 

In caring, life experiences its world, and this basic sense of being 
experienced provides the preconceptual sense, anticipating the full 
sense, of all imerpretation of objectivity-including even the formal
logical imerpretation. 

[The movedness [&wegtheit) of facticallife can be provisionally inter
preted and described as unrm. The ·how· of this unrest, in itS fullness 
as a phenomenon, determines facticiry. On life and unrest, d. Pascal. 
Pens. 1-VU; the description valuable, but not the theory and the project; 
above all: sou l-body, le voyage llemel [the eternal voyage], for existen
tiell phHosophy not accessible in that fonn. The clarification of u-nrest, 
clarified unrest; un-rest and quesrionability; powers of marurarion; 
unrest and the "toward which." The restive aspect of unrest. What can
not be set in reliel. the undecidable ·between• of the aspect of factical 
life: between surrounding world, shared world, individual world, pre
vious world, fu rure world; something positive. The seeping through of 
unrest everywhere, iL~ forms and masks. Rest-unrest; phenomenon 
and movement (cf. the phenomenon of movement in Aristotle) .) 

b) Directions of caring 

Tb.is caring always existS in a determinate or indeterminate. secure or 
wavering, direction. Life finds direct.ion, takes up a direCtion, grows intO 
a direCtion. gives w itself or lives in a direction. and even if the direction 
is lost to sight, it nevenheless remains present. The whole of life, in 
every case in a world. can be actualized in markedly distinct directions. 
The d.ist.inctive directions of caring set into relief respeCtive spedfic 
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worlds of am. That toward which a lactical life is directed in caring. the 
world in which It lives. is. however, always one that Slands out from the 
basic worlds, which we designate as the surrounding world. the shared 
world. and one's own wodd. 

These worlds must not be set in order beside one another as three 
domains of reality absolutely delimited in advance. which quantita· 
tively increase or decrease in content according to how many objects. 
things. or people "exist• in them. On the contrary. the sense of their dis· 
tinctiveness lies in the respective prominence (the character of the pos· 
sibllitics and of the maturation) of the mode of caring, which itseU can 
be motiva ted in various ways. Punhem10re, the sequence in which 
these worlds are now to be brielly characterized must not be identified 
with the sequence in which their aniculation and explidt experience
ability matures and can mature. 

In the first place. orre'sown world must not be identified with the "Ego.· 
The ·ego· is a category with a complex form. and I do not at all need to 
encounter It as such in my care over my own world. over ·mysell" in the 
factical. concrete sense. In one's own world. the ·myself.• lor which 1 

care, Is experienced in determinate kinds of meaningfulness, which 
emerge in the lull life-world. where, along with one's own world. the 
shared world and the surrounding world are always present. The tile
world is in each case experienced in one of these prominences. explldtly 
or not. Prominence is a mode of factidry. 

In terms of prominence or explidmess. none of the worlds has a nec
essarily privileged position; indeed. it is predsely characteristic of the 
mode or maturation of tactical life tO live the world in a spedflc indis
tinction of worlds. This indistinction is not privative, a lack of setting 
distinctly apart, but is instead a proper positive character, wbicb we will 
imerpret more predsely. in what follows, within an interpretation of 
relationality. 

A loniori, every setting into distinct relief. whether carried om 
explidtly or not, is determinative for the way life then lives [das ubm 
ltbtJ as actualized in that distina world. And such settings into distinct 
relier are themselves actualized again in lacridty and conform to its 
sense. The setting into relief is not a mere explidt paying of attention 
but is instead primarily a taking or direction on the pan of the entire 
lire. This means that. e.g .• the setting into relief of one's own world is 

not a denial or the others. but. quite to the contrary. the setting into 
relief or one's own world co-actualizes. and detcmllnes tl1e sense of, an 
appropriation of the shared world and the surrounding world-and the 
same for each of the others. 

Uvlng and caring in one's own world are not themselves. and do not 
rest on. sclf-rencction. io the usual acceptation of the word •rellec
tion. • i.e .. In a subjcctivistically ego-less isolation. Such interpretations 
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of experience in one's own world mistake the problematic from the 
ground up. I encounter myself in the world, in that which I live and in 
that which engages me. in my successes and failures, in my environ
mem, in my surrounding world, in my shared world. I encounter myself 
in a world which acquires and takes its determinate meaningfulness 
from my own self. bu t in whidt the self •is" not there qua self. and 
where the •from my own self" is neither reflectively given nor explidtly 
placed on stage within this reflection. 

Experience in one's own world therefore has nothing to do with 
psychologica l or even theoretical-psychological reflection; it bas noth
ing to do with the inner perception of psychic lived experiences. pro
cesses. and acts. One's own world is tbe world in which a person 
encounters himself in a worldly manner. in which a person is involved 
and taken up in one way or another, in wllich something "happens· to 
him. in which he is active. This mode of concomitant experiencing 
and caring is the ·customary• one-where ·customary• and ·custom· 
are basic categories of life in its lacticity. One's own world does not 
need tO step out in some way from the lull life-world, any more than 
do the worlds which, as regards their sense. stand out in relief as sur
rounding world and shared world. When this does occur, it is so only 
in the faclicity of life. 

The shared world is encountered in ·part• in one's own world. inso
far as a person lives with other people, is related to them in some mode 
of care. and finds himseii in their world of care. The shared world that is 
apart from one's own world is not delimited !rom it by way of a predse 
ordering. There are no strict boundaries here; the •partitions· can shift 
at any momem. on account of the character of life. namely. that it 
experiences by way of encounter. In every factical life. encounters in 
the shared world have their own possibilities. inasmuch as life itself is 
laden with, and formative of. possibilities. 

In life-experience. within one's own world as partaking of the shared 
world, there is immediately co-present the surrounding world. a circuit of 
objects which are. as regards content, of quite different characters of 
meaningfulness. These objects impose the category of •surrounding 
world" insofar as they do not possess the ontological character and the 
"what" of that which penains to the shared world. namely. human 
beings. i.e .• objectS that can take in care, and have in care. a world. !Note 
the destruCtion in terms of the hlstory of the spirit: bow the theoretical
psychological definition of lrottw animal rationale [man the rational animal] 
propels the problematic of existence into wrongheaded preconceptions 
and subjugates it.} 

The suuounding world has no set boundaries. The •surrounding" 
character is deiermined in each case from the sense of actualization and 
sense ol relation ol caring and of its dominant directions. from the care 
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for what is round about, from the scope and originality of what is round 
about. What sriU, more or less, belongs in the surrounding world is 
moclified constantly, according to whether meaningfttlness itseU ad
dresses factidty more predsely and continuously Ql' merely does so on 
occasion and in a scarcely noticeable way. These blurred edges of tile life
world. the uninterrupted - because always sense-determined- shifting of 
its extent (not to be taken quantitatively). is grounded in the maturation 
ol each life, which as such (factically) is related to a world. For the prob
lematic olthe su rrounding world, we need to take into accoun t: the fac
ticaUy •concomitant,' the •accoutermems, • the entourage; a Held of 
stimulation, whence ' allurements• and the like press upon us. The 
"things that press upon us from tltere" (fa('tidty), encoun tered in a car
ing. are constitutive ol the ontological sense of this •there: 

Tbe mode ol being related to the world, and the world itsel[, exist in 
lactical maturation. which we should not represent. however, •idealis
tically· or in any other epistemological way as an isolated produdng of 
the world. In maturation, the being-encountered ol a world, ol a 
worldly object, is just as relevant as the encountering itseU. 

We would do well here to learn to presdnd trom all funher interpre
tations and tendendes of representation and apprehension the theory of 
knowltdgt has inculcated in us. The mere mention of the debate be
tween Idealism and realism already arouses the suspidon that we 
believe an aaual philosophical problem resides here- which is not the 
case and will be denied as soon as we appropriate a genuine under
standing of philosophy. That Kant. as is commonly said, pursued epis
temology is one of the beautifttl inventions of the ninercemh cenrury. 
An authenric motive may indeed be operative in this debare, but it is 
predsely not an •epistemological• motive and therefore cannot genu
inely bring to maturity a ' theory ol k'Tiowledge." espedally nor as the 
fundamental philosophical sdence. 

These worlds (the surrounding world. the shared world, and one's 
own world) can be encounrered in various ways in the faeticalliving ol 
a concrete Ule-world, and, in these respective encounrers, hisrorical 
meaningfulness becomes lacticaUy dedsive in dilferent manners and 
thereby brings one's own world to iiS respective determlnare nexus ol 
aCtualization. 

What we have initially acquired: the basic charaCter of the relational 
sense or ·ure· as caring: the basic character of the conrcm of life as 
•world, • categorially determined as meaningfulness; at rhc same time. 
with respect 10 rhe possible prominence or senlng in to re lief ol the 
respective world ol care, three charaCteristic possible direCtions lile can 
•possess•; this •possessing· to be taken in an indefinite way, insofar as 
nothing has been scnled about the concomitants; lor the most pan, lire 
is not explidtly in one of these prominent directions, life does not 
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explicitly place itself in one or them. Life need never take up these 
directions in an explicit way. 

Yet we need to notice from the very first that life incidentally 
receives a basic direction in every case and grows into it. The direction 
can be taken up explicitly (e.g., with regard to the shared world) but 
does not have to be. The directions devolve upon us, bring themselves 
home to us (slip in!). The surrounding world is determined by our deal
ings with things; the character of the surrounding world penetrates the 
others more, however. Yet life can return again from an explicit direc
tion-taking 10 an indolem "life• in tlte respective world. where, to be 
sure, the character of the actualizalion is different from that of a non
explicitly directed mode of life which bas never CXJ>Iicitly taken up a 
direction . The non-explicit directcdness and factical maturation of an 
explicit taking of a diJection in the surrou11ding world. in the shared 
world, and in one's own world llrst become interpretable out of the 
nexus we are about to discuss. 

(Caring is the fundamental sense of the relationality of life. The sense 
of relationality is in each case, in its own way, an adverting (Weisen ] and 
contains in itself a direction (Weisung] which life gives itself. which it 
undergoes: in-struction ( Untenveisung]. Full sense of intentionality in its 
originalityl Theoretical attitude faded. Not to establish a wrongheaded 
un iversal as a formalized theoretical view of the sense of relation. but to 

fix the genuinely existential -!ormal sense-caring it its formally indi· 
cated full sense of relation!) 

No mauer how opaquely we may represent a whole whose 
significutce is easily overestimated io philosophy, no matter bow 
obscure many things may still be for a properly aaualized explication. il 
must become clear from the course of the approach and from the nex· 
uses of the problems that it is out of the q uestion to take philosophy as 
a distortion ol the spirit, as a laotastic view, elevated to the level of a 
principle, of life and of thinking. lt!Siead, the fundamental stage of phi· 
losophizing involves understanding (aod doing so precisely in the con· 
text of the following explication of the seose of relation) that these 
categorial nexuses are alive in genuinely concrete life and are not ~erely 
trivia l and a rbitrary observations, such as the statement that "the thing 
there is red." Furthermore, it must be understood that they are aljve in 
facticity; i.e., they include faetical possibilities, from which they are 
(thank God) never 10 be freed. Therefore a philosophical interpretation 
which has seen the main issue in philosophy, namely, facticity, is (inso
far as it is genuine) faclical and specifically philosopbica l·factical, such 
that it radically anticipates the dedsive possibilities and thereby itseU as 
well. Tt can do all this, however, only if it is present in the proper mode 
or its existence. 

Everyone is certainly lree to ctitidze this interpretation from extrin· 
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sic positions, ones lhat have absolutely no contact wilh lhe problematic 
of lactidty, but such a procedure would be ludicrous. As regards philo· 
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Thi.s prodiviry impels life into its world, rigidifies it, and brings to 
maturation a petrification of the directionality of life. Life genuinely 
finds itself where its own proper prodivhy fixes it; life takes from there 
it.s direction with regard 1.0 itself. i.e .. with regard w it.S dea.Ungs with its 
world. and also takes from there the ·representation• it develops in 
itself of itscii (i.e .. of t.be world). lrl its proc.liviry toward its world. lilc 
·possesses itself• and experiences itself always onJy in the form of its 
·world." In proclivity. Hfe it.sell is experienced essentially as world; i.e .. 
Life itself. in factidty, exists always in the form of its wodd. its sun:ou.nd
ing world. its shared world, it.S own world; every life is in the form of 
my, your, his, her, their world; our llie, our world. 

((Factical) visibility of inclination and distance in a factical possession 
of the being-transported from one realm of meaningfulness to others. 
Here the "relation to• something slackens and is possessed •freely. • 
Concrete occasion?) 

In this inclination of the relatiooaHty, in proc.livity as a mode of the 
actualization of caring, the world, in which life lives, has weight for life, 
specifically such that life, in its factidty, admixes constantly new sort.s of 
weight. The realms of significance which are encountered in the course of 
the maturation of life, and which become different as its world changes, 
transport life. In its proclivity, life thereby arrives at the mode of being 
transpqrted. Life abandons itself to a certain pressure exerted by its world. 
lt is not now the time to discuss whether this occurs explidtly or not, 
freely or in a culpable entanglement; yet these questions must be placed 
in the problematic as a matter of prindple and must not be deferred 
indefinitely with the ladle pretext that they "belong to metaphysics.· 

lt would not be unimportant, for a daring philosophy, to explicate 
once and for all the idea people have of metaphysics: an appeal to 
unclarity as a refuge. nebulous exhalation of unhealthy. arrogant, and 
delusory •cosmic feelings.· 

The relationality of care, i.e .. life in a world, becomes disperse. and 
newly awakened proclivities keep life within its dispersions. The pro
clivities will allow precisely nothing to escape dispersion. and thereby 
they increase it. Life becomes played out in its world at random. follow
ing whatever comes •out of the blue.· The "claims" of life. which arise 
in caring and are covered up in it (bow life in its world still addresses 
itself as life in a worldly mode and puts forward a claim). are contested 
by this dispersion in and out of its world; there comes to be formed what 
we can designate as the self-satisfaction of life, a mode of caring in self
dispersing life. life transported by its world. (The sources of the precon· 
ception of declining factical life, whence it forms, if it ever does, the 
•representation· of itself.) 

The more incisive interpretation of the relationality of caring bas 
thus disclosed and set in relief the following correlated categories (inrer-
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,.._., ollifr.: in<iinmon prodimy. bring-uam:pon:t:d. ~met 
sd.f-satisfanioo 1bosle .an- !be ptv ... ,.,. .... ...tlich musa II<" intttpra~ 
first o1 ai. m Cll'd!7 m wade om !be pr«m~Cqxiou for • radical grasp o1 !be 
ba:sk sense ol ~- ( "piOCbl!O.• •stream.• •flow.· Jif~ 
oans of.acrnalivnian. marur.uioo l. insnbr ilS wt' an-~~ forOO<r 
10 take smoosJy Jbt' basic~ rorxrpB. 10 facr squardy up to !be 
sbttr inftmal mnctirionafuy of Jbt' approach to e\~ int~ 
and to confront tbe ~ mn.,my. 

bl Disuuxr 

The taSk is now to st'l in rdid a funher suua:ure of the rdltionality of 
life (caring I. one wbidt is ~uiprimordial with the category of indina· 
tioo but is of panirular rclevantt precisely for the cbara<ter of life we 
are now about to discuss. To II<" am•ahuod ~uip.rimordiall)• with indi· 
nation means here that thls charaaer is precisely co~ over by the 
inclination. thrust aside. and drawn iniO dispersion. Raving ~k-en thruSt 
aside. thls dlaraaer is ~countered as dispersed in the world. and it is 
precisely there that life finds it at any time. Let us call this category ol 
relalionaliry distarJa lor, tespecti.,dy. abolition of diStance-relevantto 
the acrualizaliool-itS genuine sense: •to bt-• in ruinance}. 

DiStance. which ronll'ibutes to th.e possibility of inclination. is pre· 
cisely carried along by iL I.o the caring relationaliry ol life to its world. 
liie bas its world. itS respective concrete meaningful things. /xfort itseU. 
This having ol something •before· oneselL wbicb is a categorial articu· 
lalion of the relation 10 something or othet is now, pre<isely in caring. 
suppressed: the •be.fore. • the ·distance.· is precisely not present in the 
caring upsurge toward the meaningful things. •Caring upsw:ge toward• 
means precisely abolition of {"is. ruinous of) the •before. • Living in pro· 
clivity and dispersion. life does not maintain distance; it commits an 
oversight. I.o the dispersed thrusting aside of the •before, • diStance is not 
explicitly there as such. ln proclivity. it becomes even less explicit; in the 
actualization ol experience. life passes over iL I.o oversight with regard 
to distance. life rnis-measures itSeU: it does not grasp itSelf in the mea· 
sure appropriate to it ("measure· not to be understood quantitatively). 

The diStance is not simply eradicated; indeed. it existS in the very 
Being of the relation of care. But in life it is transponed into dispersion. 
It arises, and is encountered. where proclivity Uves, in tbe world and 
specifically in itS ·sense· as a mode of meaningfulness. The character ol 
distance is presem insofar as life mis·measures itself in its care for 
meaningful things, expands tbem. and is, in itS proclivity, intent on a 
calculation and a distamiatlon within the meaningful world: intent on 
rank. success. position in life (position in the world). superiority. 
advantage. calculation. bustle, clamor. and ostentation, whether these 
be sought by thrusting oneself forward crudely and noisily or with 
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refinement and grandiloquence. io the manner or one who ·cuts a 
wide swath· (a characteristic expression!). These are ways li£e lets itseiJ 
be transported by the distamiations soliciting it in itS world: they are 
modes in which li!e ca res to establish distance. 

Li!e takes the broadest possible and most importanL measures and 
thereby lacilitates that toward which and in which it compons itscl.l, 
namely, its dispersion; in its proclivity and in its care lor distamialion. 
the dispersion finds ever new nourishment. The possibilities of being 
transported, the ways o! grati6cation, mult iply and run on endlessly. 
Li!e, in its inclination to disperse its relatiooaJity into self·distanriation, 
is hyperbolic. Life seeks to distance itsell and to distinguish itself in that 
whereby it lives, in meaningful things. (Genesis of science; attitude in 
lacticityl} The multiplicity itseiJ becomes a mode o! meaningfulness, an 
object ol care: care that this multiplicity is always available, does not 
run om, is present in ever new modes. The being-transported by the 
world is ·pull-like·: life drawn away !rom itself in its own world. 

In the case ol this category as well, an intricate categoriaJ struc
ture arises immediately: distance, abolition of distance, oversight, mis· 
measuring, distarttiation io proclivity, the hyperbolic (a mode ol the 
actualization of facticaJ life). 

The less explicitly a categorial character pertaining to the basic phe
nomenon, •life,• is accessible and determinable as phenomenologically 
nearest at hand (which can precisely indicate its decisive importance for 
facticiry). the more originally can it be bound to, and be interpretive of, 
the basic categoriaJ structure of the facticity of life and all the more tena
ciously does it live in the maturation of factical life. The categorial inter
pretation o l facticity must in principle take this nexus into account, 
precisely as characteristic of the object of the interpretation itself; this is 
nor a merely incidental (technical-methodological) difficulty. The co
imerpretive character o l the mode of tbe respective actualization of tbe 
interpretation is in every case decisive in principle for the phenomeno
logical interpretation. The interpretive access to such categories must 
genuinely proceed by way of their speci6cally phenomenological self
oflering. Only in tbat way does there arise the concrete possibility of a 
genuine interpretation of the nexus ol life. 

c) Sequestration 

We are now to exhibit the third character of tl1e relationality of caring. 
It is o l the same kind; i.e .. it must be explicated by taking up, under
standing. and passing through the two previously named characters, 
•inclination• and "distance. · Only in that way will our grasp of it be 
adequate to the intention and approach o l our current interpreta tion. 
Nevertheless. if distance, on account of surrendering itself to tbe mode 
of actualization for which it has a procliviry, was a lready thrust aside 
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into disp<"rsion. th~n this will bap~n all th~ mo~ wtth th~ thtrd char· 
an~r. ·~ut-Stratlon. • Thus this dt.uan~r is in it~ II ~ ~n lt"SS d~ar. 

The dtffe~nttS tn ~Wiidmess and a~biUty do not d~tiv~ simply 
or primarily from th~ pbmom~nological grasp of th~ charaners; on 
the contrary. th~~ an diffe~ottS in the way we grasr them brozUM of 
th~ charaners thelllSC!Ives and their own r~ctive II\ es. It IS precisdy 
in terms of dtffe~nttS in explidmess. which ~ruin to them inttinsi· 
caUy. that we are to int~rpret th~ charact~rs categotially and under· 
stand them as constitutive of factidty. 

With regard to inclination.. in its distance-abolishing dl~rsion, what 
is it that becomes and remains lost? That in which I live my life of car· 
ing. that toward wblch I compon myself in care, is something that can 
stand explidtly ·before· me. taking •before· in the phenomenological 
rather than spatial sense. The •before· means: I compon myself explic· 
illy to something in care. I live explidtly ou the basis of something. and. 
in the •explidtl)• before· me, the ·me.· the •J mrseJf• (fanically ~ak· 
ing. my own world) is lhmbycxpnimced. In caring. this ·befo~· can be 
set in r~Uef and ~xplidtly appropriat~. Tb~ •befor~· m~~ly aniculates 
more p~cist'ly what was already desiguatt'd as •distance.· 

Yt't insofar as caring Uvt-S factically in the basic mod~ of its anualiz.a· 
tiou, i.e., in proclivity, and then bt'comes set in this procliviry. the 
appropriation of the •before· is deferred-e.g., in bt'ing transponed 
from one n:alm of meauingfulness to another, in an abolition or slack· 
ening of the relationality. Nonetheless, the relationallty is now fanicaUy 
visible. What Is happening; what is actually the matter here? In this 
obscuri ty, •fife• speaks. 

The appropriation of the •before" is deferred all the more. insofar as, 
in dispersion, the distance itself and the care u> establish distance. the 
care for distamiatious as meauingful (care for precedence; care to be the 
first, the doscst, the highest. the most; care to compare favorably in aU 
spheres of meauingfulness in which life takes a care). have bt'en trans· 
!erred into the world and, as encountered the~. do not fail and a~ not 
missing. (Ambiguity of becoming iost-larvant.) 

Insofar as care is anuaiiz~ in. this way. a possibility of life has 
become lost: the tendency toward the possible appropriation of the 
"before• and consequently of that which life genuinely holds before 
itSelf by living in the •before.· in distance; life as caring, inasmuch as it 
facrically has a care in its world. {Relucence or the ·before,· by •Jiviug• 
in the •before· ( ·vor·); maturation of a genuine occurrence ( Vor-kom· 
mm) or life.) Ca ring lire indeed finds itSelf precisely in the mode or incli
nation in the world and has no inducement to seck Itself in some other 
way. Yet we see that this possible occurrence is to be appropriated in the 
anualization of the •before"! The possibilities or the appropriation of 
the •before: of the explidt possession of dlstance in the actuali7.ation or 
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life. are co-determined in each case [rom rhe character of the world in 
which a.nd before which life exists and from the originality and sense of 
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malUratton that cbaracte:rizt."S the tlliptiaz/. In ils taking of dire:ctions. 
fact leal life places i!SC:If on a certain track and docs so specifically by 
inclining. suppre:ssing distance. seques1e:ring ilsclf within a dire:ctiooal
ily toward the easy. 

On this, cf. Aristotle. 

d) Tb~ ·easy· 

TO J.ttv 6.~tnp1cXv£1V 7tOAAax6'x; fcrnv (W yf:J+> ICiliCtlV toli Mdp<Ju, tile; oi 
n u6n-y6petot &!~en~ov, to ll' 6.yo:9ov toli 7t£7tepnO).ttvou), to lit 
IC(XtOpOoliv JlOVIll(&c; (OtO ICO:i 1:0 J.ttv p~tOV tO lit xo:Ae!t6v, P~OIOV J.ttv 
tO a~to'tUl(eiv tou oKo~tov, xo:A£~tov lit tO bttwxeiv)· ~eat St6. tnli't' ouv 
'tiic; IJtV ~enrlnc; It U7tepllo!..Ti ICO:i 1'1 ~ljftc;. 'tiic; o' Oi>e'tiic; t'l J.t006'tTJc;· 
Nicomachtan Ethics B 5. I 106b28 If. ·Funhermore, there arc many ways 
to be mistaken (for evil pertains 10 the unlimited, as the Pytl1agoreaos 
judge, but the good to the lilllited) yet only ont way to act rightly. 
(Therefore the first is easy. the latter difficult. It is easy to miss the mark. 
difficult to hit iL) Accordingly. excess and dcfidency pertain to vice. aod 
the middle course to vinuc.·" Cf. Plato. Rtpub/k 285 B; Pro149oras 356 A. 

Factical life is always seeking the easy way; indlnatloo follows the 
direction in which it is pulled aod does so by itself. readily. Proclivity 
coma ins something which corre:sp<Jnds to the pull and rushes toward h. 
"without funher ado.· The •turtber ado" does simply not reside in the 
field of proclivity. Mundane difficulties are actually ways to take our 
ease. Along with convenience, life at the same time seeks the assurance 
that nothing can be dosed off to it . (Th e larvanr, spectral character of 
lire or of its world. Disguising still more tenadous and •easier. ") 

Living Is c.:uing and indeed is so in the inclination toward making 
things easy for oneselt in the inclination toward flight. Thereby arise a 
directionality 1oward possible mistakes as such, mis1akability, decline. 
making things easy. fooling oneself. fanaticism. and exuberance. 

Life, as deterlllined by inclination. is to be grasped more predsely as 
detennined by guilt and haziness. Life seeks to assure i!SC:If by looking 
away from itSelf. This looking is printary and provides the basic view. 
the way life sees i!SC:If. We thereby develops itS own self-searching. 
which. in falling. changes into carelreeness (smuiras). Care freeness is a 
mode of care, a mode of the concern of life for itself. 

Carcfreeness then shapes the world and, in order to be satisfying. 
musl increase; it becomes h yperbolic and grams an easier concern and 
fulfillment, i.e .. the conserving and preserving of existence. At the same 
time hyperbolic existence proves to be elllpllcal: It eludes 1ha1 which is 
difficult. thnt which can be attained only JlOvaxroc;. in only one way 
(not haphazardly). it recognizes no fixed llmlts. and it is unwilling to be 
posed upon a primal dedsion and in it (repeating It). 

13. (German] translation by tbe editon. Cl .... 
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The rclationaliry ol caring now already reveals, simply from !he 
rhree basic categories we have discussed, a manifold ca1egorial struc-
···-"" _ .... ..a .J .............. n . t.. .. _ ........ :r ................ :..1 ..... .... ... .. u .t.. ... : ........... - ... -..: ..... .... . 
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tlonable. • Otherwise put. they both derive from the negleCt of a radJcal 
determination of the sense of a knowledge of prindples. 

Yet this does not mean that a knowledge of prindples is a newly 
invented idea l of philosophy, an Objective ideal that would be wonh our 
while to follow up sooner or later. On the contrary, this knowledge itSelf 
indicates, in irs very sense. something that claims to be decisive in prind
ple. It claims to be inescapable and rigorously binding. Over and against 
it, the ideal of values (or of anything else bruited about as super-temporal 
and presumed to be ctemally valid) will noat way like a phantom. 

In the appropriation of the knowledge of principles, a false ideal of 
exactitude pales before the urgency and rigor of an unswerving ques
l.ionability in which there collapses, visibly and definitively, every pos
sibility of concoCting or inventing something by philosophizing. 
Philosophy, as knowledge of principles. must thereby learn to renounce 
the swindle of an aesthetical befogging of itself and of its confederates. 

The Being of the (historiologically) historical and the sense of the 
historiological arise for the first lime and exist in the actualization of the 
knowledge of prindples. In philosophizing there is no history of philos
ophy; and in the historiology of facl.ical (philosophizing) life, there is no 
super-temporal problematic in itself and no system of philosophical 
questioning. 

Philosophizing. as knowledge of prindples, is nothing other than the 
radical actualization o f the historiology of the factidty of life, such that 
in this actualization, and for it, the historical and the systematic are 
equally foreign and their separation is, a foniori, superfluous. 

The sphere of tasks with regard to the interpretation of Aristotle is 
not different from that dealt with in the introduction, and the mode of 
explication of the latter is not more systematic than the one to be pur
sued in the former sphere; on the contrary, it is Jess genuine. In terms of 
content. the same th.ree groups of problems we have discussed, more or 
less detemlinately, up to now in the introduction will also occupy us in 
our interpretation of Aristotle: the knowledge of prindples which, in its 
actuatizatiort. concerns its own factidty. For the sake o f a schematic ori
entation. we can lay out the following: 

I. The problem of the prindple and o f what is a matter of prindple 
( &.px~-ett nov) [ arche - aition. "prindple-cause"]. 

2. The problem of the grasp. the determination, and the conceptual 
articulation (A6yO~ [logos, "discourse"]. 

3. The problem of beings and the sense of Being (ov-oOOin-KivT]m<; 
-c>'lim~) ton -ousia-kinesis -phusis, "beings- Being- movement
nature"]. 

The task. of course. is not merely to assemble the relevant passages, 
in which these words occur, nor 10 compile a comprehensive catalogue 
raisonn( of the citations. On the contrary, the task is to interpret, and 
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every inu:rprelation-this applies in a unique way to a phenomenolog
ical interpretation-depends on me preconception which guides il. 
Thai Is to say, it depends on the mode of the first approach 10 1he int"· 
prttatrdum. Therefore our approach must be examined and determined 
in some comprehensible and appropriate way. 

Accordingly, this introduction. il taken and used on its own (which 
would be counter to its proclaimed sense). is not one sell-subsistent hall 
or a concrete interpretation or Aristotle. which would stand alongside 
another half, but is. without the Iauer, In itself nothing. at most a mis· 
understanding or philosophy. 

Therefore 11 Is all the more urgent, from the very beginning and con· 
tinuously. 10 examine with ever greater acuity and ccnaimy tbe genu· 
ine immanent goal or the previous and the fonhcoming explications, 
i.e .. to master the context with ever greater rigor. 

It is imponam to see that the explication ol 1he sense of a knowledge 
ol principles can be actualized. lor its pan, only in this direction; in 
other words. the actualization of the explica1ion co-posits, in the man· 
ner ol an actualization, the same knowledge ol principles in its levels of 
approach and thereby makes it available to a possible appropriation. 

The difficulty of the conceptual expression and the obstades in the 
pa1h of understanding do not derive from the intricacy of the objects, 
which are basically simple enough, but from the inflexibility of tradi· 
1ional thinkjng in philosophy and from the factically historiological 
binding of all philosophizing-especially the one In the vanguard-to 
its surroundings and tradition. 

The specific way of making things easy, which, however, is today
and, in fact, Is always- a difficulty, resides in the circumstance that the 
proofs do not need to be sought far and wide but can be found within 
each person. in the way one lives one's life. There only remains the 
concern that. with the pomposity which is in general more visible in 
philosophy than anywhere else, the prepara1ion for a genuine access 10 
the object of philosophy will deteriorate funher and that, instead of let
ling ourselves be led through philosophizing to its own proper concrete 
object, we might busy ourselves with philosophy as an Object itself and 
then ramble on. fatuously discussing philosophical opinions and the 
history of those opinions, all the while supposing this to be actual learn
ing. The tenacity with which facticallife dings to this temptation can
not dispense us from trying 10 break free or it with ever new exenions. 

Predsely because the actualization ol the access and or the appropria
tion constitutes the main component ol philosophy, with respect to its 
object, there is required. already in our way of approach, a corresponding 
formal indication of this object-as the object of knowledge at the level of 
prindple. The indicative understanding. already In the approach and gen· 
eral bearing ol the philosophizing. must be one of prindple. Formally 
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speaking, the understanding and possession of the sense of the Being of 
beings must be at the level of prindple, specificaJJy such that thereby and 
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their sense of faaicity and in the possibilities included therein for an 
original reappropriation. 

Sciences a.re not intended here with respect to their logical structure 
and their respeCtive character in the total system of sciences and disci· 
plines. Such typologizing chicanery might be entertaining and, in the 
absence of the genuine problematic, might not be ineffective as a SlOP· 

gap. but the interpretat ion of a science. in its own respective concrete 
logic. i.e .• a science of a concrete region cxrraaed out of a life-world in 
the w~y appropriate to that life-world. bears philosophical f.ruit only if 
inserted preconceptuaUy into the problematic of laaidt y and into a dis
cussion of the living Wstoriological sltuation. Otherwise, aU theory ol 
science becomes a naive perpetuation of the Wstorical contingencies of 
scientific methods and techniques. 

Pu.rthermore. we will need 10 determine what is to be understood at 
the level of principle (philosophically) by the knowledge of principles 
wWch arises om of and returns to such facticity. i.e .. how tWs knowledge 
of principles stands in relation to the facticity of the alorementioned fac· 
tical life-nexus. and how the interpretation of Aristotle arises as a genu
ine, concrete task ol research within tWs nexus. In other words. we need 
to determine the knowledge of principles in the requirements it itseU pos
its for its own concrete aCtualization. Finally. it must be shown bow tWs 
philosopWcaJ problematic returns the intention of phenomenological re
search to its own proper originality and how-i.e., in what sense- the 
interpretation of Aristotle qualifies as phenomenological 

Before all e lse. we must once again see the interpretive access to and 
the explication of facticity as the fundamental problems. These are not 
theoretical questions of method or o f conceptuality but are, on the con· 
rrary, ones whose grasp or negleCt determines whether or not pWloso
phy is intended in such a way that, in its current spiritual situation, it 
can auain its full integrity and can be secure in the ground of its aCtual
ization and in the scope and originality of its goals. i.e., secure in the 
factical relevance o f its research in every case. 

Our consideration will then be in position to bring to experience life, 
as factica l life. in its objectivity and Being and, accordingly. to make 
possible a genuinely explicative grasp ol life. TWs consideration, accord
ing to its factical, methodological sense, is an intermediate one; 14 it ties 
"in between" with regard to determinate, concrete interpretations in 
the history of the spirit. These provide the rule for what is to be com
municated here explicatively concerning the phenomena, namely, the 
way they touch the fundamental objeCtive nexuses. 

As a fundamental detem1ination of the objea in question (factical life). 
movedt~•ss is already at issue here. In adherence to a direction of the phe-

14. Cf. Appendix ll. page 2. 
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nomenon of life (relationaliry or caring) and in reference to the basic cat
egories of this relationality (inclination. distance, scquestratJon), we may 
L....:_ ... ...... _ -··- ---· ... t - - ..... .J ... ......... . .. - --....... , . ......... : . .................... ..: ... ! ......... : ... -..: ... - .. ... 
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and we will see bow in every instance-i.e .. concretely, here and now
we are to assume the dJrectioo of the appropriation and its mode of actu-
.... : ........ ~ ...... 
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means that inclination shows itself as something which moves itself 
toward itself. Ufe, caring lor itself In this relallonality, refleCts tight back 
on itself. which produces a clariHcatlon or the surroundings of the cur
renlly immedia te nexus of care. As so charaoertz.ed, the movemmt of life 
toward itstlf within n-ny tncoumtr is what we call rtluana. That which 
factical life cares about in its thrust into its world at any time is encoun
tered as su•mming from life as care. IThe specific larvance in the ambi
guity of the linguistic expression or the categories of factidty is not 
accidental. Dispersion: I. to sell-disperse (prestructively), 2. that which 
disperses (relucemly).) 

Through its world and with it, life is relucent in itseiL Le .. relucem of 
itself as a life of caring. From the mode in which things olfer themselves 
to be encountered, the life of care fulfills its need for directives to guide 
the care; from the relucent world life makes its claims and measures 
itself. life begins to build out from this world and for it. Ufe establishes 
itself following the sense of its projection and of its appropriated prt
possmion. It assures itself with a pre-possession and cares for itself in 
explidt or implidt reference to it. In caring. life is always projecting. 
beginning to build; in being relucent, life is at the same time pratruaive. 
The assurance, protection, acquisition, and relinquishment or the pre
possession (which in any give case may serve to guide or disperse, but 
nevertheless fulfills in one way or another) can be attended to explic
itly, set up as a task, and organized socially, i.e., with in the shared 
world. Thls task is then one or a Hie or care for cull ural assets. for the 
produdng and finishing of cultural objects, and lor the appwpriate 
ways and means. These are aCtualized panty in an explid t. efficacious 
knowledge regarding the relevant cultural values and goals. Tbe result 
is cultural life as the prestructively organized proclivity o! the worldly 
relucence or the life of care. 

The tendency to scC'u rity in this prestructlon (which is itself groundt-d 
in relucence) can be quite suppressed. so much so that cultural activity 
aod culrural lifc (active componment toward values) are interpreted on 
the basis of self-satisfied life a~ dosed off In themselves, autonomous 
and posillve. This means that the tendency to security, which has been 
elevated relucently to the mode of a positively creallve work. can, as 
such, become lost {whereby a basic peculiarity of the movedness of life 
expresses itself: ruinance, ossification). Along with it is lost the possibil
ity of a vital encounter with that against which the tendency to security 
sets itself, namely, an inS«Urity resident In tactical life. From here. the 
philosophical interpretation is one step away from determining life 
itself. in its entirety, encompassing its worlds, as something Objective 
and, in that sense, the fundamental reallry. This reality would build out 
from itself (and flow Into) all forms of IUe, and the sertse of these forms 
would be seen in the worldng of such infinite processes of building and 
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produdng. Then what is encountered in lhe experience or lile and in lhe 
preconceplion or the grasp of life is nothing that could spedfically lead 
the grasping intention toward factidty. 

We need to sec how. on lhe basis of Greek philosophy (lhough not in 
this philosophy itself. i.e .. not for the Greeks) and through Greek con
cepiUality. these possibilities operate quiescently In our mixed con
sdousness of life. We have 10 learn from the Greeks, not in the sense of 
simply accepting what they achieved but, Instead, In the sense o f 
authcmlcally understanding it I 

The peculiar inseparabilily. noted earlier. of 1hc lhrec basic ca1egortes 
or the rclatlonality or ca re (in general. their coexistence rather lhan their 
succession In order) as well as. at lhe same time. the possibility or their 
cohering 1ogc1her in a redprocal movement thai would serve to i.nter· 
prctthcm and delermine !heir sense-both of these now become visible 
in lhe fact that, as is lhe case wilh inclinalion. so also lhc abolition or dis· 
tance. no less than sequestration. can all be characterized as relucent 
and prestructive in lheir movedness. each lor itself and all together. We 
must go funher and see !hat this movedness itself. predsely in and 
through the aforementioned categorial expressions, Is relucent and pre· 
structive in itself and toward itself. Indeed. we mus1 see that this moved
ness itself occurs in lhe mode of relucence and prestruction. 
(Ruinance-the genuine character of !he collapse of factical life.) 

b) The categories of movemeut in the abolltion or distance 

The distanliation included in tbe rela1ionalily of life. I.e .. 1hc possibility 
of an cxplici1ly appropriated "before• and of an actualization of life in 
such an cxplidl ly dedsive "pre-possession.· does 1101 come 10 nmhing 
in the mode of ca re we have called ·abolition of distance· blll. instead. 
turns back and is encoumered-lhough only, to be sure. in a worldly 
way. As actualized. the relatiooality of care is not in itsell dislantialed. 
On the coni rary. it relucently comes 10ward itself in the form of worldly 
disranriarion and in this lonn takes itself inlo care. such that lhis caring 
is directed toward success. rank. advantage, position. advancement. 
Moreover. this distantiation is positively and autOnomously prestruc· 
tive in the hyperbolic building up of distances and possibilities of pursu· 
ing distance. The hyperbolic is a mode in which the sped fie prestructive 
movedncss of factical li!e expresses itself. The worldly distantiations. 
which arc nol encou111ered as set out in relic! rcluccntly. are grasped (as 
prcslructively formed) in lhe faetical actualization of caring. 

We arrive at 1he building up of particular modes or securing such 
inner· worldly dislanliations and arrangements. Wl1hin culture and in 
conJ1CCiion lo 11. sciences can have this spec.ific origin. or they may 
come 10 be assigned to a subsequent silua1ion in the history or the 
spirit. Thai is their specifically worldly. Objective genesis. primarily 
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immanent to a region of the world. Yet an e>.istentieUy factical genesis 
is also possible! 1n that case their problematic character would not be 
removed but actually increased, inasmuch as they would then be seen 
in terms of the possibiliry of an existentiell appropriation and pre
formed lor such an appropriation. (Cf. the following on science and 
attitude. Organized distantiation and ruinance, in philosophy as Pla
tonisnLJ 

The "before• of the theoretical attitude thereby rums back to life relu
cently and presents itself as the highest value in the form of Objectiviry. 
scientifidry, free intellectual honesty and impartiality, and as the tribunal 
of a theoretical reason whose demonstrations are ever correct. This theo
retical reason fixes boundaries. and thanks to them the inational exists 
and can deck itSelf out. in view of itS origination. as something absolute. 
Imelleaual. scientific culture and itS negative coumerpan have the same 
origin. Anti-intellectualism. ami-science. by accepting and blindly main
taining the traditional situation. is one level funher in dedine. since it is 
the same as that situation but merely suggestS inauthenticaUy that it is 
'bener; • ·more original.· This is the insidious situation of the history of 
the spirit as encountered in the world. 

c) The categories of movement in sequestration 

lo the case of ioclinatiott. prestruction thrusts itself into the foreground. 
steps fonh with particular dariry, and assumes a prioriry as regards the 
movement (i.e .• the •toward which· of inclination presses toward dom
ination); now, in a comparable way, in the case of sequestration, it is 
relucence tbat especially detemtines the movement. Sequestration is 
interested only in llight away from the life of encounter. away from the 
life that announces itSelf as insistent. Sequestration is. as suclt. pre
suuctively indeterminate (although it is facrically predeterminative of 
the faaical presuucrion). since it is uninterested in that regard; with 
respect 10 itSelf. il is concerned only with tbe •away !rom.· Here we 
have the sharpest expression of a fundamemal sense of facticity and of 
itS movedness. whereby it must be noted that predsely this moved ness 
of sequestration with respect to the charac1er of itS factical maturation 
is. in a special way. concealed. (Categorial conneaion between the coo
cealed (the unclarificd) and that which. in factidty, is properly dctennl
native of moved ness.) 

Caring. in the relational charaaer or sequestration. is reluceot in a 
peculiarly imposing and pressing way: while emerging. 1hrough care, in 
i1s world. life (as present in the character of the world qua encountered) 
makes itself look away (rom itself. Precisely thereby. however, in a 
peculiar movemem. life lets itSelf approacb itself and encounter itself. 
Thai is, itt. so to speak, shrinking away from itself. life ye1 possesses a 
tendency to confrom itself. 
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This relucence thus displays- lor the categorial interpretation of car
ing, i.e., ol life-a basic sense of relationaliry relevant to the categoriaJ 
structure of lactidty: the •away from itself" in the ·outside or itseiJ. • 
The power of relucence in the movedness of sequestralion expresses 
itself precisely in the fact that in this •away !rom itsell" of life, IHe itse.ll 
builds up a •toward itse lf• and 'exists• in and through this structure (in 
movedness, in its basic sense of Being: factidty), and lacticallife, as car
ing, directs itself precisely in this •away !rom it.· Specifically from this 
mode ol movedness, life takes the directionality of its prestructions. Out 
ol this flight before itself, life acquires the modes in which it deals with 
its world and with itself. 

The mode of pre-building, extracting, and seizing the pre-possession 
(the mode guided by the relucence matured in sequestration) intends 
to miss, or be able to miss, factical life itself in an •authentic• way. (On 
the •authentic,• as an existential, d. factidty.) Life itself takes into care 
the building, making ready, and keeping open of the possibilities of 
missing itself, possibilities which in every case fiU a need (privation· 
related!). Care insists that an occasion never arises (on the category of 
·occasion; cf. facticity as historical •situation•), that it never finds itself 
in a predicament, such that it has to gaze directly and concernfully at 
lile, the life which presses itself to the fore even in the tendency to 
sequestration. Factical life, in every one of its concrete situations, cares 
that it always be able to take easy refuge in some pressing mundane 
task or other and that the supposedly indispensable resolu tion of that 
task can become relucent. In such maturations of available •ways out• 
(modes in which tactical life lives ou tside o f itself), in meeting and tak· 
ing up •imponam things: the elliptical, a specifically prestructive way 
of movedness, is factica lly relative to the relucence which is directly 
(historically-historiologically) characteristic of sequestration. 

The interpretation of life with respect to its relationality in caring, or, 
more exactly, tbe interpretation of the movedness of care (life), aims a t 
coming explicatively and categorially closer to the sense o f movement, 
as lactical movement, in order thereby to make factidty itself available 
in a cenain way and thus to appropriate it categorially. 

F. Connections 

The fact icaJ sense of movedness will become clearer (i.e., more fully 
appropriated in the interpretation) by our grasping the relations, with 
respect to m.ovemem. between the relucenr-prestructive movedness 
expressed in aoy ont category of relationality and the movedness in
volved in the others. The last -charaCterized prestruetive moved ness, 
that of sequestration, i.e ., the elliptical, makes it evident how much th is 
Iauer. and so sequestration in general, abets inclination in various 
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ti<m opem up and }V'O"idt':s. m:.n its world. ~•ntngtul thtngs as 
pMsibilltics lor th~ dt'vdopmem of worldly dlc:~~tiatkms. ProdMtics. 
in whldl iac:tical life beromes set in its ways. offer nunim<:Tit and 
opportunity for an eQ&gented. preferential judgmt-m llS to what Is 
i.mponam.. Th~ prodivities thereby enable the fmmat;on of di11tt
C'DCC$ in the di5wuia:tion. (Note the relation with R"prd to movernelll . 
an mticemeru ltw JUiranges. upholds. .tSSUTeS.I 

1n rum. the bypeJbolic '*"""to o1 me abolition of dlsWl« put"$U(S 
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the roon«<On of sense. the roo.neaioo bet-..~ the srosc of rel.uioo 
and the !ielse of aauatization. (A caulion and not .an a priori rule.) 

AI tht' same dmC'. actualization is to be taken as a fonnally lndi<'.ttive 
concept; hIs Itse-lf a dillirult eoncept. sinoe It derives from a ron((ptmd 
and grasping tendency that is no1. appropriate here and th<lt h<1s .t dif. 
ferent pt'C'COncrptual cbaraaer. (lnsen:ional transitional ron((pt.l 
• Actualludon" is a cxmvcnient. uni~rsaDy fom\al cat~ry which, 
however, can easily rome to say nothing and can rot ~ardl off from 
every concrae grasp-with the reassurancr that SO!Mlhlng hilS altNdy 
been won simply by being able to sbo~ ~rythlng onto the main track 
of ·aaualiutlon.. • 

Here and In other cases of attempting to fix meaning. itls easy to see 
that experience of phenomena and determinate, phenomenologicdlly 
motivate-d tmden~ toward th~ explication of the phenomena ronler 
meaning on the terminologically fixC'd linguistic expression. They do so 
in such a way that. from the explication. a determinate sense attarocs 
to the meanings employe-d In the specifically lt:Vl:lt'd·down dlsrourse of 
factical life. It Is not that. starting from words snatchc.'d up at random, 
something concocted and Invented is laid down as ohjeetlvely demon· 
strable and secure. Though it may seem harsh, It must be said that 
nowhere is It easter lor the dangers of a groundless word·mystldsm to 
spread than In philosophical explication, and these dangers can never 
be entirely drcumveruC'd. 
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By heeding the directionality in the origin and progress of our iJHer
pretation, we can see, with reference to the next item 10 be interpreted, 
movedness. how its sense becomes dearer and simpler as the categoria.I 
complexity increases. 

At first. the sense of the movedness of caring was undetermined. We 
said merely that caring is actualized. tactical life exisrs in the actualiza
tion of caring. At first, the categories of relationaliry (inclination. aboli
tion of distance. and sequestration) changed nothing in thi.~ regard. 
even if they already clarify a manifold of cariJ1g relations and thereby 
make tbe actualization more concrete. 

The articulatioo of prestructiott and rcluccnce. however. introduced 
for the first time a sense of movedness intO tbc respe,-rive movedness of 
each relationa.l category viewed in isolation. Thereby the ·how• of the 
movement in question was clarified in a certain respect. a ·bow· char
acteristic of self-movement. movedoess in itself. 

Precisely at this point, however. tbe determinations of movedoess 
acquired with prestruction and relucence, determinations which, as 
such, are apparently formal. offered a completely empty structure tbat 
seemed insufficient to determine tbe sense of facticallife in its moved
ness, i.e., insufficient to determine !acticity. 

Nevertbeless, tbe genuine investigation of prestruction and relucence 
in tbe relational connections of tbe movements indicated by the respec
tive category o! relationality, taking these movements both in them
selves and in their interconnections, has taugbt something else. We saw 
that tbe sense of movedness of prestruction and relucence is itself deter
nUned-and, as it were, nourished- relationally and that only an 
oblique interpretive approach hit the mark. There emerged peculiar 
characters of movedness. ones not yet explicitly determined in tbeir cat
egorial sense, such as abetting. incitement, reassuring support. encour
aging arousal. and provoking (releasiJ1g) stimulation; then again, 
rearranging. upholding. assuring enticement; and also pursuit, taking 
opportunities. being on me lookout for opportunities. being watchful 
(for the most part, not explicitly); and men nUStaking, development of 
possibilities of m.istaki.ng. movedness of the categorial cha.racters of ca.rc 
in themselves. i.e .. articulation of the actualization of care. 

It is easy to see how. on this basis. the previous formal emptiness of 
the cllaracteri.Zation of prestruction and reluccoce ill isolated dcterm.i
nations of relationa]ity now becomes concrete i.o terms o( movement. 
With respect to the reluccnt-prestructive movedocss within tbe mov· 
edness indicated by an isolated category of relationa.lity. the aforemen
tioned cllaracters are determ1native of moved.ness. 

Witb regard ro t.be col.I.Jlect.ioos a.mong these cllaractcrs of moved
ness, it is important to grasp the further determinat.ion. namely, that in 
them factica.I life becomes set in irs ways o( living in a.nd caring for it.s 
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belongs somewhere. and i.s ·seen· and "heard" in one way or another. 
such that tbe cncouJH<!red world. taken as factically relative to care. is a 
SIITTOUnding W()r/d. 

The term ·surround' does not express an Objectively ordered nexus 
of objet"tS ranged in order around another one of the same objective 
and ontological cbara~'ter. Even where the surrounding world. ln its 
content. comprises. e.g .• spatial objccrs. ooes which bave a de6nlte. 
expUdt order. even there the sen.se of ·surround• is primarily deter· 
mined !rom the charatter of the world. The Being of the ·surround' 
arises out of the categorial structure of the world (above all. out of its 
fundamental connection with and ln factidty). It is not the rever.;e; the 
world i.s not built up from isolated, objective ·surround-relations• of 
ordered and to-be-ordered objects in relation to another, one which is 
preeminent among them, like the surrounding world of one's dwelling. 
in which are ordered the various rooms. and in them the furniture. 
(Thereby the ontological character of the respective surrounding world 
is not yet interpreted.) 

To ·surround" is the categorial determination of the world in which 
caring life lives. This life. possessing relucence in care. is predsely intent 
on having something surrttunding i!se/f. having the world in such a way 
that this world makes up the surroundings for the activity of life, sur· 
rouodiogs we ea.n respond to. or at least listen to, gaze upon. and talk 
about. The world is such that relucence is facrically possible. and that 
makes the world a surrounding world. (The ontological sense of the 
·world ' as eXistence, reality. is determinable only in connection witb 
the interpretation of lacticity.) Pt:oro here it is understandable why our 
wosiderat.io.ns t-a.n characterize even th.e shared world and one's own 
world as a surrounding world. 

Relucencc is thus. in caring itself. an object of pre·buJlding and pre· 
arranging; J.c., prestruction touches it Jn tenus of movement. Yet all 
pre-building 'exists' Jn the sense of caring. i.e .. constitutes the moved· 
ness of factical JJfe. only li it obtains relucent possibilities and matures in 
the structure and in the sense of worldly encounters. Caring is such 
that it seek.s 10 have every prestn~ttivc movedness be given Jn a worldly 
relucence. 

Thus in tbe connection. with regard to movement. between relu· 
cence and prestruction. the movedness of life e"presses itself in the fact 
tbat this movedness is such that factical JJfe cares, in even the most var· 
led ways, to become set in its ways of living in its world. Each of the 
movements, in itself and in relation to tbe other.;, is intent on living fac· 
tically (historiologically·factically?) this life tbat is set in its ways as it 
emerges in its world of care. Seen Objectively-historically. it is intent on 
"maintaining• this life. In the categorial structure of movedness. as it is 
exbibited bere. the movedness of tactical life now has the character of a 
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spcdal autonomy. a.o auto-motion. which is predscly its own in the fact 
that life lives outside of itself 

The movedness is such that. as a movement io iL~elL it procures itseiJ 
for itself. It is the movcdoess of lactlca.l life which m.a.kcs this very Ule; 
indeed, factical Hfe. as it IJvcs io tbc world. docs not itself properly (I) 
produce the movement. Instead. faclicaJ lile Lives the world as the "io 
which' and "toward which' and •for which' of Ufe. 
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lion philosophical. I! ls a peculiarity of phenomenological interpreta
tion to revert back to ilscll, in its own actualization, ever again. That is 
nothing other than an expression of a basic movedness of factidty. and 
so it demonstrates tltat the interpretation itself is factical and tberelore 
appropriate to its object. 

Phenomenological interpretation, as existentieU, manifests by its 
very essence a •rounttr"·mO>'tdnns. Indeed, it is not dear without fur
ther ado that the eating upsurge is a movement of life •against• itself. 
That claim supposes that life is ·also" something else and that this 
· sometlting else· is indeed present in ruinance, though in the mode of 
being thrust aside. The indetermina teness of life in a surrounding world 
is a positive phenomenological character of life; life is encountered in 
that mode. 

This categorial interpretation already stands on the ground of a still
undeveloped presupposition. Yet we can determine sometlting about 
the (ruinant) •against,• or (formally) the ·against-which,· as a genuine 
factical propeny ollife. only insofar as we take seriously the phenome
nological task of encoun tering the ruinant counter-movedness and tlte 
•against-which• in the tactical modes of access to their actualization. 
This encounter is possible only if factlcal ways of access, i.e., ways of 
movedness in !actidt y, have been appropriated interp.retively or, in 
other words, if factid ty, with respect to the grasping and the possibility 
of verifying the aforemcnUoned presttpposition, has at least been made 
sufficiently explicit." 

lt is the interpretaUon o f ,·u inancc itself that must decide to what 
extent it can be called a basic categorial determination of facticity. 

A. Tracing Back and Rqlca ting the Interpretation 

The current level of the interpretation allows us to trace the catego
rial-i .e., expressive-character back through the previous explications 
of caring. In the 6rst place we can consider how ruinance categoriaUy 
determines the character or the movedness of relucence and presmtc
lion. each for itself and in itself and also in relation to the other. 

The tradng back of the •elfective power· of an interpretation (this 
also holds already for the above!) Is not a merely supplementary and 
arbitrarily posited verification but, on the contrary. pertains to the 
proper factical actualization of the interpretation itself. The interpreta· 
lion is fully appropriated and actualized only when we understand. by 
tracing back over tlte course o f its own progression, that it itself inter
pretively in-fomts what was "left behind" and incorporates this into the 

16. At this point tht 6rst pan of tht "Presupposition· (Appendix L pp. 119-
122) was inserted into tlte manuscript of the lecture. 
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highest·analned level of the interpretation. It Is an ln·fonnlng in the 
predse sense of bringing it about that something lefl behind and lclt 
aside can come to maturation for the inlerpretatlon. This re-forming 
and in·fonnlng (not a re-interpretation) is nothing other than a back· 
tracking Incorporation of the inlerpmara into the Increasing srrictness and 
simplidly of the interpretive nexus or of its objeCL (Greater simplidty 
despile-or predsely on account of-an expansion In the Objective 
number and diversity of the categories.) 

Insofar as everything is clarified in factlcal life, stands in some 
Implicit discourse or llthcr. and ·1s• In an undellncatcd and !actically 
ruinant Interpretation, lberc then reside In this life the possibility and 
the facllcal necessity (or proof of genuineness) of formal indication as the 
method of a~lproach of the existcnticll·catcgorlai interpretation. (Leav
ing the retradng to the individual.) 

Ruinance itself is now tO be articulated more precisely in its own 
sense. such that the peculiar character of oollapse can be understood. 
spcdficaUy as a categorial moment of a sense of Being (factidty). 

From the previous explication and from the mode of understanding 
which h requires. il is already clear that caring is not intended as an 
event or ocnurence whose presence at hand would be graspable in a 
simple aet of constitution which would need no further determination 
in its own horlwn since it would be related to a reali1y of leveled-down 
experience. 

Caring is not a factually occurring struggle for exisrtnr.t, understood as 
elapsing and •taking place· within so-called Objective unities of life. 
That precont-eptlon toward grasping the objectivity of life would never 
lead to the proper sense of something like •caring• and to its categorial 
determinations. 

It is purely a matter or methodological unclarity at the level of prind
ple if. in various considerations and directions, such determinations arise 
and pretend to be derived authentically. What is aCtually in play here is 
merely the residue of an unobtrusive, natural tendency of interpretation. 
An Indication of this is the laet that the aauall7<Jtion of the interpretation. 
as well as the various modes of determining and ordering objeCtS, in eadl 
case present determinately motivated formations and expressions of an 
unobtrusive. factlcal clarification of life. To allow spedfically interpretive 
delenninations to go together with a positing of ordered faa:ualities is 
charaaetist ic of pragmatism. (But not of its relativism.. which can appear 
only 10 a sped flcaUy epistemological line of sight.) 

Positively, the explication of movedness was already carried out far 
enough tha t two categories of movedness. prcstruetion and relucence, 
came to be understood as involving movement themselves. These 
(objective) relations (of factidty) are another autonomous mode of 
expressing something we noted earlier with regard to the categorial 
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dt"U'Jl71inations. n.unely. that 1M cat~ries .an-~-interprm~ among 
thonsclvts. The in~'l' IX"l.'US .and the one of DlO\~ an-~ 
1icaiJy and p~ the s.amr. (M~l'SS .ao ~lion of d.atifk.tt
km; darifirdness in 1M nexus of DlO\'mll'OL I 'lbc1• .an- diff=t 
ca:tq:orlal l1lOdrs of drrmninmg a being w~ ontologial Sl'llSl' is 
determined as faclidty. The diffl'teiX'r in 1M mode of drtmninalioo is 
DOl acridmw. On 1M ronrruy. as such. .and .as the spMfi< nexus of the 
•different. • it ocpr~ prrdsely .tod cat~rWiy that wbidt alone. 
according m its onrologial sensr . .admits of bring d~enoln~ in ~ 
v.trious ways. 

&) Heij;bt~ <21'<': opprd>cnsjoo 

In caring iudf. prestroa!on tbadon- affectS the mov~ oln-lu
«nce; i e .. the caring is such that it itsrlf tak~ the modes of mo~ 
up intO li\1\ng can-. nus mc.am that wlwt aring aims at in itS acrualiza
tion (in the mo~ess of this latter and thCn'by in the full sense and 
ontological charaaer of caring) is it ltsdL · u · itsrlf (·er· sdbslj, 
although nOt necessarily ·as llSl'lf"("s:idt • Ylbst(. The •;t• is supposed 10 
indicate that here. where caring LJkes llSl'lf up into care, this care. taken 
up into caring. is encountered in a worldly way '"" das Scrgm s:idt sdbsi 
in diL Scr~ nimmr, diGt ins Scrgm snwmmmt Scr~ wdthaft ~
Taking up Into care can Indeed be carried out cxplidtly. and then this 
relation is expressed as follows: the caring takes Itself imo care as i~lf. 
Yet it must be noted that this · as Itself" is not original but. instead. bas 
passed through the ·11: through an encounter wllh the "it.• Caring is 
by itsell contained In care; it l~ "be-cared" for (bt-sorgt(. itsciJ assumed 
by caring. ap-prehended by C'arlng. 

1b.is caring (Scrgm]. as apprehl"ndcd by care (als Bt1org~in], can be 
determined as apprthtrUion (Btsorgnis). In apprehension the full moved· 
ness of caring applies Itself. as it were, to itself; i.e .. its own m.ovcdness 
is moved by itself. Thus. in apprehension. something occurs in the acn•· 
allzation of the caring that can be detcnniocd in a (formally) Objective 
way as a ·hl'iglllenlng· of the movc:doess of care. We have already. in 
tht pr~'ttding. dweUed on sud• •moments of the heightening" of care, 
namely. in the discussion of the relations of movedness among thecate· 
gorie!S of care (abetting. enti~ment. pursuit. e1c.; d . above. p. 94). For 
th~. as for the movednl'SS of apprehension. the basic cat~rial sense 
is find in ruinancc. Interpretively and rnelbodologlcally. the focus on 
the moments of hl"ightening was intended to characteriu the specific 
character of this moved ness as one of collapse. 

It is easy tO see bow. In apprehenslon (where the ways of movedness 
expressed in the categories of the rel;u!onality of cartns are now pulled 
down into collapse by caring Itself. whereas indlnation. abotition of dis
tance, and sequestration, in their own respective ways. become genuinely 
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heightened) and In rollapse. something that was previously mentioned 
only in brief and remained uninterpreted, namely. clarification. is 
affected. and ambiguity is thereby helght~ned. The result is. for exam
ple, that in the sequestration brought to its maturation by apprehension. 
Ufe (in the semblance of the highest actuality, activity, and apprehen
sion, taken as indlcallons ol seriousness) becomes set in its ways of car
ing for Its world and thereby no longer knows itself in itself and before 
itself. Facrical life, as ruinant, rovers itself up. so to speak. in apprehen
sion! (The character of larvance as collapse.) 

The involvement with th~ world of care is apparently. in apprehen
sion. a seriously adopted task. one whldt a Uows no rest. day or night. 
and to which file has supposedly rommincd itself in full. and yet acru
aUy (for apprehension itself. •still at times') it Is a mere letting oneself 
be puUed along. Jening ont-self be uansponed. such that thereby every 
clarification is renounced In the manner of ruinancc: and ronsigned to 
ruioance itself. 

b) Chalrologlcal characters 

We have already referred more than once to this phenomenon: io the 
actualization of caring. life occurs. encounters itsclt even if for the most 
part in a worldly way, yet sudt that in this worldliness, Ule appears io 
its genuineness (in its Being and as a certain son of object: that it is and 
what it is). According to everything explicated hitheno. this occurrence 
should not be rhought or as an Objective, factual eveot, a mere coming 
onto the scene, but is, instead. a mode of tbe very actualization of car
ing. (We are speaking here by way of a formal indication.) Now, every 
mode o f occurrence has, as sudt, its determinate (faclical) cbairological 
character (xmp6~ [chairos) - time). its determinate relation to lime, i.e., 
to its time, and this relation lies ln the sense of the nexus of actualiza
tion of lactidty. The chainologica l therefore includes categorial determi
nations that concern (formal) temporal relations in and for tbe faclical. 
In the present ronteXl, we introduce rhe dtairological (which, accord
ing to our considerations, is incorporated into a genuine sphere of prob
lems, relating. in prindple, to fanidty) only to show in it the specific 
ruinance of caring, i.e., of factlcaJ life. The question is how, from a 
cbairological point of view. life as such can and does announce itself 
(how it occurs) in apprehension. 11 

Wben factlcal UJc is completely apprehensive, then it can factkally 
experience somerhing Uke tonnent (agony). affliction. vexation. It would 
be insuffidem. i.e .• it would be loUowing a false trail with respect to the 
interpretive categories, to ronceive of these (formal) charncters simply as 

17. Hddegger l.nst'ned heR' a further ponlon of the "Presupposition·: 
Appmdix I. pp. 122-127. 
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•fet>lings. • '"F«Ung· is a psycbological category wh~ c-ategorial struc· 
tlln' is confused and cenainly not definite enough to signify anything for 
the rurrem imetpreunion. 

We will leave th~ characters of the factical movedness of life tenni· 
no logically indeterminate (a mode of Being and itself an existentielly lac
tical e"pression-the 'Being-tO-me· ["Mir-Stin'); d. horrescence!) until 
they are interpreted for themselves. Here we need only expose their 
pt.'culiarhy of possessing a special ability to announce, although this ability 
does not mediate or even intend any cognition. They are phenomena of 
their own {factical) emergence in factidty and servt to dt>t<'nninc, from 
their spcdflc rclationallty. their factical life {in which they are encoun
tered) in its actuaUurlon and according to its ontological sense. 

The character of announcing is not to be taken in the sense of an 
exhibiting or referring tbat would lead to rognhion: i.e., it is not an 
indiation but is instead a mode (in the Being-to-me of tht' tormenting) 
of the desire to claim factical life from out of itself. In torment. some
thing announces iuelf as eating away at life. Therefore torment 
announces an O«Urrmct in factidty (the ·eating away. • rankling) in 
which the object of the eating away also comes to the fore: "life iuell. • 
This latter appears in a way appropriate to the surrounding world-in a 
cenain sense not as worldly but also predsely not orhtrwist, In terms of 
categorial conteot. It appears predsely in this being-announced in fac· 
tidty as tonnentlng. 

Insofar as this (factlcal) emergence of such announdng characters 
stands in a connection of actualization with the occurrence of life lo the 
surrounding world. this life shows itself as the 1!/storlologlca/. Thereby the 
emergence Itself, on the basis of relations not yet set ln relief. ls bistori · 
ological. The historiology of tbe emergence is thus ro-coostltutlve of 
every encounter: how something like the tormemlng ventured forth 
for the first time: bow something weighs upon a person's soul lor tbe 
lim time as tormenting; bow tbe tormenting withdraws for tbe first 
time. as if by itself; bow, in bistoriological succession, in the following 
"time,· it makes new demands; bow, at first, facticalllle defends itself 
against them; bow the emergence itself then establishes itself quite 
properly in the horizon o! bistoriological eJCpcctatlon; bow It occurs 
•tess often,· "still at times,· · from time to time•; how, finally, !actical 
life has ·no more time• for it. ·nme• is to be understood here neither as 
a framework for ordering things, a dimension of order, nor as the 
(spedfically formal) character of the connections among historical 
events, but as a specific nrodt ofmowdnns in the sense ofa character !bat 
not only makes movedness possible, releasing It from within. but co
constinJtes It as itself moving in an autonomously factical way. 

{The chairological-'time.· To sit still, be able to wait, i.e., •to give 
1 ime: In the world and in its history. Factlca I life has Irs timt; •time• 
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which is entrusted 10 it. which it can 'have" in various ways: to remain 
in expectation. in safekeeping. "How I have time. • Time not a [ramc
work; that Is a mere constru,1. Not. 10 possess time but to allow oneself 
to be possessed by it - that Is the historicaL the "with time.• Distanti
ated decision on what is lmponant- "h.istory"; variatio delectat!) ["Vari
ation is delightful. "I 

These are the chairologicaJ ways in which apprehemive life 
announces itself and still does so. For facticallife. for It in its more or less 
explicit horizon of expeCiation directed at the aforcmemioned event, 
the "less often" or the "only still at times· is, so to speak. not something 
less but a •more. • "Less often• and "still at times· are expressions of an 
increasing worldly security, an unconcern over such things. These 
chairological characters express a heightened ruinance, precisely on 
account of their imperceptibility, which is conneCied to their proper 
temporal character and does not vary historically, except to increase 
more and more. 

Factical. ruinant life, "ha.s no time.· because its basic movedness. 
ruinance itself, takes away "time.· That is a time which can be taken 
away. and tactically ruinantlife, for itself and in itself, does take it away. 
Ruinance takes time away; i.e., it seeks to abolish the historiological 
from factidty. The ruinance of facticallife possesses this sense of actual
ization: abolition of time. In this peculiar mode the historiological is 
always still present in life; it is always factically present in all ruinance 
(the historiological as consritutivum of factidty.) 18 

Ruinance takes time away; or. conversely, •to have no time, • as a 
mode of factical life, expresses its ruinance. The various chairological 
characters are determinate interpreuua of the heightening of the ruin
ance. categorical interpretata of the character of collapse. 

In apprehension, whereby tactical caring takes itself into care, ruinant 
life becomes caught up in itself. Care, understood in terms of its actualiza
tion, devotes itself to life more and more and ultimately reposes on it; i.e .. 
factical life desires to bear itself- in its factically ruinant way-and 
becomes in the end, openly or not. frantic over itself and conlused. 

B. Four Formai-Jndicational Characters of Ruinance 

With an interpretive gaze directed toward apprehension. and indeed 
taking it in its full movedness. we can establish. in regard to ruinance, 
these four formal-indicational characters: 1. the sedudng (temptative). 
2. the soothing (quietive). 3. the estranging (alienative). 4. the annihi
lating (negative-in an active. transitive sense). 

18. Hrr~ followed a further part, but not all, of the "Prrsupposition•: Appen
dix J, p. 127 II. 
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a) Prohibiting function of the formal indication 

These characters arc formal -Indicational; i.e .. !hey receive their con
crcle. lactical, <'alegorial de1ermina1eness from the respeCtive direction 
of experience and of imcrprelation. AI the same lime. they faaically 
•say• nothing with regard 10 the concrete movedncss of lacricallife but. 
instead. merely give direCtion to the regard, insofar as a categorial inter
pretation of the ontological sense of tile resides in the pre-possession-In 
that case. however. we must already encounter these formal-indicational 
determinations of ruinance. as a basic movedness of facticallife, in the 
interpreunion of the moved ness of caring. indeed in such a way that the 
categories exposed in this interpretive nexus are de-formalized in a de
terminate respect in relation to the categories now at issue. namely. witb 
respect to a determinate interprelive direction toward the rdatiooality 
of caring. 

The formal indication (on that concept, d. p. 25 f.) possesses. along 
witb itS referential charaCter. a prohibiting (deterring. preventing) one 
at the same time. As the basic sense of the methodological approach of 
phenomenological interpretation at all levels of actualizatioa the for
mal indication functions both (always •at the same time") to guide as 
well as to deter in various ways. (Concretely. the formal indication is to 
be clarified panially where it comes into play in each case but more 
fundamentally in connection with phenomenological destruction as a 
basic element of the Interpretation o f the hislory of the spirit from a 
phenomenological standpoint.) 

Our reference lo the preventing charact.er o f a formal indication is 
motivated here by the fact thai the aforementioned characters of ruin
ance could easily be raken as fixed basic propenies o f a being. and thus. 
posing as fundamenta l determinations of the existence of life, they 
could be used to launch 011 ontological metaphysics of life - e.g .. in 
Bergson's or Scheler's sense. 

That would be a convenient misunderstanding and an idle misuse of 
the explicated charaaers of ruinance, already and simply because such an 
isola1ed and dogmatic understanding of ·me· is cast adrih from tbe inter
pretive nexus and from Its presuppositions and thereby from tbe peculiar. 
charaaeristic ·validity" of the interpretalion. The formal indication pre
vents every drtlting off into autonomous. blind. dogmatic anempts to fix 
tbe categorlal sense. anemptS which would be detached from tbe presup
position of tbe interpretation. from Irs preconception. itS nexus, and its 
time, and which would then purpon to de1ermine an objectivity in itself. 
apan from a thorough discussion of its ontological sense. 

Accordingly. a1 this point of the Interpretation, besides tbe demon
strative enumeration of the characters. we can at the same time appro· 
prialely do no more than refer formally to their sense-connections 
among themselves. Thereby indeed It will become dear tbat tbeir 
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enumeration-i.e., their sequence-does not foUow some arbitrary 
order bur is itself indicative of the object to be interpreted categoriaUy in 
. . . . . .. 

Pour Ponnal·indicational Characters of RJdnana /143 -145/ t07 

must exhibit the fundamental significance of the interpretive task with 
respett to the explication of the sense of the actualization of philosophy. .. . . . . .. ~ .. . .. - . 
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movcdncss; in other words, there is here, as a maner of prindple. noth
ing that could possibly receive the coUapse, which means that the col
lapse Is purely and simply collapse. This movcdness as such cannot 
come to rest in anything whose objeCtive or ontological charaCter 
would be different from its own. This ·purely and si mply" in the deter
mination of the movedness of faetically ruinant life. which alone is a 
possible answer to the question of the direetion of the collapse, the 
•purely and simply• means that the ·whereto• of the collapse is not 
something foreign to it but is itself of the character of faetical life and 
Indeed Is •rite nothingntss of factiiXII life.· 

Not every nothingness is identical with every other one, although 
we might say In a formal argument that •nothingness• L~ everywhere 
and always prcd~ely •notlting· and ·nothing• else I Formally, we could 
Indicate the line of interpretation for tbe respeCtive categorial determi
nation of nothingness as follows: ·nothlngness·-not-no-. whereby 
neither does this formal sequence coinddc. in every interpretive nexus, 
with the de-formalized ontological nexus. nor may we grasp the ·no, • 
as what founds originally and in prindple, in terms of the one of the 
tbeoretlcal attitude. 

In the interpretation of the constitution of formal-ontological objec· 
tlvlty, we encounter fonnal notllingnm. which, as format takes over the 
possibility and the funCtion of a formal indication and thus harbors the 
possibility of a formalizing relation (to be encountered by way of a for
mal ind ication) with every concrete, de-formalized nothlngness. To 
that extent, it can easily be taken for that which should interpret every 
such nothingness originally and finally. 

The formal nothingness. predsely in its proper objet'tlvc sense, is, as 
formal. a •something.• which is wby a concrete interpretation can say. 
•This nothingness is something.• It bas its g~nulne, objeCtively moti
vated sense and cannot be dismissed by the supcrfldal argument that 
there is a contradiCtion here: nothingness is precisely not something. 
but nothing. Such aig\1111ents say •nothing· and on that account are 
extraordinarily well suited to •pbiJosophical discussions.· 

It is precisely the investigation of such categorial nexuses that brings 
out the danger ol every dialeCtic. whether one that is dear and critical 
about its own lnterpretive origin and interpretive significance (which 
would actually run counter to its genuine sense) or whether (which is 
the usual case) the diale<.-tic works mechanically witb propositions 
snatched out olthe blue (bilnd to themselves and not open 10 discus
sion) and yet. as far as results are concerned. brings to light an abun
dance of conclusions. 

An enumeration of !he meanings of ·nothingness· could indu,de the 
nothingness of uneventful history. the nothingness ol failure, the noth
ingness of lutJJity. the notbiogness of hopelessness-and all tbJs In fac-
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tical historiologlcal·historlcal siluations, nexuS«$, and life-worlds. The 
nolhingness that is ·doses~· and most easily available for interpretation 
is me one applicable tO being-preselll·at·hand and being-available. The 
faa that this sense is The doses~. however, does not prove mat it is the 
original one or that itS approach as such. simply on me basis of itS par· 
ticular son of immediacy. IS incont~tably legitimate. 

Analogously. various mod~ of •no-saying. • meir moti~ and ten· 
dendes. also ~me interpretable: the · no· in the assertion expressive 
of a cognitive attitude that is tk!erminative of Thtngs as such; the ·no· 
in the factically ruinanL incxpbdt chsrourse of the self-understanding 
of facticaDy caring life; the ·no· ln. e.g., the factically imerpreth•e, and 
indeed coumer-ruinant. tendency toward danficauon in philosophical 
cognition of the- categonal movedn~s of facucallile. 

In the context of ccnain objectS, the term ·nothin~· may be re
phrased as "rhe empry. • ·emptiness·: e.g .. in the- experiential field of 
the surrounding world. the environmenL whereby what is intended 
first of all is not explidtly the space- of the world and a foniori nOt nat
ural sdentific. geometrical space-. We sometim~ say: there is ·nothing 
going on· here or there, ·no aniviry• -there is nothing there. rt 
ioS1ead of ·nothing.· we were simply to substitute •not anything. • then 
we would gain very little. since where there is nothing. in the afore
mentioned sense. there might indeed be a rich manifold of objcns 
present at hand. We see thus that ·nothingness• must be interpreted in 
every case on the very basis of the =pcnive sense of Being It negates. 
Negation is manifold, and on account of this (formal) fouodcdncss of 
·nothlngn~s· in the sense of Being of the thing negated in tbe respe<:· 
live case. nothing at all can be determined about the possibly autono
lllOUS ontological sense or nothlngn~s. 

When we say. speaking spedflcally within an cxpeticntial tendency 
oriented toward the space of the surrounding world. "lbere is nothing 
there.· wbat we are referring to Is •the empty" as a possibility that gives 
place and relatlonallty for thr accommodation and ordering of encoun
terable. placeable ob)ens. The environment is •empty•; It presents Itself 
as ·emptiness.· The envtrorunmt itself, wbich provid~ a place for 
something to Stand, shows itself as the empty. 

Originally, the ·nothlngnt-ss• here in qut'Stlon, the •nothingness· of 
facticallile. does not in the least share the sense of the ·empry. • since 
that nothingness is a possibility which prcdsely does not give a place- for 
something to stand, does not offer accommodation and shelter, does 
not break the fall of the collapse. does not bring it tO an end. On the 
contrary, the nothlngn= of raaical life is something that factically am
tri/Tutt:s to the maturation of the collapse; tbus it Is an emptio= which 
is precisely disastrou1 for the collapse Itself. The rollapse takes fonn. 
therefore. In a peculiar way, on the basts o( itS ·whereto, • which for its 
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part comes to maturation in apprehension. We can call this charactuof 
collapse •nulliflcation. ·This term sounds gcocra.Jiy and vaguely meta
physical and might mistakenly suggest morbid Ideas and philosophical 
horror >torics about -me.· But its meaning is to be drawn purely out of 
the context of the explication: nullification. nlhllation-the nothing
ness of life as brought to maturation in a determinate nlhilation. in a 
clandestine ·no-saying.· and in an actualization of movedness. Thus 
the formal definition runs: the nothingness of lactical life is lile's own 
proper non-ocrorrmce of Itself in ruinont exlsttnct, a non-occurrence 
brought to maturation by and for tactical life Itself, within lile and 
within the surrounding world (factjdty) . 

)No-not- nothingness-as existentialia. This •not• resides in the 
very structure of factidty. Intentionality-mode of actualization-such 
movedoess of the •not• itselL thus in itself a maturation, and indeed 
precisely a ruinantly existentieU maturation. Because exiStence and 
factidty are posited upon the ·not•-privation.) 

The more facrical lile lives in its ruinant mode of caring. the more 
urgently and yet at tlte same time less explidtly docs it care about the 
non-occurrence of itself for itself. The ·non-occurrence· is not thereby 
equivalent to its absence at its proper place in an order, such that tltis 
place is now empty and the non-existence in it could be observed in 
Objective cognition. On tlte conuary. this ·non-occurrence· ha.s to do 
with movement and expresses a mode in which life. within the sur
rounding world, •still exists.· In this way, it is lactically •still• there; the 
•still• is, once again, a characteristic determination of the temporality 
operative here. Life in the surrounding world still announces itselfJ 
even in its potenriality for non-occurrence, indeed in such a way tbat it 
does not expressly bring itself to the fore but is nevertheless encoun
tered, predscly as unobuusive. along with the lived world and as such a 
world. The result is that the world thereby acquires the character of 
opadty and. despite all its immeruacy. remains an enigma. at least in its 
existence itself and in the way it is encountered. 

c) Objectivity 

The afon.•mcntioned potentiality for the non-occurr~nce of life in the 
surrounding world, as a mode in which it is still there to be encoun
tered, indeed in a worldly way, is coostinnivc of the specific characttr of 
mistnnct t'XJ)Crienced in the objectivity (reality) of the lived world. 
More particularly. the aforementioned charaacr of life In the surround
ing world, that it exists still. a character fused into the modes in which 
tltc world Is encountered. is constitutive of th e specific objectivity of 
that which, at the outset of our interpretation or the objective sense of 
the li ved world. presented hsell as meaninsfulntsS. 

The interpretive pursuit and investigation of the directionality of 
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ruinance as a moment of its own self-movedness-i.e .. as itsell comrib· 
uting to the collapse- leads lmo a nexus of sense our of which the 
objectiviry and the ontological sense of the world become graspable cat
egorially, in and lor !anlcal Ufe. 

MethodologlcaUy, we acquired a standpoint from which to determine 
something about 1he •immediacy· of the givenness of the lived world 
and indeed to show: I. that I his immediacy Is not a beginning and not a 
paradigm case but is, instead. predsely a maturation in lactically rui.nam 
U!e; 2. that, on the other hand, I he imm<'Cliacy of the given world. lor
mall)• speaking. is mtrliattrl. although thb mediation is not the mere one 
of •tbi.Jlking• over and against a representation; i.e .. neither immediacy 
nor mediation. if taken in an epistemological sense. can determine any· 
thing about the objective and ontological sense of the world. 

The untrammeled. explosive rushing at and lntO the world by way of 
care. the plunging into things, selzlng. laylng hands on things that 
appear to be urgent-all this makes the world be experienced. in care. 
as what is closest. the first to be considered ln the series of objects of 
apprehension. These non-theoretical modes of the relationality of car· 
ing. ones that bring 10 maturation a rlirw possession of the world. exist 
factically, however, only in the ontological sense of 1he movedness of 
ruinance. Consequently, it remains undetermined whether that which 
can be experienced and given in the mode of such inunediacy is 
thereby grasped in the way it itst/f would claim to be genuine. 

For life in the surrounding world and lor the interpretation of itself 
included in its tendency toward grasping. this means we cannot pre
sume, without further discussion, that the immediacy of the world of 
care, as what is most directly over and against, constitutes the paradigm 
case of sell-givenness. On I he other hand, it must be noted, as a matter 
of principle, that, on accoun1 of I he occurrence of life in its own facticity 
(as life directed toward 1J1c surrounding world). the possibility of access 
can be acquired on 1he basis of t.he aforementioned modes of moved
ness of fanicalllle. 

As blind as is the adherence to this immediacy. that is how overly 
laciJe and therefore unproductive is the schematic counter-attempt to 
bring this object. life, toils properly genuine givenness without discuss
ing itS ontological sense and lis sense as an object but basing onesell. 
instead. on the a:races of a particular immediacy. considered in one of its 
aspens. and then following. in opposition to this inunedlacy. t11e path 
of some invented rlialtcriuJ/ mtrliariotu. What is decisive here is the fact 
of not adltering to the immediacy but. instead. accepting the maxim 
that the apparatus of mediation should be allowed to play out, as it 
were. automatically. so that every stagnalion that had set in through 
reilication might be loosened. 

It has not at all been determined. however. 1hat life in the surrounding 
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world, as authentic. does no1 have Its proper Immediacy. namely. the 
one of a quile genuine qutsrfonab/1/ty, as was already indlcaaed. Thus. 
e.g .. Regel. with his sure lnsalncts, banles agalns1 an immediacy whidl 
is adminedly a lranscendenlal-philosophical one bu1 Is spedfically 
meam 10 be approached and lnterpre1ed epistemologically. and so he is 
driven 10 say: Therefore we mus1 have mediation. This seems 10 be rad
ically critical, and It seems to loosen. In prindplc. all rigidity. Yel il is 
only the critical rigor of a meahod thai bas taken refuge in Its own 
autonomy. thai is unbo1hered by Its origins. and lha1 merely has a feel 
for sdence. There is nolhing here of the specifically philosophical cri
tique. which does no1 become genuine by anacking some random non
philosophy bu1 by pulling ilself. Insofar il daims 10 be authentic philos
ophy. all the more inlo question and thus by being prepared 10 Lake up 
modes of access 10 ils objeCt which are nol simply invenled but. instead. 
do encounter the objeCt concretely and factically. 

This now means. however, I hal our interpretation of the immediacy of 
encoumering 1he world. namely. thai h is an immediacy brought to mat
uration in the ruinance of caring (in other words, our disruption of the 
tendency 10 a:ake 1his immediacy ns the paradigm case of the self-giving of 
an objeCt), is for its part grounded In the fact that this ruinam maturation 
itself-i.e .. the spcdtic movedness of caring; i.e .. this basic aspect of the 
relationalhy of life; i.e .. I his ~pproach 10 life as the fundamental phenom
enon (with the dircctionnliaies of the relation to, actualization of. and 
maturation of the object)-does come to be experienced, spedficaUy in 
such a way thai these concrele CXJ>Criences serve at the same time to 
motivaae the preconcepllon for a knowledge of principles. 

Can we not see. and do we not fattically see today, in the immediacy 
of life ln the world, the beginning and end of vital romponmem? Does 
factlcal life no1 thereby have precisely its well-rounded closure as well 
as a vllallry which Is unsurpassable in iL~ ever newly filled abundance of 
structures 1ha1 can be developed and carried out? 

From where, however, does such surging life acquire the proof that 
its immediacy Is not In some way derivative? Is that incontestably cer
a:ain? In other words, does not such immediate life also live in an 
undemanding of ItSelf. even if !actical Ufe is only incidena:ally aware of 
it? IS not precisely enjoymenl, e.g .. as well as the lively tendency to 
enjoyment. an instance of the care of faeticallife for itSelf, namely that 
it wants to and can fulflU itSelf thereby? 

d) Questiooab!ll•Y 

Precisely insofar as it Is factical. the factlcally interpretive dialogue 
residing within the faetlcal actualization of lile is a breach in the coher
ence of immediate life. Thereby ·ufe• is not a momentarily clarified 
thing but an objectivity whose temporality is extended factically. The 
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dialogue carried out by faClical life can be a !light from conl"rontation 
and can be acrualized in the mode ol a superior unconcern for strains of 
questioning and undemanding that might hamper enjoyment. lmme· 
diate life i!Sell. however. can (but does not need to) question the insular 
and uncontested cenainty of its immediacy and can inquire into the 
possible guarantee of that cenainty. 

The cenainty is questionable by reason of principle. inasmuch as lac· 
tical life in a surrounding world possesses, as such, a general tendency 
toward clarification and even demands sudt clarification. The philo
sophical interpretation of faaidty puts this quatitmability into effeCl. 
indeed notln such a way that it pretends to be able to find. from its own 
resources. an absolute and eternal decision. but simply such that it con
cretely brings the questionability to maturation and maintains it in con
cretely available directions. Thereby, however. it precisely keeps alive 
the acruaUz.ation of the access to faClicallife. 

The >ttlidity dalmed by phli<KOphlcal interpretation is then already 
satisfied. and already In a proper and decisive way-i.e: .• oo the pan of 
and for an acceptance in the understanding-when such facticaJ. i.m.me
diate life becomes questionable It• itself or even when this life in i!Sell 
refuses every tendency to make itself questionable. as long as the fuoda· 
mental motives for that can be brought alive in factlcal dialogue. Wher· 
ever these motives are lacldng. th~rc is no lnccnllve w question the 
demonstrability of the proffered philosophical interpretations. The pos· 
sible incentives and their temporally hiswriologlcal cbaraetcrs are con· 
slinuivc of rhc philosophical problematic and are nor merely acddentaL 
sucb tbatthcy would simply need to be cataloged in their vicissitudes. 

In this way, rhc Interpretation of the directionality of minance leads 
to rhe interpretation of the objectivity and of the ontological sense of 
the world. and only thereby does tbe nexus of movedness become 
more precisely determinate as one in which something like a coumer
movemem possesses its sense of actualiutioo as a movement. 

A coumer-ruinant movedness is tbe one of the actualization of philo
sophical interpretation. and indeed It is aCl uallzed in the appropriation of 
tbe mode of access to questlonabWty. It is precisely in questioning that 
factlcal lile attains its genuinely develoJl(.-d self-givenness. Here self
givenness must nor be identified with tbe mode of givenness of the 
lmmediacy of the world. And just as little ish equivalent to the mode of 
givenness corrt'S)Xlnding ro the sped6caUy tbeoreticaJ attitude. 11lis laner 
givenness takes form as fulfilling intuition in the various regions of 
objeCls corresponding to the intention to attain cognition and to expli
cate. Acronlingly. this givenness has its own tbeoretical ways of claiming 
evidence, justification. and validity. The cognitive ideals and paradigms of 
givenness to be found in that contm must be exduded. inflexibly and as a 
matter of prindple. in the acquisition and development of the actualization 
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of phllosophical knowledge and in the methodological seruring of that 
knowledge. 

This exclusion is not accomplishe<l. however. once and for all by a 
methodological dictate. On the comrary. it is the constant struggle of fac
rJcaL philosophical interpretation against iis own factical ntinance, a struggle 
that always accontl>artics the process of the actualization o! philosophiz
ing. This mearlS that maintaining oneseiJ in genuine questioning does 
not consist iJr reacting mecban.icaUy, as it were, a~wrding to an empty 
maxim that rcqt~i.res nothing but questioning at aU times. on every pos
sible occasion. and in any way whatsoever. On the contraw. genuloc 
questioning arises from motives that have been clarified in the respec
tive factical situation and that receive direction from fa,<ical tife. Like· 
wise. genuine questioning consists in Living in the answer itseiJ in a 
searching way, such that the answering maintains a constant relation to 
the questioning, i.e., such that the laner remains alive. or. in other 
words, such that the basic experiences retaln a ractically historiological 
vitality in ractical life and in its ontological sense. 

The ruinant character or the negative consists precisely in bringing to 
maturation the nothingness or facticallife as the proper facti cal possibil· 
ity o! ruinance itself, with the result that this matured possibility, in its 
very matmation. is relucent toward the collapse which is approaching 
it itself. That is an aggravation of the collapse, which occurs in such a 
way that it is actualized in the collapse itself, in the proper counter
direction of the collapse, and, in passing through the movedness o! the 
collapse. constantly encounters nothingness and thereby takes form in 
the collapse. (The not-letting-occur becomes effective, as regards move
ment, in, e.g .. the confrontation of facticallife with its past. Of this past, 
only a cenain amount can be experienced, ancL likewise, only a certain 
part can motivate expectatiorlS.) 

This passing through. on the pan of the negative, i.e .. through the 
movedness of factical rulnance, indicates that the ruinant characters do 
not mark in a stationary way. or ill the manner of properties. determi· 
nate levels and fixed waypoints of a movement proceeding everywhere 
in the same direction. These characters are not deterotinate phases and 
stages that would come to maturation within a univocal series. On the 
contrary, each o! the characters eXists tactically in the movcdrtess in 
such a way that each one also moves in the modes of movemeot of tbe 
others. 

I will pass over t11e d.if6cult interpretation of the t.emptative (the 
roost difficult) and of the other two ruJnant dtaracters. 

(The temptative-oot in a religious sense: foe Lbc experience ofit to 
be aUve, tbere is nor required a b~is in religious experience. To be sure, 
the temptative, as a character of movedoess. first becomes visible 
through Christianity; visible: experienceable in facticallife, able for me 
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to experience it. This means, at the same time: the temptative not 
something in itself but a mode of the concrete- as something rejened, 
indifferently accepted, taken or grasped in terms of some interest: in 
one way or another it is present in today's "unchristian' life.} 

Here we should still pay heed to the interpretive task that issues from 
our considera tion of ruinance. The 6rst interpretive task has to do with 
tlte ontological sense of ruinance itself. What is it that comes to validity 
in ruinance: in what guise is thL~ facticaUy valid. how is it tactically 
present in ruinance, and how is its existence categorially constitutive of 
the caregorial structure of facticity? 

In ruinance, as a basic movedness of caring, what becomes validated 
is the fact that somehow or other something is constantly lacking in lac
tical life itself and indeed in such a way that at the same time-there is 
also lacking a determination of that which properly is lacking. What 
corues to validity in ruinance is a state (not to say rhe state), and we caU 
this state ·privation· -factically privative life. 

The questioning of this state of privation in its ootological sense is a 
decisive test of our phenomenological (unbiased) interpretation. What 
shows itself here is a resistance that lives and exists. i_n its own way. 
within tbe very movedncss of factical!ile. It would be easy to circum· 
vent this resisraocc by arguing formally tbat to introduce the concept of 
"state' is to fall ioto Objectificarion. But does every state have to be con· 
ceived. without further ado. in an Objecti,•e sense? Above a.IJ. has phi· 
losophy somehow received a written legat-y guaranteeing it the 
permanent assurance that the objecrive and ontological sense of its 
object, to which it is supposed to relate by way of knowledge at the 
level or prindples, possesses in each case me character or ontological 
purity and serene uniformity? 

Or is not the objective and ontological sense of facricalli.le. to which 
we gain genuine access by living in the actualization of questioning, 
precisely non-uniform in its categorial srrunure? Does this sense not, as 
a matter of principle, reject a thorough and pure functionality in the 
relationships among its detenninations? Thus is this sense not, as such. 
fractured? 
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within a theoretical comext of grounding. ·sup-posing· is then theo
retical positing, formulable in an •if" of the ground; 1in6900\c; [ltupotltt
sis, "placing under") - to posit the ground under, at or as the ground. 

2. The ·pre-·: temporally in the sense of the "beforehand," "in the 
first place.· and also as "in anticipation·: in a series of posings con
nected among themselves by way of grounding (though not logically); 
connected in a non-logical series. order, sequence of the actualization 
and of the maturation of !acticallife. The "temporal" itself is indetermi
nate here. ·sup-poslng' then has various senses as non-theoretical 
grasplng. position-taking. and the like. 

3. Philosophical presupposition 
Tbc first concept. as L<olal.cd. auwuomous. and general. docs oo1 

enter into question here. The second is undetcrmlocd; nevertheless, 
1hc possible de1ermina1ions of the "lemporal" provide a basis for clari· 
fying. in this way. by means of a formal indication. the sense of philo
sophical presupposilion. In this connection we can determine what is 
posed and what "posing" mighl mean. 

The field of problems in which these determinations are carried out 
is the one to wbicb we give the title, ·racticity." Facticity: the historical, 
the historiological; temporal senses, "pre-· (before and after); ontologi· 
cal sense of factical life, thus exhibition of the object of philosophy: 
knowledge, at the level of prindple, of a being in its sense of Being. 
such that this sense becomes dedsive in prindple for the ontological 
character of the actualization of knowledge. The sense of the actualiza
tion of knowledge is the "how· of the posing. 

Connection between preconception and presupposition: the precon
ception originates in a pre-sup-posing. "Posited; "posing·- improper 
expressions; actually not a posing but a historical-historiological pre
existence. 

I. How "Sciences" Have Their Presupposition,. 

It pertains to the sense of theoretical presuppositions (i.e .. those on 
which the theoretical attitude as ruch stands, from which it takes its life) 
that they are predsely not grasped or graspable in the theoretical atti· 
tude itself and that this attitude is actualized aU the more originally the 
less it itself in its proper way. i.e., as an attitude, bothers about its pre
supposition. 

It is ·prerupposed" thereby that the attitude arises concretely out of 
a genuine prerupposition and Uves originally on its basis (this is the way 
iJl which the atlirude genuinely possesses its presupposition). The gen-

20. Heading i.n Heidegger's r.na.nusoipt. 
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uine possession can become lost; the anitude then becomes actualized 
as autonomous. 

The actualization of scientific research. in iL~ historical conditions, has 
developed into such autonomous forms. Every new auempt to appropri
ate its presuppositions is rejected as barren philosophizing-and with 
good reason, insofar as the sciences realize they would in this way come 
in10 a new Slale. Thai is a sound instincl. Bul no one goes beyond this 
rejection; no one sees that the appropriation of I he prcsupposhion mus1 
be accomplished in 1he manner of a revision of the basic experiences, 
which is a project that cannot be carried ou t on the basis or "methodolog
ica l" or "ihcorel ical" reflections on sdence. To be sure. I his is a revision 10 
which, in 1he end, philosophical research, a research tl1a1 a llows itself, 
•off and on: 10 question wha1 it itself is aU abou1. has 10 contribuie. 

The way in which 1he individual sdcnccs pos~css. develop, and ap
propriale !heir prcsupiX>Sitions is differem in each case, and in all of 
them it is in principle differem than in philosophy. Yet, a~ in the Iauer 
case, il is de1ermined in terms of how the factical in fact icily, according 
10 i1s respective sense of facridty, comes 10 be cncoumcred. appropri
ated, and ·rclained." 

2. Sense of Movedness in 1he Phenomenological 
Interpretation of Ph ilosophizing" 

Philosophizing is exist~ntidl by way of being counlcr-ruinant; i.e., it 
factically appropriates the presupposilion ever more radically and 
indeed in SlJCh a way that the presupposition becomes visible-as not 
able to be abolished (l>rivalion). Tllis vision is not mere cognilion; on 
the contrary, il grasps life in the surrounding world as counlcr-ruinam. 
The presupposition is induded in the sense of 1hc cxis1ence of ruinancc, 
in the exis1cnce and history or facticily. 

On the way in which 1he formal definition of philosophy indicates 
the problcma1ic of the spedfically philosophical prcsuppu~ition, d. p. 
45 rr. A basic and dedsive preconception with regard to the fonna1ion 
of principles is carried out in 1hc •pre-existence: back UIX>n it and 
through it (in-upon-through: lactidiy!). 

The omologica l sense o! beings. lor which the principle is a principle, 
is 10 be appropriated by way of undemanding. We sa id earlier (p. 45): 

"The 'for wh ich' requires a proper, laclical (:oncrclion, a proper appro
pria tion, in which appropria tion itself the principle can firs t be given as 
fu lly fun ction ing in 1he manner appropria1e 10 a rrinciple.· Se~n in this 
way. phi losoph ica l kn owledge (d. the forma l definilion of definition)22 

21. lleading in lleidegger's manuscript. 
22. P. 16. 
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is especia lly appropriate to the situation, indeed, such that it precisely 
presses on toward the appropriation of a situation. The situation itself, 
however, is a mode of facticallife, and the latter lives in its experiences 
and in iJs maturations in such a way that these exist in. and have their 
movedness in, the historical movedness of nexuses of effects (genera
tion). This historical movedness in its own way is factically ·present" 
and encountered -according to it, in each case facticallife develops and 
retains, by itself and for itself, its factical tendencies toward expecta· 
tions and preconceptions. 

The situation in the history of the spirit is not something which siln· 
ply lies there in the open, and it is a crude illusion to think that we live 
in it or have grasped it just because we take an imerest in the latest 
poetry, or adopt the most rccenr sociological theory, or recommend that 
our friends ·read," because of its pressing importance, the newest and 
thickest book on religion and Christianity. It is not grasped any better, 
however, by reporting on what has gone before and by identi fying the 
historical forces that have determined the present times. 

The difficulty lies in the acquisition of a factically radical sense of "sit· 
uation, ·with which we might sec the temporal-historica l condition as 
such and thereby develop it into an appropriated historiological situa
tion. Insofar as philosophizing is actualized in and back upon this situ
ation, such philosophizing, according to its ontologica l sense, is then 
itself within something factical which contains in various respects the 
pre-existence required for that very actualization." 

3. The Condi tionality of the Interpretation 

This consideration of the presupposition is meant to call attention to the 
conditionality of the iluerpretation; i.e., it is meant to prevent taking the 
interpretations dogmatically, as if they were expounded from some sort 
of dogmatic tendency. 

The rejection of such cla ims to va lidity brings us, especially in philos
ophy, under the rubric of •relativism·- "skepticism.· Such labels are 
not only apt to permit today's lazy th inking. effete questioning, and 
flight from questioning, but they even endorse and abet these as moral 
advancements, and so they still have the effect today of a denunciation 
or proscription, i.e., a refutation of principle. Yet we must mention that 
labels such as relativism and skepticism. as well as the opposite, abso
lutism, are ones that concern knowledge, its possibility and validity, 
and so they are labels that involve, in the first place, a previous consid· 
eration of knowledge and, fu rthermore, the positing of a determina te 
ideal of knowledge and tru th, as well as an ensuing characterization of 

23. Here resumes the main text of the lectures, pp. 99-102. 
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other determ.inations with regard to knowledge. Tbe Iauer and. a foni
ori. the former spring from a determinate, basic preconception with 
regard to knowledge (a determinate, as well as a thoroughly ungenu
ine. rramtional position). Knowledge is here understood in a determi
nate sense as knowledge of the Objective order: this knowledge is then 
formalized even more. (The law of non-comramction originates in a 
quite determinate logic and ontology.) 

Insofar as we take the aforementioned labels - relativism, skepti
cism, absolutism - to refer to philosophical knowledge, we are immedi
ately required tO prove that they can be at all relevant t.O this 
knowledge. And that i.n rum requires a decisive determ.ination of philo
sophical knowledge and of the objeCt of philosophy. Otherwise. it is dis
graceful super6cial.iry to rraf:fic ill such labels within the context of a 
knowledge of priociples. for then they are more like lawyers' tricks 
rather than elaborations of a genuine undemanding. at the level of 
principles. of tbe problems that are so pressing here. 

We must then pUJ'S\Je a hmber consideration at the level of princi
ples: has lt been deterrn.ined. and can Jt be detenniued. tbat philosophy 
itseli in every field of it.s knowledge. is supposed to auain (or bas 
already atta.ined) absolutely valid ttuth? lndeed. that could appear to be 
so only if we ourselves foist upon philosophy its object. do not at aU see 
its proper and fun damental object and then attempt to speak of knowl
edge and even o.f pbi.losophlcal knowledge. As long as philosophy can
not provide this certification. as long as we do not childishly dose our 
eyes to the cha.nses to whlch even the strongest phllosophical positions 
are subject (haJJ-measures can always be reconciled to each other, are 
of admirable duration. and are assured of bi-lateral approval and sup
port). then we have. as a matter of principle. no right to assign philos
ophy the standard of absolute truth. ln other words, there is, as a 
matter of principle, no justi6cation for characterizing philosophlcal 
knowledge in general as skeptical or relativistic. (What is the exi.sten
tiell meaning of tb.is reference to history?) 

{Philosophy takes up in principle, and puts into effect. the rights of 
the life of encounter and its mode of encountering. Absolute knowl
edge: is the position taken up against absolute knowledge, and against 
the "in itself," motivated by the unanainability and changeability of the 
objeCt? No! I. Right is on the side of life in its dispositions! 2. Thus basi
cally the ideal possibility of absolute knowledge is but a dream. As hls
toriologk-a l knowledge. philosophy not only am not. but also mwt not. 
entertain any such dream.) 

We would certainly nor be willing to believe seriously that that old 
chestnut, the law of non-contradiction {according to which. whoever 
deoJes absolute rrutb contradicts Wmself). determines anyrh.i.ug about 
the possibility of philosophical knowledge. provided we see dearly that 
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here we have a formal-logical argumem which in itself is completely 
empty of determinations of the sense of the actualization of philosoph
ical knowledge and empty of determinations of the sense of the relation 
of this knowledge to its object. Furthermore, this formal-logical argu
ment, which draws upon the law of non-contradiction for a normative 
principle, has its own conditioned origina tion (as can be fully demon
strated) in a logic of a determinate order. 

The refore insofa r as philosophical knowledge lacks such certificat
ion, and insofar as absolute truth thus has no claim to be taken as the 
norm and the goal, while its contraries, relativism and skeptkism, can
not be considered valid labels, then the result is simply this, that such 
determina tions completely bypass what they arc aucmpling to charac
terize, that they do not have the least to say about philosophical knowl
edge, and that, furthermore, we should be wary of any further use of 
the idea of absolute truth as a lulling narcot ic. 

Someone could devise an absolute system of morality, a system of eth
ical values and value-relations that are valid in themselves, and yet in so 
doing still be- l do not say: a bad person. That argument is out of place 
here. But precisely with and through these absolutely valid relations and 
laws, one could indeed remain blind to objects and relationships which 
actually appear regularly in living morality, i.e., in factidty as the mode of 
their possible actuali7.ation and existence. Someone might say, ·once,· 
and mean to exaggerate; man is indeed basically a sorry subject - but, by 
the same token, that does not refute the philosophers. 

In measuring up to the relations of absolute value, it is clear that we 
seldom or never realize them completely. We modestly acknowledge that 
we fall short of the ideal. Yet that is basicall y without importance and is 
soon forgotten. Why make allowances (and do so even at the level of 
principle) for such in1perfections and difficulties, as if they said something 
about the determination of the ontological sense offacticallile? The main 
point remains: we are undisturbed in our advocacy of an absolute ethics. 

The fact that daily and even hourly we move within and encounter 
hall-truths, li es, and even worse things (indeed at times we seem to 
encounter nothing else) is weU known, too well known to be used as an 
occasion for proclaiming to our contemporaries a new philosophy. Fur
thermore, these are matters better left to the preacher, inasmuch as 
scolding is certainly not part of phi losophy. 

In view of these imperfections, why have anything to do with this 
thing ca ll ed •man: and why make it a matter of principle to take him 
into account for philosophizing? With this suspect being there would 
also be implicated, in the end, his pretended absolutes, i.e., our ability 
to grasp them, or our ready belief in them. But then philosophy would 
have lost its proper theme, and a philosophy in love with itself will cer
ta inly not expose itself to this predicament. 
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Prior to every easy calculation of what is valid and Objective for hu
manity, there stands the reflection on that which we can and do properly 
pre-possess and on the available ways of actualizing the pre-possession. 
Funhermore, t.here is the requirement that we keep ourselves free from 
all expansive exaggerations, with whose novelty one could possibly mas
ter a panict1lar paragraph in Oberweg-Heinze24 but nothing else. 

It is not only the use of these panicular characterizations of knowl
edge, such as that of relativism, etc., but, in principle, all renections on 
the validity of ph ilosophical knowledge pretending to establish some
th ing about philosophy do actua lly tear philosophical knowledge away 
from its own tendency toward actualization. 

The question in philosophy is not whether its propositions can be 
shown to have universal validity, or whether the approval of very 
many or even all people can be exacted, as il these matters determined 
in the least the sense and sense-intention of a philosophica l explica tion. 
What is in question is not the Objective demonstrability to the whole 
world bur whether the intended binding force of the interpretation is a 
living one-i.e .. whether the actua lization of philosophical knowledge 
is so rigorous in approach, preconception, and method that it can by 
itself bring to maturation the en vitalizing of the genuine binding force 
of the object and the reby bring about a genu ine grasp of the object. This 
binding force itself has various modes of Being and occurrence, acco rd
ing to the respective fa ctical situation and the circumstances in the his 
tory ol the spirit. Thus the issue is the possible tactical envitalizing of 
the binding Ioree of philosophical knowledge. In other words, the 
object is to be seen as that which is encountered within such a binding 
and as that wherein occurs that for which the binding force exists, that 
which has come to terms with th e binding Ioree. 

From here it is visible that the problem of the binding and orienta
tion of philosophica l interpretation and knowledge can be developed 
only in the genuine field of the philosophical problematic itself. At the 
same time, we come to understand how and to what extent the "sense 
of Objedivity• of philosophy is dete rmined. 

Insofar as we are dealing here with the Jiving appropriation and elab
oratitln of the basic phenomenological stance, it all comes down to this: 
not to allow the imposition of a traditional opinion and representation 
of the Objective va lidity of knowledge, i.e., not to move and argue 
therein unrenectively and without clarity, but, instead, to let arise the 
character of the objedive appropriateness and objective binding of 
philosophical resea rch from a disclosedness of the sense of objectivity 

24. Rcidcggcr must be all uding 10 a compendium of the history of philoso
phy by Friedrich Oberweg, edited by Max Heinze: Gruntfrijl tier Geschichte der Phi
/osophie (Berlin: Milllcr, 1880- ). - Trans. 
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that springs out of the actualization of philosophical questioning itself, 
and out of the objectivity intended therein, i.e .. to bring the character of 
this binding to a leap, a "jumping-out, • and at the same time to take and 
retain this character in such a way that it does not contradict the actual
iza tion of philosophizing but rather contributes to the constitution of a 
moment of the actuali zation of the maturation of ph ilosophizing itself. 

In all this. however. there resides the basic ta sk of gaining clarity of 
principle regarding the object of philosophy. But here it is not as if we 
were choosing among red, green, and yellow objects and had to take up 
just one. Neither are we to treat with the same dullness that which the 
past professors of the tradition already treated and then merely lreshen 
it up with more up-to-date trappings. Nor arc we 10 boil down a distil
late ou t of the entire history ol philosophy. even throwing eastern 
thought into the batch. On the contrary, with respect to problems of 
va lidity and Objectivity, we must a11empt to pay heed to a way. one 
which perhaps, provided we traverse it in its proper actua lization, in 
the end might at least lead to the clarification and the paving of a path 
that is more appropriate to the object. 

4. A Way to the Object of Philosophy 

Then what should philosophy dea l with; i.e .. which objectivity is to be 
taken up- how so. and why-in the preconception and then grasped 
and retained as a vita l preconception? 

Philosophy should dea l with 

1. either: human productions (culture and nexuses of life) and the 
research on them that arises out of curiosity; 

o r: man himself;, ltiJ 011111 mode ofBeillg-as the origin of his pro
ductions. 

{Whence. and how. and with what primordial justilication can this dis
tinction be made at all? Man himself: docs he not exist in the mode of 
the world ("life")? Dealings with and apprehension over his own pro
ductions and those handed down; "productions" in a broad sense; man: 
the mode of seizing the world. Interpretation: decisive problematic of 
the pre-possession.} 

If man himself, then 

n. either: man himself in a worldly wa)', as the object or curiosity, 
ps)'chological ana lysis, and historica l narrative; 

or: man insofar as he is grasped and inte rrogated with regard to 
what he is and how he is, with regard to that which constitutes 
the sense of his Bei119. 
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{Existence (factidty) comtS to bt in the growing radicaJity of the interro
gation of life; not reflection on the ·r· in an egoic, egological sense. This 
interrogation a concrete interpretation of !acticity. The more precise, 
more radically matured decision originates from a quite different sense 
of Being and is not an object of reflection: more slow in actualization, 
more indeterminate.) 

tf the laner. man as the object to be investigated with regard to the 
sense of his Being. then 

Dl. either: by way of a portrait that reports on what man could have 
been and can be and that enumerates these possibilities in a non
comminal order, so as to present the most encompassing combina
tion of the possible correlations among the various life-possibilities, 
even i! this ponrait itself is unclear about its own presupposi
tions and its determinations of the sense of Being and never 
allows itself to become problematic (in principle and as !actical
h.istoriological) in its own sense of Being and in the origin of its 
preconception; 

or: in the tendency to appropriate factically the spiritual situ arion. 
in the conviction that an object of the character of tactical lile
and the sense of Being of this object- can be clisclosed only in the 
proper access to it, i.e., in the attempt and vennue of a tactical 
approach; in the tendency to pay heed in this situation to the 
sense of Being of facticallife and thereby to bring to life the bind
ing force of the object of philosophy-a tendency to grasping 
which is concerned to pay heed to what is primordially proper to 
the sense of Being of tactical life and, in the actualization of such 
appropriating interpretation, to bring alive the particular objectiv
ity in its binding character. Philosophical research is genuine, and 
is thereby completely !actical, only if it itself, in its actualization. 
develops the spedllc existence appropriate to the Being of con
crete research and questioning.» 

The actualization of the passage through these levels of dedsion as 
regards the determination of the object of philosophy is not an arbitrary 
and free-floating awareness of possibilities. On the contrary, it is tactical 
understanding in the face of the factical nexuses of caring and concern 
with regard to one's own life. its past. and it~ future. It is a preparation 
and t.hc pre-appropriation of the precooceptioos which have to be able 
tO del.erm.inc the actualization of every step o( a philosophizing that 
would become a<:tualized. It is a coosidcration which caonot be carried 

25 . Here the main text of the lecture course resumes ooce more. pp. 102- 104. 
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through in colorless and indifferent arbitrariness and thus in empty 
geocraJit)•; on the contrary, it is to be understood as penetrating to the 
roots of tbc proper factidty of one's own concreulife. It is a consideration 
that is not (sic] open 1.0 further discussion, once it has been understood, 
but. instead. cxJsrs insofar as it takes effect concretely in factidty, 
although this takJog effect cannot be measured by the rise and fall of 
cult~•re. 

It is very easy and pleasant 1.0 absolve oneself of the (oever 
superfl uous) rellection on t.hc current state of one's rcsoluten.ess for 
philosophical knowledge and to consign such considerations to the 
beloved sphere o! standpoints, of what is not open to discussion. What 
is dispensed with in this way is the very first IJeginning, i.e., the account
ing for one's own past, the historiological past in the history of the 
spirit. This accounting is not an allocating o! truth and falsity, criticizing 
with an air of superiority (for which, in relation to the Greeks, we have 
not the least justification), but is the radical intention to understand 
how that which became Greek phiJosophy was begun and was precon
ceived and, as such, through its various transformations and conceal
ments. still makes itself felt, whether explicitly or not, in today's 
spiritual existence. It couJd be that, in this settlement of accounts, as 
much as we have progressed in the last two thousand years, we still 
come up short (and even fail to achieve real understanding). that we 
arc so constituted as to take pains to understand the beginning. and 
that we have to employ a ll available living !actidties in order to hold 
ooto the beginning by understanding it radically and. while .remaining 
within tbe beginrting, to grasp and retain it, in irs own mode, on the 
basl• or our own concrete situation. 

Thus we can see that the bioding wh.icb arises in tbe grasping of fac
ticity, the binding of the factically actualized binding force. pos.,esses a 
proper immanent power to repulse every idle arbitrariness and worn
out notion. At the sa.rue lime. it h.a.' its own entangled difficulty io 
appropriating lts rctarlooalJty-notbJng bere of tbe easy appeasement 
;md comfort that come from trust in absolutes and fwm pla.dog one's 
cares in the good Lord. 

Wit hin our passage through the decisional possibil ities. we need to 
free t.be first set or ahematives (lacticallife-world) from t.be misunder
standings which are urged upon us by tbe traditional aod usual atti
tudes. To do so, it is necessary to see t.bat t.be weight of the problematic 
t.bat relates to t.be grasping of objectivities. i.e., tbe mode of question
ing. rests on the ontoloaical sense of tbe objectivity at issue. In other 
words, it is a basic task to acquire a genuine access to this objectivity, 
which therefore is not to be posited from the outset, through definite 
ootologicai concepts, in a characterization that is not discussed and is in 
prindple not open to discussion. 
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Hence il is important to indicate detennina1ely 1he intention of the 
queslioning of I he ontological sense with respect 10 lhis objectivity. fac· 
rical life. whereby the actualization of the passage 1hrough the ded· 
sional pos!ibililies receives a more predse direction. 

5. The Direction of Philosophical Qucslioning 

Therefore we arc asking: in philosophy, wh ich objeclivily is 10 be taken 
up- how so, and why- in the preconceplion and then grasped and 
reta ined as a vi tal preconception? The "how· was already indica1cd in 
one respect in the formal-indicational definition of 1hc objectivity in 

relation 10 ils sense of Being. Thereby it is sta led in whid1 preconcep· 
tion stands 1he objectivily that is grasped in I he actualization of I he pas· 
sage thr01 .. gh 1he three sets o! allernatives, provided lhc ·or.· rather 
than the "eilhcr, ·is chosen in each case. 

Through I he grasping (and grasping as such-and-such) of the objec
rjvily a1 issue. 1he "why" is answered. In o1her words, the grasping is 
i1self nmhing else than the explidt, factically genuine aCtualization 
(fonned and appropriated in correspondence 10 the situation within 
sdentific research and knowledge) o! a tendency which is not itself set 
in relief in the object at issue (facticallife) but is factically there in var
ious modes of movedness: i.e ., the tendency of fac1ica i 1He to "be" in 1he 
mode or bringing-itself-to-possession. 

The way life (10 indica te it fom1ally) is something whose •other• is in 
every case its "other,· as its world-that is the way i1 is itself something 
thai "is" in the mode of possessing the 1endency to "be" in the aciUal· 
ization of 1he possession of ·self" (possession of self: formally in the 
basic modes of appropriation and becoming los1). Here 1he ·self" does 
no1 express a spedtically and obtrusively ·egoic" relalional direCtion ol 
this possessing. nor is i11o be understood as a son of self ·observation or 
reflectedness. On the contrary, the self-possession and Being are deler· 
mined in rad1 case, according to their own sense, out of 1he concrete 
siluation, i.e., !rom the lived life-world. Accordingly. in prindple no 
dcdsion is made in favor of Ego-metaphysics or the like when, in 1he 
actualiZaliOn of the passage through the decisional indicalions, what is 
chosen is 1he objectivity, man, facticallife, and li fe in its historiological· 
historical roncrction. 

The qucsllon of I he sense of Being, specilka lly the sense of Being or 
1his peculiar objec1ivity, is one o! principle in the philosophical sense. 
The indication of th is is 1hc fact that at issue here is not a decision of 
allerna1ives, one 1ha1 has to do with the question or whe1her culmral 
creations, works in the life-world and for the life-world. should be 
given preference over an interest in personal. individual life. Instead, 
the problema lie in whose service the allernalivily s1ands is predsely the 
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one of exposing categorially, before all else, the genuine objective and 
ontological sense of life, in which and for which we should be able to 
arrive at a possible, factical Being in the various directions of the possi
ble life-worlds. 

Yet in order to make at all intelligible today the problematic of tbe 
ontological sense of this objectivity (facticallife). it is necessary to bring 
the expression here into a formal indication of very sharp form. From 
this first access. it is possible to make one's way back step by step in the 
appropriation. 

The question of the ontological sense of factical llfe or, concretely. of 
t:he respective single concrete llfe can be grasped. by way of a formal 
indication. as the question of the sense of the 1 am.· But in the course 
of setting the luodameotal problem. whJch concerns the sense of Being 
of factical llfe. it would be a mimnderstanding whose superficiality 
could hardly be sttrpassed if the weight of the question were placed
without motivation and simply following the traditional attitude-on 
the ·r· (whereby the sense of the ·r- would remain essentially undeter
mined) rather than on the sense of the "am. • 

What this questioning intends to understand is precisely that which 
Ego-metaphysics and egoic idealism of the most varied gradations can
not let appear, on account of their preconception: the question of the 
sense of the ·am·-not of the •t- as source and agent of a deterrninately 
grasped problematic of constitution, whether of a transcendental 
relative or absolute-idealistic kind. The idea of constitution. specifically 
the idea of phenomenological constitution. is not necessarily bound to 
a transcendental questioning in which the positing and unfolding of the 
world are seen to arise constitutively out of the Ego. i.e .. out of and in con
sciousness. U. in the sense of Kantian epistemology and its modificat
ions in the direction of an absolute idealism. we are permitted this 
illustration from hJstory. then the issue is precisely that of pursuing the 
sense of the sum ["(IJ am") of the rogiro - sum ["(I) am th.in.kiog-(1) 
am"] of Descartes io an orig'tnal problematic and ao original acquisition 
of the interpretive categories. 

The sum is indeed the first. even for Descartes. Yet. precisely here. a 
m.ista.ke already arises: Descartes docs not dwell on the sum but already 
has a preconception of the sense of Being in the mode of mere ascer· 
taioabiliry or. more speciJlcall y. indubitability. The fact that Descartes 
could deviate int.O epistemological qut'Stioning-or. rather. could inau
gurate th.is son of questioning io the hist.Ory of the spirit-merely 
expresses the more basic fact that tO him the sum. its Being and its cat
egorial structure. were io oo way problematic. On the contrary, he 
intends the word sum in an indifferent, formally objective, uncritical. 
and unclarified sense, one that has no genuine relation to the ego. 

Just as it is not to be dedded whether work in the world precedes 
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personal inr.eresr or vJce versa. so here. too. the problem is not whether 
the world Js supposed to be darified on the basis of the Ego, the Object 
on the basis of rhe s·ubject. or vice versa . And the same applies to many 
other ambiguous and empty correlations. Therefore the proposal of the 
"I am• to orient the categorial imerpretalion is not a matter of centering 
the philosophical problematic in the ·problem of the I" in any of the 
possible denocrtinarions of rl1at problem. To pm it sharply, what is deci · 
sive in the peculJar oor.ologica l characr.er of the "I arn· is the ·am.· nor 
the ·r.· Thls approach Js inreoded as a formal indication. one which 
poinrs roward a radically different problematic. that of bringing life ro 
show itself. 

That none of these other questions are now at issue must already be 
evident on the basis of what was explidtly indicared earlier. namely: ille 
exists predsely as factical; it lives in its world and encounters itself as 
world; consequently. in the problematic of the sense of objectivity with 
respect to life, life cannot be understood as one determinate region. cur 
off from the world as a separate pan; and a separation of life from 
world, whether in the manner of regions or otherwise, if it is not deter
minately related to the problematic of the sense of Being, lies outside of 
the present considerations. 

We can but insist again and again that the interpretation is to be 
understood as a phenomenological one, i.e., understood on its own 
terms and from the directionality of its actttalization, without the least 
admiXture of facile schemata and concepts (as fom1ally thematic) and 
convent:ional representations. 

Tbe formal indication of t11e ·r am.· whlch is the indication that 
plays the leading role ill the problematic of the sense of the Being of 
life. becomes rnetllodologica.Dy effe<:rive by being btought into its geo
uine lactical actualization. i.e .• by becoming acrual.i2cd io the demon
strable character of the questionability ("restlessness') of fact:ical life as 
the concretely histOriologlcaJ question, ·Am I?" Here the .,. is to be 
taken purely in the sense of a reference to my concrete facticallife io irs 
concrete world. in its bistoriological drcumstances, and possible sit.ua
tion. within the history of the spirit. It is actually appropriate to the 
objective sense of factically ruinant life if the gemtine mearring of ·r 
and "my• in this facrical life and for it remains indefinJte, questionable, 
and labile. Even here, specific levels of actualization and maturation 
exist. and they are relevant to and participatory in the disdosure of fac· 
tical objectivity as rum. 

Above all, in the acrualization of this formal-indicational question, 
there must not come into play, regarding the ·r or the "self.· theoretical
conceptual prejudices and predeterminations formed on the basis of just 
any theory and taken over from just any philosophical position. Method
ologically. this indetemlinateness of the object, •my life,· is not a defect. 
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On the contrary, it is predsely what guarantees the required freedom of 
the possibility of an ever new access within the progress of the matura-.. - -
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Ar the same time the interpretation of the phenomena of the 
roovedness of We intends ro develop in this way the possibility of gen
uioely clarified bas.ic experiences in wb.irh facrical life can be encoun
tered qua We (a.ncl specifically, withJn a concrete situation) . In these 
very modes of movedoess. the objecr.ive sense of what is encountered 
can be interpreted categorially, a.nd so can-oo rhe basis of this object, 
in the panicular charat1.er of the facrical actualization of its encoun
ter -rhe ontological sense of life itself. 

Since-in the actualization of the concrete questioning of somctbJog 
as such-and-such- the ontological sense of tactical We discloses itself at 
any time in its facticity, its genuine situation, aod its temporality, aod 
since in that way the access to the object of philosophy and thereby this 
object itself first come to take form, we cao therefore see that this object 
itself (facti cal life), in a way that is entirely proper to it, exists in the char
acter of its temporality. In other words, tb.is genuine temporality of tactical 
life is what is necessarily and primarily involved in the attempt to 
acquire - lor this object (tactical life) and its ontological sense- the gen
uioe sense of (fom1al) permanence aod the possibiliry and mode of 
binding of a tendency to grasping that is directed to this object. 

We thereby encounter an objectivity whose own proper resistance 
cannot. as a matter of principle, be surpassed or matched in its vehe
mence and in it.~ retroactive possibilities. Thls is visible in the fact that 
what is genuJnely relevant to the actuaJJzation of this objectiviry is not 
an isolated direction of actualization and a.n isolated attitude of grasp
ing, i.e., a mode of access that becomes prominent in a determinately 
isolated way-as if this objectivity were one region within a tota.l 
domain of objects formed by caring, insofar as the latter is p.ri.roariJy 
what is 10 be considered and worked out.. On the contrary, it is an 
objectiviry of such a kind that it itself (in its own way as factlcal life in 
factidty, i.e., in the full operative tendency of the available possibilities 
of being aod possessing, wb.ich it opens to new questioning) lets itself 
run up against itself. Thereby, in the nexus of the concrete actualization 
of sucb "running up agaJost" aod of its specifically factical-historiological 
remporaliry, the objectivity experiences resistance. In this, there genu
inely comes to expression a properly binding character, one wb.ich cao 
be drawn only from the experiential nexus itself. Tb.is charact.er is 
already ctistoned if it is placed together with any other objective or 
ontological sense in an order of simple comparison. (Proof in the theo
retical sense not present-originally.) 

On the other hand, however, this objectivity is such that the term 
"absolute• Is unimaginably inappropriate for its proper mode of being 
grasped and for the determinative validity of the nexuses of grasping in 
which the objectivity becomes manifest. If we would still take the trouble to 
clarify even the mere formal sense of the term "absolute,· ctistinguishiog 
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it from its apparently self-evident use, tl1en it means rtlfased, detached, 
autonomous, and thus inviolably immutablf. 

The obiectivitv in ouestion here. however. nreciselv in its unsurnass-

A.pprndix I [179- 180} l35 

sions concerning life-pbilosoprues- and made into a genuine problem. 
ln other words, the traditional points of view are not only inadequate 
h11t kPPn ~~~ ~u-mt"nrlecl in the voicL NPvPrth~le~~. a.ran tin u all t.hi~. it ic;. 
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To follow. by way of a formal indication. the movedness of factidry, 
opening up its strucwrcs at each stage, tending toward a decisive basic 
situation. Thereby the moved ness of philosophlzi.ng aod the phenome
nological imcrprCtJlt.ion get worked out. In s·uc.h a way that each 
respective level imerprets the other (thereby concrete incorporation 
into the actualiuu.ion of 1.bc imerprctBtion). 

After that, a fomtal-indlcational. roethodologlcaUy interpretive wunttr
movenulll back to the tactical starting point, specifically such that now 
the methodologir.al, i.e .. the element that pertains explicitly to the at1u
aJization, comes to be appropriated as something genuine. 

Thus arises the historiological, which, on the way of the entire preced
ing interpretation, is brought into occurrence as strongly reflected but 
also as all the more genuinely autonomous. 

From this point. the radical motivation of the existentiell precotlctp
tiotl is visible, the genuine concrete choice explicit, and the concrete 
preconception necessary. 

Page 3 

Connection" 

Movedness -categories-relationality; a basic sense: ruinance. Charac
ter of collapse. 

l. Caring itsell taken up in care: apprehension. 
2. Chairological character of facticaJ apprehension (as expression, 

mode of Being of facticity). 
3. The lour formal characters of ruinance. 
Character of collapse as expression of Being, mode of Being; priva

tion. The "being-to-me,· the "being-to-someone· of factical life as in 
principle contributing to the categorlality of this sense of Being. From 
here in one respect the Being of care, the sense of actualization, is grasp
able; in a fully categorial way, but only in what is properly factical (the 
situation). 

Page 4 

Caring-waiting " 

Caring-waiting; the •not." Facticity. 
In the explicit resumption of the starting point for the interpretive 

delineation of caring as relational< to investigate explicitly the sense of 
actualization: the mode of actualization in a waiting upon something; 

31. Heading in Heidegger's manuscript. It re!ers to the 'lntroduaion, • p. 99 If. 
32. Heading in Heidegger's manuscdpt. 
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itself in caring as relational: the waiting upon something; •constantly" 
in a •waiting upon· - explicitly or not. 
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comfortably Into the new kingdom. Existentielly It becomes more 
difficult: because ruinance is perceived. That fact Is visible only in the 
actualization of an originally different •knowledge of prindples. • 

2. All this Is not so in an arbitrary way and as a mere direction and 
with regard to the whole of cullllre. but in each case concretely. in a sit
uation. With the maturation of the other understanding, at the same 
time an eradication of the mistake of taking and treating even this 
understanding In terms of worldly curiosity. ·eradication"? Panicity? 

Page 7 

The genuine beginning 

No compromising in philosophy. One thJng certain: not toward an end; 
thus to begin, to btgin gmuint/y. to proceed toward the beginning. pro
vided the beginning must first be sought, i.e .• provided the acms to it 
has been lost. 

Radical endeavor with regard to the possibility of access. then the 
genuine beginning will place itself before us. Concern over anything 
else otiose. Beginning has itS "time.· To begin on behalf of another time 
is senseless. The genuine beginning in itS own time makes possible a 
genuinely reOectlve thought. U what is cared about is wha t has been 
lost. then the latter is present with the endeavor itself (In an access); 
every such endeavor brings to maturation a becoming lost. 

Page 8 

Way of Interpretation" 

Interpretation of factidty; acquisition of the pre-possession: not life, not 
world, but Being. existence. To be worked out destructively. The acqui
sition of the pre-possession interpretively. namely: drcumstances - to 
articulate the contours of the drcumstances !rom the very outset, in 
and as factically determined drcumstances. i.e .• what they lack in rela
tion to factidty, what they conceal. To make visible the drcumstances 
as in this way lacking. concealing. declining. 

University: to develop the drcumstances into a sit11arion: drcum
stances for and as a mode of possible grasping. Which mode? That of 
"philosophical" life. i.e .. of the existence of a being. Formative of Being: 
research, the full. factical, ontological character of research. ("Theory of 
science· of the old style not even to be mentioned!) 

Bxistence: to anend lectures, do exercises. have nn interest in educa · 
tion; what Being thereby. whJch possibilities and !allures? 

35. Heading in Heidegger's manuscript. 
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No grand relormative plans. claims. loud demands. prior to actually 
•being there: ·having been there• - accomplishments! Not to raise 
empty demands of radicality and genuineness prior to •nothingness: 

Page 9 

Introduction to phenomenological research ,. 

(To comain indirenly: prototype. not a professorial controversy!} 
Not an individual disdpline of philosophy. not a special sell-comained 
philosophy, but to see research in a fundamentally different way. on 
the basis of facticit y. 

Sense of the Being of the sciences-phmommologiCAI hermmeutics; 
concretely in each case, which always means, however, in the field of 
motivation and lines of intention of phenomenological hermeneutics. 
This laner, as genuine research. as radical. has a distinctive strucrure. 
Not an application of philosophy, taking cognizance of philosophlcal 
tenets; instead, such research as radical. so that its way of understand
ing. for the university, in each case makes itself ready in the chosen 
concrete task, i.e .. prepares this choice, makes it lucid; not empty possi
bilities of grasping, but, on the contrary, as ontologically appropriate. 

People move in the •externa lities· of philosophy, in its •concepts• 
(d. Introduction: concept of phenomenology). and exuact from them 
philosophical problems, instead of proceeding from the decisive issues 
and investigating them, unconcerned with a system or with possible 
results. People give a hearing to unverifiable and therefore suspect 
cla ims, currently circula! ing demands. The perversity extends so far 
that such emp1y mental labor ls extolled as a sign of the priority and 
superiority o f philosophy over and agains1 1he sciences. a sign of the 
radicality of philosophy. Thus decline Is announced as an excellence 
and is turned into a basic task. one that canno1 even be surpassed. 

Circumstanas 1hus: many opinions and trends, demands. directions
and yet no serious question. Le .. no objective field; we do not ·exist• in 
such an ambience. 

Factions. diques, circles, societies - what do they not stir up; mis
placed seriousness! - have provoked a determinate circumscription of the 
inlerpretation of lile. Which one? Aesthetically- retieved of responsibility. 
What does that mean? Regard and consideration divened !rom the 
Being of llfe: unwillingness to take it up. Surrogates, anendants, posing 
as superiors; 1he meretricious appeal of the now uninhibited demands: 
interiority- ·psychic realm· - psychic t.echnology-non-science-control
suppon, etc. 

36. Heading In Htldrgge(s manuscript. 
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The rtlevam theory is already in place: solidarity, sociology. culrural 
economics; mankind is invoked without men, history without histori
ology. lilt without what is proper to it. as a mode ol Being. How science 
and anti-sdemifidty appear herein. The remedies sought from these 
drcumstances: extrinsic discussion! 

Page 10 

Initiation into phenomenological research" 

Maturation ol the concrete access to the objl'ct: thai is already a genuine 
way of dealing with the object, a mode ol apprehensiveness that ques
tions. Cttwine dealing with the object! •Genuineness· -drawn from the 
being. Decision over the genuineness ol the ontological character of the 
access, categories. Indication ol the being in the proximity ol the deal
ings. The proximal: life. Indication ol an ontological character: life as Be
ing. Gtnuineness ol the dealings: Being! Mode ol Being! 

Ult (tspedally restricted: subjectivistic! ·ego,· sell) is unfamiliar o r 
too well known; life-philosophy, trivial! Must be both! The object is 
consumed in ·proximiry• and dedinel Not genuint; not as •Being• and 
the questlonability ol Being_ as worthy of the question ol the Being. 

Why •fife•? Taken extrinsically, we have here a mere allegation. In 
the sense ol the task. however, a directive: to investigate what is meant 
thereby, •wha t It is.· Must be thus: the object would not be the one it 
is within philosophiz.ing_ if it were genuinely known. But is not so 
unknown that it is inaccessible in the natural att itude and precisely in 
this a ttitude. as il there would be necessary, in order to possess the 
object, artificially concocted methodologica l gyrations ol constructive 
thinking! As If the object ol philosophy were th~ private pruperry of phi· 
losophy. Qu he to the contrary. 

Research - a questioning search in and as the maturation of a factical 
life and nexus ollile. ·Questioning" is: asking •further, ·asking •back. • 
asking •by way ol repetition· ; it is to become more question-worthy in 
the questioning! Questioning is lore-fUJllling. is in the ·answering•; is 
genuinely determined on the basis ol its object. i.e .. from the character 
of the Being of the object. 

Circumstances (inter al.): to draw out the existentiell factical moved
ness! llspcdaliy in science!! Existence I 

The circumstances: sentimentality-tearfulness as a reaction against 
sdence (moreover, apparent rationalism: ·sdence• t). Interpreted, dis
cussed In professional meetings; esteemed as metaphysical, religious 
·ure. • psychic needs! 

)7. Hending In Reidegger's manuscript. 
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I. Cowardice; cowardice lor il within a misunderstanding, i.e .• 
wilhin a lack of understanding altogether. 

2. Delivered over to every cheap temptation; docility. 
3. Convenience; compendia. surveys. exuans. syntheses. transla

tions. anthologies. 
Apparent abundance-and everytlting at second· or thirdhand in 

the most unverified interpretations; everything swallowed whole. 

Page ll 

Phenomenologica l research, "universily-phllosophy: and "doctrine of 
worldvlews· " 

To whom the text is addressed. and how it can be criticized decisively. 
This text concerns phenomenology alone and is a meditation on its 

task; thus it concerns only that university ln which sometlting of the 
kind is seriously underway. About the other universities and their phi
losophy I have no judgment. since I have never studied at any other 
university but this one. 

The text is addressed only to those philosophers and researchers who 
are convinced that it is of prime imponance in philosophy to see to it 
that one's own house is in order before traveling around the world. It 
concerns those who are, in the genuine sense. pre-Socratics. those who 
seriously want to rome up to Socrates. who take a school of "wisdom• 
to be something for which there is neither a Socratic nor a ·geometri
cal" definition." 

Preface. The preface would serve as a direct preparation for a possible 
and indeed decisive critique. The preface therefore must stress. in a pos
itive way. concrete research. The text will be expressed as a ·program.• 
The decisive substanriation will thus be lacking, as long as such research 
is not at hand. It is at hand: Husserl. £Dsicallnvtstigations. Tdtas. These 
books arc ohen quoted and emulated. but they are not understood. 
Otherwise. people would stop quoting and would genuinely imitate 
them-by carrying on the actual research opened up therein. People 
nowadays arc very far from the level and title. "phenomenology.· And 
the degeneracy of the li11erateurs. which is greater in philosophy than 
anywhere else (in literature and in the history of an. this is self-evident 
today), and which adheres to everything. should be met merely with 
silence, even at the risk of scenting to consent to the notorious view 
that no judgments are possible. 

Should concrete results be demanded of the one who is su bmitLing 

38. Heading In Heldegget's manuscript. 
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this •program, • then his answer is first and foremost the plea to let lie the 
remarks contained in this instaUment until the genuine investigations 
•arrive.' Anyone who is willing to wait so long and to defer the discus
sion, yet without personally entering into the issues, has not under
stood what is properly at stake. Por, with regard to the *what is at 
issue. • I must step back and explain that as a maner of principle. even 
if I had been given the greatest capacity for research, I could not carry 
out for someont elre the disclosure of •what is at issue.' Anyone who 
defers a public discussion is doing well. since wo much is already being 
wriuen as it is. Yet if someone does defer this on account of being 
uncommiued either pro or ron. then he does not at all know what be 
wants or what he is supposed to be doing here on God's good earth. 

Ultimately it will become clear that tills work does not at all offer a 
•program• but merely points to principles SJtd relers to the direction, at 
the end of which are attached the threads that have been guiding our 
•path.' Whoever actually ·possesses· the rigor, i.e., whoever has under
stood and bas personally appropriated tbis undemanding. such a person 
is already ·more than half-way there.' (Assuming we have tlnte here for· 
division and calculation.) OOICEi yap ~t4iov i\ l'iiJt<ru Toii IUXVT~ etvat t'l 
apm, K<Xl !tOAAa 01lj$Xvij y(vta6<Xt lit' <X\)tii~ WV l;!l'fOu~(J)V. [•For it 
is apparent that the beginning is more than hall of the whole, and in it 
itseli many of the things that are to be investigated become marlifest.'] 
Aristotle, Niromachean Ethics, A 7, I 098b6 fl. 

Whoever is bUnd to principles and insensitive to the radical motiva
tion -at the level of principle and accessible in factidty- of human 
existence, such a person should be left undisturbed as he strolls about 
in bis relations with the world, the soul, and God. 

Page 12 

Disputation 

Those who are aware o f the main defect here and who justifiably main
tain rbat th is consideration or principles, precisely in view o f its own 
imention. should not show itself publicly to others while the concrete 
results arc no t yet ava ilable-such ones are requested not to take these 
mailers seriously until the research is complete. 

It might be much better for these people. however, if they do not 
simply wait for my possibly fonhcoming e£forts but. instead. bring their 
own concrete investigations to bear on wbat has been said. Their own 
investigations will also be more familiar to them, and I myself will con
cede to each one the authorship and the discovery of the sell-evident 
truths he submits. That is a beuer way of fiJUng the tlnte while waiting 
for the appearance of my work. provided anyone finds it imponant to 
wait for that, wbich I do not beUeve. 
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I am cenainly willing to participate in materially productive dispute5. 
It would be better for people to ignore this book than to talk and write 
about it In the usual vacuous way that has been rampant for so long. 
The last person to have wriuen scientific-philosophical reviews or a 
very high rank was. I believe, Hegel. .. Where is the possibility and the 
medium? Let us call these things by name: literature; and where there 
is indeed serious work, each author pms on his own little circus. admit
ting others simply as speCtators who can do no more than look on from 
the outside. 

Phenomenologica l resea rch - the positive is decisive; also to be put 
lorth in that way. Defend against wha t is lmpro;>cr in phenomenology: 
naive views. the reform of philosophy. the minute ana lysis of concepts 
(lrom the outside). Improper in phenomenology: Idle talk about reli
gion and worldviews. wnich drags things in out of the blue and 
degrades phenomenology praCtically to the opposite of that which it 
genuinely is and that whereby it is-knowkdgtl 

Against wrongheaded and semi-scientific philosophy. Rieken and the 
like. Against pretended concrete research in pb_Uosophy (Jaspers). Against 
the disflguration of university-philosophy (the little one5, Fichte and 
Hegel (dit kltintn Fichtt und Hegel]). To take ldtas seriously! For the first 
time. Positive phenomenology and research in the human sciences 
(phenomenological philosophy and the sciences). Positiw probl~maticl 

Page 13 

For philosophy to say what is new 

It cannot be the aim of philosophy to say what Is new, even if, and 
predsely il, it understands itself as radical research. Philosophy is the 
appropriation and understanding ol wbat is old (the historiological) in 
its proper sense; philosophy is nothing else. Yet this does not mean that 
the best thing would be the mOSt modernized renewal of a truly old 
philosophy-on the contrary. that would precisely amount to the desire 
to say what is ·new.· 

The situation is all the more difficult today. now that everyone says 
everything. now that philosophy is so snrewd. so dec1>- and so compre
hensive that everyone can take comfon and be assured ol his own 
superiority in having already said this or that, which can be found in 
some book or other. As if it were a real accomplishment just to say 
someth ing; especially today when anyone with a lillie cleverness and a 
capaci ty to speak and write, along with a convenient medi um for the 
propagalion and digestion ol the newest in literature. can publish any
thing and even have it taken seriously! In such a time-or at any rime 

40. Cf. Wtrkt I (SerUn. 1832). 
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whatsoever-can it reall y be someone's ambition to have already said 
something? 

If someone, while ·reading.· should acquire the •tmpression• that this 
book was not dashed oil yesterday evening on the basis of the ·relevant• 
background Uterature and the drculating gossip, and il he should thereby 
direct his componment toward real understanding, then the main pur
pose will be achleved; anything lunher is beyond my power. 

The guidelines" are not a fixed framework; predsely not a framework 
but something much more dedsive, out of which the problematic is first 
actualized in its proper form and is so ·ever anew· -on the contrary; 
guidelines of matl/ration, the mode of actualization. the mode of exist· 
ence, because this threatens to become lost and because it is not a per· 
sonal, irrelevant moment of life, having nothing to do with sdence and 
research-instead, it is that which philosophy bas to bring to maturation. 
predsely as concrete (and every sdence is genuine only insofar as it is 
capable of thls), which means that the problematic of pnilosophy is such 
that thls spring weils up, i.e .. maintains itself. and is maintained, in the 
living state of constantly welling up, and the decline is forced back! 

To assist sdence from the outside. What is proper to man (intention· 
ality) is renounced; the way to faith is much longer than is supposed by 
modem apostles and those convened out of weakness. 

All the talk about intentionality can conceal the lack of direction 
toward the Object. But even where, instead of talking, there is actual 
work based on intuition, it is still not more certain that a correct direc· 
tion is present. Mere making •is• factically no more of an accomplish
ment than is •talking•! 

Problem of factidty- most radical phenomenology, which beains 
•from below· in the genuine sense. To •move• radically, in oneself; 
doings in the world.. as well as genuine accomplishments there, come 
•from oneself.' from the •setr.• 

Page 14 

Questionability" 

The •questionable' -questionableness. as content of wonder-of sur
prised curiosity. nvo basic phenomenoloaical componments; one the genu
ine. the other a misunderstanding, insofar as philosophy is at issue and 
not some other aspirations. The questionable-questionableness (of 
·anxiety") of historiological expectation, undelineated and radically ma
tured; and of the empty "whence and whither• of forsakenness. This la t
ter can be brought to maturation only in a destructive way! 

41. Seep. 53. 
42 . Heading in Heidt'j!ger's manuscript. 
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Flight in the face of that is ·curiosity.• This type of questioning, a 
questioning and an interrogating of that which is not properly •ques
tionable, • is but the ruinant expression of ' inner• helplessness. 

In questioning. a concern with determinations, with making deter
minate and salient. The comportment of not-questioning; unsdentifi
dty. In pre-questioning. in the sense of the fulfillment and the capadty 
to be fulfilled of the Latter, what is at issue is the interrogation of the 
possibility of the most radical determination. 

Basic dedsion and basic task: whether to question (the 'what• and 
the Being of life) and where to achieve clarity! Atheism as a matter of 
prindple; disputation as a matter of principle; precisely because Being is 
recognized as "Objective.· 

Devoted trust-and the pledge of the ultimate questionableness. 

Page 15 

Skepticism" 

That there is insight, that I can have cognizance, is to be conceded. The 
skeptic is the genuine absolutist; he takes formal lawfulness in a radi
cally serious way; i.e .. he does not play with it and make out of it a 
beautiful and convenient world. 

Why does Lotze speak about "humao thinki.ug"? Skeptidsm can 
make sense precisely because there a.re formal laws! Skepticism is pre
cisely a matter of knowledge! and. ultimately. of the knowledge of what 
is dcdsive. And what is decisive? The acquisition and appropriation of 
the genuine pre-possession and the actualization of the genuine pre
conception. ls It guaranteed on the basis of the validity of a formal. 
objective relation that man has even the mere possibility of access to a 
region of knowledge? In what could a trust in this possibility be 
grounded? U it is not trust based on revelation, then what? 

To deny (or. conversely, to refute this denial formally, in isolated cases) 
formal lawfulness (empty, uncommitted pre-possession) is just as sense
less as desiring to bypass the problem of the pre-possession. Which idea of 
absolute, absolu tely valid knowledge? Drawn from where? Where and 
how to acquire, for every region of knowledge, the genuine knowledge 
and the genuine claim to knowledge? Does this make any sense at all? Is 
what is decisive here merely the wager? 

"Skepticism·: ambiguous! Formal thinking. empirical thinking. sd
enti.6c thinking. philosophical thinking; corresponding. fundamemal ·pre
~sion: Which opponent iS a sedous one? In relation to which opponent 
does disputation make sense? In relation to which other one (and why) 
does it oot make seose? 

43. Heading in Heidegger's manuscript. 
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Page 16 

On the inrroduction 44 

Not theoretical skepsis within the theoretical, as skeptical assertion 
regarding theory (indolent and effete skepsis, empty skepsis, which 
never actually begins but only talks; genuine expression for this skepsis: 
mere, empty gazing. Not suitable for genuine questioning!); on the 
contrary. precisely a proper stance within questioning itself. in the actu
alization of questionabiljty. 

Questionability is not reUgious, although it alone might lead to a sit· 
uation of reUgious decision. My comportment in philosophizing is not 
reUgious. even if as a philosopher J can also be a reUgious person. "The 
art resides precisely in that": to philosophiZe and. i.n so doing. to be gen
uinely rel.igiO\JS; i.e., to take up facticaUy one's worldly, historlological
historica.l task i.n philosophy, in action and in a concrete word of action, 
though not in religious ideology and fa.ntasy. 

Philosophy. in i1s rad.ical. sell-posing qucstionabilily, must be a-theistic 
as a matter of principle. Precisely on account of its basic intention, phi 
losophy must not presume to possess or determine God. The more rad
ical philosophy is. the more determinately is it on a path away from 
God; yet, precisely in the rad.ical actualization of the "away,· it has its 
own dillkult proximity to God. For 1he rest, philosophy must not 
overly specula1e because of thai but has, inslead, its own task to fulfill. 

The pure actualization of sdence, as Iactical actualization, is itself 
precisely the task of the man of sdence. In and for this task. the entire 
man is appointed, specifically such that, in the living actualization. the 
man who has prepared himself for it must step back and renounce it; 
lhe specific tactical ·asceticism" of scientific life. 

The difficu lty of mathematical life, on account of the ease of the 
actualization; difficulty of the easy loss of lile, therefore of the easy tak
ing of a lile. A h.istoriological convenience from the other side: there is 
indeed human lile! 

Page 17 

Clarification and factidty " 

Ebbinghaus. Grundlagen du Hegelschen Pl•ilosophie (Fundamentals of 
Hegel's Philosophy] (Printer's proof).« 

What can be meant by •critique of theoretical ronsdousness· (Ebbing-
haus, p. If.)? '"Theoretical consciousness• itself? What does he mean 

44. Heading i.n H.eidegger's manuscript. 
45. Heading in Heidegger's manuscripl. 
46. Habililatiou thesis. Freiburg. 1921. (Never atrually published. - Bds.) 
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by •the inner lawfulness, independent of scientific lhcory, of elhical
religious life· (p. 3)? ·concepts of ethical lived experience·- ·concepts of 
theoretical Objecrs· (p. 8) to be split apan? Is anything gained thereby? 
They are both isolations of ·powers: capacities, auitudes. acts, which 
should not be made objccrive in this way. Instead, objectivity itself must 
be made visible in its categorial strucrure and at the level or principle. 

Thus phi losophy is precisely a matter or the most radical clarification 
-philoSOI>hical. ca tcgorial-untheoretical opening. Thus there indeed re
mains a juxtaposition. The understanding is thrown outward, wilhout 
grasping, on the basis of its full facticily and in Its sense or Being and 
sense of maturation, the "how· and the "why"; thus without i1s ractical 
rehabilitalion! 

On p. 19 he simply assumes a new problematization. The questioning 
of reiflcation, or of its avoidance, "is" indeed still basically epistemolog
ical; i.e., what is missing is the decisive motivation: why not reify, why 
othenvise and to what end? Simply in order 10 study consciousness-as 
domain, system? Or 10 make factically, existentielly transparent the 
problematic or existence? 

Page 28: philosophy itself is, as such, atheistic, if it understands itself 
radically; d. concept or life. 
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This book is the text of a previously unpubUshed letture course Martin 
Heidegger offered in the winter semester 1921-22 at the University of 
Freiburg. The course met for two hours each week and was conducted 
by Heidegger in the capadty of an unsalaried lecturer [Privatdozent]. The 
course bore the same double title which is also to be found in tleidegger's 
manuscript "Phenomenological Interpretations. Initiation into Phenome
nological Research." The university's catalog of courses listed it sintply as 
"Phenomenological Interpretations (Aristotle).· 

The text is based on a photocopy of Heidegger's manuscript and on a 
typed transcription prepared by Hamnut Tietjen. The editors were able 
to correct some errors in Tietjen's deciphering of the manuscript and 60 
in a few lacullae. Yet that should in. no way detract !:rom the ad.rni:ratioo 
due Tietjen for his superlative work oo Hcidcggcr's very difficult band
writing. 

The manuscript. iocludcs. first. the text of the letturcs themselves. 
Uodcroeatb the double title already mentioned, the original longhand 
copy bears the designation •Introduction, ·and it is as such that Beideg
ger subsequently referred to this work. Included, second. is a sheaf 
Heidegger entitled "Presupposition• and, third, a file of unnumbered 
Loose pages. These loose pages show that Heidegger had tried to develop 
the lectures into a book. Unfortunately, it cannot be decided with cer
tainty which of these pages were written prior to the completion of the 
course and which afterwards. 

The manuscript of the lectures, the •fntroduction, • consists of forty
three quarto pages, oriented widthwise. The main text is on the left, 
and the right side is reserved for supplements, mostly written in col
umns and presumably composed. in part at least, some time after the 
lectures themselves. 

At the beginning of each marginal supplement. there is often
though not always - a mark referring over to a corresponding one in 
the main text. The marks usuaUy indicate the place where the supple
ment is to be insened. At times t.bey refer instead to a single word in the 
main text and provide a clarification of that particular term. 

Some of these marginalia are very sketdtY- They include objection.~ 
Heideggcr does not follow up here. suggcstioJIS for the eveot:ual develop
ment of the train of thought, and references 10 later passages. Tbcy may 
also employ t.enns that bad not yet been introduct'<L ioto the main text. 
Tile rn_ruglnl!l:!a weie no doubt composed as aftenhoughts, and they are 
occasionaOy almost illegible. Heidegger wrote a few of them in pencil. A 
small number of brief marginal remarks are in Gabelsberger shorthand 
and could not be dcdphered by the transcriber or by the editors. In many 
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cases, the marginalia are simply strings of keywords and could not be 
expanded into complete sentences. Marginalia of this kind were left unal
tered and were inserted into the text within braces: f]. The introduction 
of paremheses and other punctuation marks within a sentence is the 
work of the editors; Heidegger, almost exclusively, uses short dashes. 

The sheaf entitled "Presupposition· consists or twelve quarto pages, 
oriented lengthwise. Each page is numbered by Heidcgger, and the writ
ing is only on the obverse. It is a unitary text and refers back top. 99 !f. of 
the "Introduction.· From a transcription prepared by the editor W. B., it 
transpired that Heidegger did not insert at that place the whole sheaf bur 
only a part of it. Further portions were incorporated into the main text at 
subsequent passages. {The predse details are provided in the footnotes.) 
The transcription by W. B. is not a gloss and does not otherwise serve to 
improve the tex1. 

Now is perhaps the most favorable time to provide the "Recapitula
tion· Heidegger inserted at one place in the "Presupposition": 

On the occasion of a methodological remark concerning the conditionality 
of every interpretation, a reflection on the "Presupposition" was incorpo
rated. Although it would indeed disturb the strict coherence. and although 
it was anticipated by the subsequent deliberations, I consider it to be of 
fundamental importance in this context. lt underwent a more rigorous 
treatment in later dlapters. 

The editors provided all the articula!ions of the text, the correspond
ing table of com ems, and all the headings, except those otherwise indi
cated in footnotes. 

Not everyth ing mentioned in the table of contents appears as a head
ing in the text. Since it is more detailed, the table of contents can, in 
accord with Heidegger's wishes, substitute for an index, and yet the 
now of thought will not be disturbed for the reader on account of 
overly many headings in the text. 

Every possible effort was made to avoid the danger that the headings 
supplied by the editors might interpret Heidegger's text prior to the 
reader's actual encounrer with it. 

Finally, it was the editors' responsibility to dedde what should be ac
centuated and placed in italics. The underlinings in Heidegger's manu
script were meant to serve only for oral delivery. Heidegger directed that 
they should be disregarded when preparing the text for publication. 

Wa lter Brocker and Kate Brocker-Oltmanns 
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English-Germ an Glossary 

to abet: entgegenkommen 
abolition of distance: die Abstandstilgung 
access: der Zugang 
actualization: der Voll<ug 
aggravation (of w inance) : die Steigerung 
apprehension: die Besorgnis 
approach: der Ansatz 
appropriation: die Aneigrwng 
Being-to-me: das Mir-Sein 
care: die Sorge 
carefreeness: die Sorglosigkeit 
caring: das Sorgen 
chairologica l: kairologisch [cL Karp6r;. "the proper time") 
circuitousness: die Umwegigheit 
coUapse: der Sturtz 
comportment: das Verhalten 
decline: der Abfa/1 
destruction: die Destruktion 
diffusion: die Diffusion 
disguising: die Maskienmg 
dispersion: die Zerstreuung 
distance: der Abstand 
easy: Ieicht 

making things easy: die Erleichterung 
Ego: lch 
elliptical: e/liptisch 
10 encounter: begegnen 
en vitalizing: die Verlebendigung 
existence: das Daui11 
existentia l: existenzial 
existentiell: existenzie/1 
factical: faktisch 
facticallife: das faktische Leben 
facticity: die Faktizitiit 
formal indication: die formale Anzeige 
Greekanizing: die Griizisierung 
haziness: die Diesigkeit 
heightening (of care): die Steigerrmg 
historiology: die Historie 
history: die Geschichte 
horrescence: die Horrescenz [cf. Latin horresco, "shudder" I 



 

Zanotowano minusy 126, 129, 121,2,4,5 149,116,117,151,2 
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